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UK R AIN E – PR IS ON CON DI TI ON S

Executive summary
Ukraine permits independent monitoring of prisons and detention centres by international and local human
rights groups, including the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment (CPT) a d the O uds a s Offi e. Mo ito s a isit all t pes of pe itentiary
institutions without prior warnings about their arrival. However, there are some limitations to the monitoring
of pre-trial detention centres and the detention facilities under the jurisdiction of the Ukrainian Security
Service, SBU.
The health care system of the Ukrainian penitentiary institutions is suffering from the lack of reform. The
access to medical treatment is, in general, very limited. There is not enough medication in the prison system
and the available medication is often expired.
90 pe e t of the isited i stitutio s the O uds a s Offi e iolated the ights of detainees to adequate
detention conditions, including lightning and ventilation.
The food provided by the prison administration was generally of poor nutritional value, which meant that
prisoners often had to rely on supplementary food through parcels from their families.
Remand prisoners in Ukraine are placed separately from sentenced prisoners. Although women are placed
in the same pre-trial detention centre as male prisoners, they are be placed in a separate wing. Women and
men as well as juveniles also sit separately in penitentiary institutions, as there are separate prisons
designated for women and juveniles. Furthermore, pre-trial detention centres stipulates only 2.5 m2 per
prisoner and are typically overcrowded.
A lawyer of an accused is allowed access during interrogations. However, the quality of the appointed
defence lawyers varies widely. The use of metal cages in courtrooms where the accused is located during
trials is widespread in Ukraine, although metal cages have been removed in some courts, which now use
plastic boxes instead.
Ukrainian authorities have used torture and other forms of ill-treatment during interrogation and in the
penitentiary institutions, albeit not widespread. However, the use of such methods was more prevalent in
the past and the authorities have been fighting this practice in the past 25 years with some success, but
impunity among Ukrainian prison staff remains widespread.
Prisoners are allowed by law to complain about any topic of relevance to their incarceration to a number of
actors. However, prisoners are often reluctant to file complaints against the prison administration, as this
could result in reprisals.
Draft evaders in Ukraine can be sentenced and imprisoned, according to the law. They serve their sentence
together with the general prison population; since they are not serving in the military and hence cannot be
sentenced by military law. However, there was not a single draft evader imprisoned, according to judicial
statistics for 2021.
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Introduction
This report aims to describe and to provide updated information of the current conditions in Ukrainian
penitentiary institutions for the use of processing of asylum cases. These findings are relevant in comparison
to the standards of prison conditions set out by the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CPT) as well as the United Nations Standard Minimum
Rules fo the Ad i ist atio of Ju e ile Justi e The Beiji g Rules a d the U ited Natio s Rules for the
Treatment of Women Prisoners and Non- ustodial Measu es fo Wo e Offe de s The Ba gkok Rules .
CPT s standards consist of several different documents divided into themes on prison conditions. In each
chapter or section of this report, the relevant CPT document is introduced in short terms but not presented
in its full length. However, in accordance with country of origin information (COI) principles, the report at
hand is not conclusive as to the determination or merit of any particular claim to refugee status or asylum.
Hence, it does not include a discussion on the degree of compliance of the mentioned standards.
The report specifically looks into actors of independent monitoring, types of prisons and living conditions for
prisoners, including material conditions, sanitation, health care, access to meaningful activities, contact to
the outside world, use of solitary confinement, prevalence of ill-treatment and torture, prevalence of interprisoner violence, differentiated treatment, and accountability.
The Danish Immigration Service (DIS), in consultation with the Danish Refugee Appeals Board, drew up the
terms of reference (ToR) for the report. The ToR are included at the end of the report (Annex 2). This report
was written in accordance with the EASO COI Report Methodology.1 In relation to one element of the ToR –
point 5 on living conditions for military prisoners – it was not possible to gather sufficient information from
the interviews to address this topic in a separate chapter in the report. However, the topic has been
addressed in other relevant chapters where it was possible.
The report is based on five virtual interviews with the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine, the Commissioner of
Human Rights (Ombudsman), a legal adviser, the director of Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group (KhPG),
and the Director of the Human Rights Protection Group SICH respectively. In addition, written reports by
international organisations, NGOs, and news articles are included. The minutes from the meetings with the
Ministry of Justice and the Commissioner of Human Rights (Ombudsman) was sent to DIS in Ukrainian and
translated afterwards to English by the Ukrainian translation agency; Aventa.
The five oral sources were briefed about the purpose of the meetings and informed that their statements
would be included in a publicly available report in accordance with their preferred referencing.
The minutes of the interviews were validated by the sources. All notes were forwarded to the sources for
their approval and amendment, allowing them the opportunity to correct or comment on their statements.
All sources but one, Human Rights Protection Group SICH, approved actively their statements. Human Rights

1

EASO, EASO Country of Origin Information (COI) Report Methodology, June 2019, url
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Protection Group SICH was contacted by email and informed that the DIS would include the note in the report
if no response was received by the deadline. The DIS never received any response.
The report is a synthesis of the sources' statements complemented with reports of relevance for the topics
of the ToR. In the report, care has been taken to present the views of the sources as accurately and
transparently as possible and reference is made by number to the specific paragraphs in the minutes of the
interviews in the footnotes of the epo t. All sou es app o ed state e ts a e fou d i thei full e te t i
Annex 1 of this brief report.
The research and editing of this report was finalised on 12 November 2021.
The report can be accessed from the website of DIS, www.us.dk, and is thus available to all stakeholders in
the refugee status determination process as well as to the general public.
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Abbreviations
CC

Correctional Code of Ukraine

CoE

Council of Europe

COI

Country of Origin Information

CPT

European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment

DIS

Danish Immigration Service

Disbat

Disciplinary Battalion

EASO

European Asylum Support Office

ECHR

European Court of Human Rights

IMF

International Monetary Fund

IPV

Inter-Prisoner Violence

KhPG

Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group

MP

Member of Parliament

NGO

Non-governmental Organisation

SBI

State Bureau of Investigation

SBU

Security Service of Ukraine

TDF

Temporary Detention Facilities

ToR

Terms of Reference
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Glossary
Pre-trial detention centre
Pre-trial detention centres are prisons for persons who are awaiting trial (see 2.1. Pre-trial detention centres).
Remand prisoner
A remand prisoner is a person, who is held in custody while they are awaiting trial or sentencing. 2 A remand
prisoner is typically held in a pre-trial detention facility (see 2.1. Pre-trial detention centres).
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine
The Verkhovna Rada (Supreme Council) is the parliament of Ukraine.3

Penitentiary institutions
A penitentiary institution is a place for imprisonment, reformatory discipline, or punishment of a person, who
has been convicted (see 2.3. Penitentiary facilities/ The colonies).4
Colony
Colony is one type of penitentiary facility where prisoners can serve their sentence. The word and concept
of colonies derives from a Soviet prison tradition5 (see 2.3. Penitentiary facilities/ the colonies).

2

New Zealand, Department of Corrections, Remand, n.d., url
BBC Monitoring, Parliament, Ukraine, 23 October 2021, url, Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, Official portal, url
4 Dictionary.com, penitentiary, n.d., url
5 Independent prison expert: 54
3
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1. Access to Ukrainian prisons for independent monitoring
This chapter describes the different actors who are given access to monitor the Ukrainian prison system. It
further explains hat the diffe e t a to s a date is du i g isits. Finally, this chapter describes whether
the Ukrainian state standards are accessible to the public.
Ukraine ratified the European Convention for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment in 1997. This has allowed the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture
and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CPT) access to places of detention. CPT carries out
periodic and ad hoc visits.6

1.1. Actors granted access to prisons and complaint mechanisms
Ukraine permits independent monitoring of prisons and detention centres by international and local human
rights groups, including the CPT, the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner of Human Rights (The Office of the
Ukrainian Ombudsman), and the UN Human Rights Monitoring Mission in Ukraine (HRMMU).7
Since 2012, the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights (Ombudsman) has had a national
preventive mechanism of monitoring.8 This mechanism has created a special branch, whose sole purpose is
to visit penitentiary institutions. Every Ukrainian regional administrative region (oblast) has monitoring staff
who have undergone training and can visit penitentiary institutions as directed by the Ombudsman. In order
to get access to the perimeter, the Ombudsman writes a letter to a particular penitentiary institution, and
the administration is thus obliged to allow their entry.9 The mandate includes monitoring of 4,720 institutions
including orphanages.10
Since 2014, after the Maidan Revolution and following change of government, the new government
introduced new laws, which meant that all monitors e.g. human rights affiliated organisations (with the help
of assistants of parliamentarian members, MP) got access to monitor penitentiary institutions with few
exceptions (see 1.2. Mandate in visits).11
There are now several ways for independent monitors to get access to penitentiary institutions in Ukraine:
The persons who are assigned to monitor the penitentiary institutions through the National Preventive
Mechanism can visit all types of penitentiary institutions without any prior warnings or notifications about
their arrival.12

6

CPT, Chart of signatures and ratifications of Treaty 126, 3 February 2021, url; CoE, European Convention for the Prevention of
Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, Article 8, 2c, 1 marts 2002, url; Ombudsman: 2, 6
7 USDOS, 2020 Country Reports on Human Rights Practices: Ukraine, 30 March 2021, url, p. 9
8 KhPG: 3; Ombudsman: 2-3; Модел О
уд
+ (Model Ombudsman+), https://ombudsman.gov.ua/ua/page/npm/modelombudsman/
9 KhPG: 3
10 Ombudsman: 2
11 Independent prison expert: 6
12 Ombudsman: 3
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The Ombudsman advised that civil society representatives, NGOs and other members of the supervisory
commission could also monitor penitentiary institutions, which are under the authority of the Ministry of
Justice.13 When human rights organisations conduct monitoring visits through this mechanism, they have to
draft their reports in collaboration with the Ombudsman.14
There exists a so-called Supervisory Commission, which is subordinated local and regional authorities.
However, according to the Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group (KhPG), this mechanism is not effective,
because civil servants working in the commissions are not given any incentives to stimulate their interest in
visiting penitentiary institutions. Members of the commission can choose representatives from NGOs who
may visit the institutions, although, such visits have to be cleared with the commission beforehand.15
Since April 2014, it has been possible for members of national, regional and local parliaments (in their
constituencies) and their assistants to visit penitentiary institutions. The members can bring two to three
medical doctors and two to three journalists with them.16 According to Human Rights Protection Group SICH,
the NGOs and the human rights organisations can use this mechanism to gain access to monitor prisons
(colonies). However, this mechanism does not cover pre-trial detention facilities.17
According to the Ministry of Justice, article 24 of the Criminal Executive Code of Ukraine has defined a list of
persons who are authorised to freely visit penitentiary institutions, including pre-trial detention centres, for
monitoring and inspections at any time without a special permission or accreditation. They can be
accompanied by their own choice by up to three medical professionals and two representatives of the
media.18 This list includes:
-

the President of Ukraine or his designated representatives;
the Prime Minister or his designated representatives;
the Ombudsman of the Parliament of Ukraine or designated representatives;
the Chairman, deputy chairmen and members of the Commission for Pardons under the President of
Ukraine;
the Minister of Justice or his designated representatives;
the Minister of Internal Affairs, Chairman of the National Police or their designated representatives;
members of the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment;
Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, chairmen of local state
administrations on the territory in which they are located or their designated representatives;
People s deputies of Uk ai e, thei assista ts-consultants, deputies of the Parliament of the
Autonomous Republic of Crimea19 and deputies of local councils;
The Prosecutor General, as well as prosecutors authorised by him and supervising the observance of
laws during the execution of court decisions in criminal cases as well as the application of the other
coercive measures related to the restriction of personal freedom of citizens in a relevant territory;

13

Ombudsman: 5
Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 3
15 KhPG: 4
16 KhPG: 5
17 Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 2
18 Ministry of Justice: 5
19 Ukraine does not recognise the annexation of Crimea in March 2014 by the Russian Federation
14
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-

-

Chairman, deputy chairman and members of the supervisory commission who organise public
control over the observance of the rights and legitimate interests of the convicts during the execution
of criminal sanctions;
Village, settlement, city mayor or his designated representatives in the territory of a relevant council
Members of public councils under the central body of executive power implementing the state policy
on execution of criminal sanctions, and its territorial units in the relevant territory. 20

Finally, besides the abovementioned list, there exists a special Public Council, which was created by the
Ministry of Justice, as a temporary consultative and advisory body promoting the public participation in the
formation and implementation of the state policy on execution of criminal sanctions. The members of this
council may also carry out public control over the penitentiary facilities and the pre-trial detention facilities
together with independent representatives of the public. They are not subject to any restrictions and may
visit penitentiary institutions at any time of the day.21

1.2. Mandate in visits
It is possible for independent monitors to conduct inspections unannounced, ad hoc and at any time of the
day and night. The security staff or the prison administration cannot make any limitations to the inspection.
The monitors are allowed to enter at all penitentiary institutions (except pre-trial detention facilities) and in
all places of the premises.22
The Office of the Ombudsman has access to all types of prisons, including maximum-security institutions,
pre-trial detention facilities, and the facilities of the Security Service of Ukraine (SBU). Furthermore, there
are no restrictions as to on who they can interview during those visits, including prisoners with lifetime
sentences.23
According to an independent prison expert, there have been a few cases where monitors could not enter
because they were denied access by the prison administration. For example, this happened at Prison no. 77,
which has also been described in the latest CPT report.24 However, because the prison administration denied
them access, it became a public scandal. Therefore, the source opined that few prisons would not dare to
deny monitors access to the prisons nowadays.25 The KhPG further elaborated that if the monitors were not
g a ted a ess, the ould su se ue tl o plai to the p ose uto s offi e, as it is a iolatio of the la .26
Human Rights Protection Group SICH noted that a few penitentiary institutions did not live up to the law.
These prisons do not allow monitors inside, unless a prosecutor or the Ombudsman accompanies them. The
same source has tried to write requests to the police, but the requests have not been answered, even though
the police is obliged to look at them, according to the law.27

20

Ministry of Justice: 6
Ministry of Justice: 10
22 Independent prison expert: 7; KhPG: 10; Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 4; Ombudsman: 3, 7
23 Ombudsman: 4, 10
24 CPT, Report to the Ukrainian Government on the visit to Ukraine carried out by the European Committee for the Prevention of
Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CPT) from 4 to 13 August 2020, 15 December 2020, url, p. 15
25 Independent prison expert: 8
26 KhPG: 7
27 Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 5
21
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Several sources stated that monitors could conduct personal interviews with prisoners during their visit. 28
They can also make video and/or audio recordings.29 According to the Ombudsman, all monitors, including
international organisations, can have confidential conversations with the prisoners.30 Two sources noted,
however, that the prison administration would nonetheless try to sit in at the interview and listen to the
interview or there would be prison guards close by and they would be able to listen to at least some part of
the conversation.31
KhPG noted that the prison administration would often try to hide things in hidden places, such as secret
production facilities or workshops that are not officially registered and in which unrecorded products are
produced.32 This has been the case in the Temnovskaya Colony no. 100 in Kharkiv Region. The administration
could also try to hide so-called press-cells , which are premises where convicts are physically abused.
Furthermore, the prison administration could also try to hide certain prisoners so that they would not be
able to talk to the monitors. For monitors to get access to all facilities, they must know such places or
practices in advance. 33 According to an independent prison expert, monitors do not have access to
watchtowers or armouries. Sometimes these places could be of interest, because previously inmates were
temporarily detained in these facilities.34

1.2.1. Monitoring capacity
Several sources agreed that there were not enough resources to monitor every prison. 35 There are 103
penitentiary institutions; 17 pre-trial detention centres, and 14 multifunctional institutions that covers both
remand and sentenced prisoners under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Justice alone.36 Furthermore, there
are between 4,720 and up to 5,000 places of detention in total.37
It is difficult for the NGOs and the human rights organisations to monitor every prison. For example, the
extent to which penitentiary institutions can be monitored is limited, according to the Ombudsman. The
office of the Ombudsman tries to monitor approximately one third of all penitentiary institutions in Ukraine
per year.38
Furthermore, there are not enough parliamentarian members on both national, regional and local levels,
who have demonstrated a willingness to monitor the penitentiary system. However, the NGOs try to follow
up on any complaints of which they become aware.39 Finally, the level of scrutiny within the prison system is
high and prison staff are cautious before maltreating prisoners, as the risk of such actions being made public
shortly after is high.40

28

KhPG: 5; Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 6; Ombudsman: 9-10
KhPG: 5
30 Ombudsman: 9
31 Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 6; KhPG: 12
32 KhPG: 10
33 KhPG: 11
34 Independent prison expert: 11
35 Independent prison expert: 16; Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 4; Ombudsman: 8
36 Ministry of Justice: 13
37 Ombudsman: 2; Independent prison expert: 17
38 Ombudsman: 8
39 Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 4
40 Independent prison expert: 15, 17
29
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1.3 Monitoring of pre-trial detention centres
There are limitations to the monitoring of pre-trial detention centres. According to several sources, NGOs
and human rights organisations cannot monitor remand prisoners.41 Overall, it is only the Ombudsman and
the P ose uto s Offi e ho ha e a ess to monitor conditions in the pre-trial institutions.42 According to the
Ombudsman, however, there is a certain list of stakeholders who can access these facilities, besides the
O uds a a d the P ose uto s Offi e. The list i ludes a o g othe s:







the President and Prime Minister of Ukraine;
the Ministry of Internal Affairs;
the national police;
the Ministry of Justice;
members of the Ukrainian Parliament;
the European Committee against Torture (CPT).43

Access to monitor pre-trial detentions centres for the MPs of the Ukrainian Parliament and their
corresponding services depends, however, on what the requirements for the monitoring might be.44
A o di g to KhPG, the P ose uto s Offi e ill ot i spe t the p e-trial detention facilities very often. 45
Furthermore, an independent prison expert opined that it could be difficult for the ombudsman to criticise
institutions under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, such as police detention facilities, as the
Mi iste of I te al Affai s suppo ted the O uds a s appoi t e t. 46

1.4 Other institutions outside independent monitoring
Some detention facilities are under the jurisdiction of the Ukrainian Security Service (SBU), which makes it
difficult for independent monitors to obtain information and get access to these facilities.47 The European
Committee against Torture (CPT) was also prevented from monitoring some of these facilities. 48 The
Ombudsman, however, stated that they have access to monitor the facilities of the SBU.49
Furthermore, the Ministry of Defence is responsible for the management of the so-called disciplinary
battalions, where they incarcerate military personnel in service who have committed disciplinary offenses.
A o di g to a i depe de t p iso e pe t, o l the P ose uto s Offi e a isit the dis ipli a
attalions.50

1.5 Public standards for prisons
According to several sources, the state standards for prisons are generally accessible to the public.51 The
standards are published at the website of the penitentiary inspections department.52 They are also written

41

Independent prison expert: 9; KhPG: 6
Independent prison expert: 9; KhPG: 6
43 Ombudsman: 11
44 Ombudsman: 4
45 KhPG: 6
46 Independent prison expert: 9
47 Independent prison expert: 12; KhPG: 9
48 Ministry of Justice: 14; Independent prison expert: 12
49 Ombudsman: 10
50 Ministry of Justice: 15-16; Independent prison expert: 14
51 Independent prison expert: 22; Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 7; Ombudsman: 12
52 Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 7
42
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in the Ukrainian laws, rights, conditions and requirements, which are published and accessible for every
Ukrainian citizen.53
According to an independent prison expert, the basic and most important standards are available, such as
the size of a cell etc., but, for example, the information about the size of the window in the cell is in a separate
document that is classified. Furthermore, there are no details of standards for long-term prisoners, which
means that the standards for long-term prisoners can vary from prison to prison.54

53
54

Ombudsman: 12
Independent prison expert: 22
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2. Different types of prisons
In this section, the different types of penitentiary institutions in Ukraine are described with a specific focus
on a differentiated level of security. The incarceration of different social categories (mentally impaired,
juveniles and women) is also included at the end of this section.
According to the interviewed sources, there are six different types of imprisonment in Ukraine, which are
divided into different security levels:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pre-trial detention centres
Correctional centres with restricted freedom
Arrest houses
Penitentiary facilities/colonies
Sectors for prisoners serving life-time sentences55
Disciplinary battalions56

2.1. Pre-trial detention centres
Pre-t ial dete tio e t es alled SIZO 57 in Ukraine are for persons awaiting their trial. 58 In pre-trial
detention centres, there are approximately 16,600-19,000 remand prisoners59 of which 11,000 would be
under either investigation or awaiting trial.60
In the past, the pre-trial detention centres were under the control of the police, however, Ukraine had to
restructure and put pre-trial centres under an independent institution before joining the Council of Europe
(CoE).61
Remand prisoners can be housed in what is called an isolator of temporary detention under the police. They
can stay there for no more than 30 days. However, remand prisoners are mostly detained in the penitentiary
system and not by the police. 62
The Commissioner of the Human Rights Office explained that temporary detention facilities (TDFs) of the
National Police of Ukraine are not used as pre-trial detention centres. The TDFs may be used as pre-trial
detention facilities only as a preventive measure of detention for up to three days, if it is impossible to
transfer the detainees to a pre-trial detention centre.63
Due to long distance or lack of adequate means of communication, prisoners may be kept in the TDF for no
more than 10 days. Furthermore, TDF can be used in case of detention of inmates who arrived from a pre55

Ministry of Justice: 17; Ombudsman: 14; Independent prison expert: 25; Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 9
Ombudsman: 14; Independent prison expert: 25; KhPG: 19
57 SIZO Uk ai ia : л дч
ол то /Russia : лед т е
ол то di e t t a slatio : investigatory isolation ward equal to a
pre-trail detention centre/remand prison
58 Ombudsman: 14, 16, 19
59 Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group, Priso ers rights i Ukrai e
-2021: KHPG report, 16.06.2021, url, Ombudsman: 51,
Independent prison expert: 26
60 Independent prison expert: 26
61 Independent prison expert: 32
62 Independent prison expert: 31
63 Ombudsman: 198
56
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trial detention centre or correctional facilities in connection with court proceedings or investigations, which
e ui es the p iso e s i ol e e t.64
One source explained that when a person has received a sentence, the person could chose to stay in the
same premises as the pre-trial detention centre. In the premises, there are cellblocks that are dedicated to
remand prisoners and cellblocks for sentenced prisoners. In such premises, the person would have the
opportunity to do some administrative and housing work and get the status of an administrative worker.65
Such sentenced prisoners have slightly extended rights equal to the colonies of minimum level of security.
For example, they have the possibility to use mobile phones and have access to the internet.66 The prisoners
could also choose to serve their sentence in a colony.67

2.1.1. Pre-trial detention centres for juveniles
According to KhPG, it happens very seldom that juveniles are placed with adult prisoners in pre-trial
detention centres, as this is forbidden by law. The source has not heard of such cases in the last five to six
years. The number of minors who end up in pre-trial detention centres is very small, KhPG thus found such
events – cases of juveniles being placed with adult prisoners – extremely unlikely (see 4.11.2. Juveniles).68

2.1.2. Pre-trial detention centres under the Security Service of Ukraine
Two sources stated that the Security Service (SBU) has its own pre-trial centres.69 When the conflict in Eastern
Ukraine began in 2014-2015, special pre-trial detentions under the SBU were used to contain some military
prisoners (mostly prisoners of war). This ended when formal contacts on exchange of prisoners between the
parties of the conflict were agreed upon. Presently, prisoners of war, such as Ukrainians fighting for the
opposite separatist site and foreigners, serve their sentence in a normal prison.70
An independent prison expert opined that these SBU pre-trial centres are illegal, as the SBU does not have
the legal authority to administer such institutions. These centres are used for persons who have committed
state treason or something similar. According to the source, the SBU prefers to have these detainees under
their own control, even though it is against European standards; according to the European standards, people
should not be placed under the authority of the people who investigate them.71
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Ombudsman: 198
Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 10
66 Ombudsman: 20
67 Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 11;
68 KhPG: 18
69 Independent prison expert: 31; Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 13
70 Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 13
71 Independent prison expert: 31
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2.2. Correctional centres
Correctional centres are open penitentiary institutions where the prisoners have so-called semi-liberty72,
which is a mix of custody and liberty 73. 74 These prisoners can go out during the day within 5 km of the
institution, and they have the right to work outside of the prison.75
The correctional centres are usually for prisoners who have committed petty offences and thus received
minor sentences, such as failure to pay alimony, traffic incidents, minor financial crimes or similar. 76
The correctional centres used to be called open prisons,77 where people live in a colony and work outside of
the colony. There is typically no medical unit in these colonies.78
There are approximately 1,00079-1,400 prisoners housed in 14 correctional centres in Ukraine. The numbers
of correctional centres used to be higher; during the last couple of years, the authorities have closed some
of these centres.80

2.3. Penitentiary facilities/ the colonies
The term penitentiary facility is the official title of a prison that houses sentenced prisoners in Ukraine.81
However, the word colony is also used to describe these institutions, as they were first designed to be labour
camps under the GULag82 in the Soviet Union.83 The colonies house in total around 30,000 prisoners84 and
are divided into three categories for incarceration of prisoners:
o
o
o

Minimum level of security with facilitated conditions or with general conditions
Middle level of security
Maximum security85

2.3.1. The minimum level of security
Persons who committed minor crimes usually serve in minimum-security prisons.86 Pursuant to article 12.2
of the criminal code of Ukraine, a minor criminal offense means an offense punishable by imprisonment for
a term up to two years or a more lenient penalty.87

Semi-li e t also alled est ai t of li e t . I Uk ai ia alled: О е е
ол /i Russia : О
че е о од
In accordance with Part 1 of Article 61 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine, The punishment of restraint of liberty consists in holding
a person in an open penitentiary institution without isolation from the society but under supervision and with compulsory
engagement of the convicted person in work.
74 Independent prison expert: 25; KhPG: 20
75 Independent prison expert: 29; Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 9
76 Independent prison expert: 29; Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 9
77 I Russia
alled Коло
-по еле е/Kolo i a-posele ie
78 KhPG: 20
79 Independent prison expert: 26
80 KhPG: 20
81 Ombudsman:16
82 GULag (Russian: Гл
ое Уп ле е Ла е е /Glavnoye Upravleniye Lagerey) meaning the Main Directorate of Camps was a
network of labour camps in the Soviet Union developed primarily under Stalin in the 1930-50s.
83 Independent prison expert: 54
84 Independent prison expert: 26
85 Ombudsman: 14; Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 9; KhPG: 16; Independent prison expert: 27; Ministry of Justice: 18
86 Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 15
87 Criminal Code of Ukraine, 1 September 2001, article 12, url
72

73
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Institutions with a minimum level of security are divided into two sectors: one with facilitated conditions,
and one with general conditions. Facilitated conditions make it possible for prisoners to spend a prolonged
period of time on walks or extended access to leisure.88
The largest numbers of prisoners in Ukraine are housed in minimum-security prisons, where the prisoners
can go outside to work in a nearby town; they are also allowed to have cell-phones. Just next to the prison,
there is a separate wing where the prisoners can be accommodated and where they can work every day. 89
Prisoners serving their sentence in minimum-security prisons are living in dormitories or in small rooms. 90
According to article 18 of the Correctional Code of Ukraine, women convicted of minor, grave and especially
grave crimes can also serve at prisons with minimum level of security with general conditions.91

2.3.2. Medium level of security
Medium level security are for persons who have committed more serious crimes than minor crimes. 92
Pursuant to article 12.3 of the criminal code of Ukraine, a medium grave offense means an offense punishable
by imprisonment for a term of up to five years.93
Medium level security colonies are divided into different penitentiaries for first offenders, and for convicts
who have been sentenced to prison more than once. 94 Prisoners serving their sentence in medium security
prisons are living in dormitories or in small rooms similar to prisoners siting in minimum level of security.95

2.3.3. Maximum-security prisons
For the worst types of crimes, prisoners are housed in maximum-security prisons.96 Prisons with maximum
level of security are for men sentenced to life imprisonment. 97 Pursuant to article 12.4 and 12.5 of the
criminal code of Ukraine, a grave criminal offense means an offense punishable by imprisonment for a term
of up to ten years and for an especially grave offence more than ten years or a life sentence.98
In prisons of maximum-security, the prisoners are housed in cells.99 Furthermore, it is not a possibility for
prisoners in the maximum-security prisons to work, as these prisoners cannot go outside the perimeter.100
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Independent prison expert: 28
90 Independent prison expert: 27
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92 Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 15
93 Criminal Code of Ukraine, 1 September 2001,article 12, url
94 KhPG: 17; Independent prison expert: 27; Ministry of Justice: 19, Ombudsman: 17
95 Independent prison expert: 27
96 KhPG: 17
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2.4. Arrest houses
Arrest houses as autonomous penitentiary facilities do not exist in Ukraine anymore. However, inside some
sectors of the colonies arrest houses have been created.101

2.5. Disciplinary battalions
Disciplinary battalions (disbat) are prisons for military personnel.102 These facilities are for military personnel
who has committed disciplinary offenses. They will serve time in these disciplinary battalions, which de facto
is the equivalent of a military prison. The disciplinary battalions are only for sentenced military personnel,
and thus does not include draft evaders, conscientious objectors or evaders of mobilisation.103

2.6. Juvenile prisons
According to the United Natio s standards for i p iso ed ju e iles, the Beiji g Rules , a d CPTs
standards, juveniles in detention pending trial shall be kept separate from adults and shall be detained
in a separate institution or in a separate part of an institution also holding adults.104
The juvenile prisons are housing persons in the age of 14-18. However, it is possible to stay there until the
age of 22 depending on the pe so s behaviour.105
In Ukraine, juveniles are always separated from adult prisoners.106 The juveniles are detained in an education
colony for underage prisoners.107 At the pre-trial stage, the male and female juveniles are held in different
blocs, and at the sentence stage, they are held in different prisons. In Ukraine, there is one prison for male
juveniles,108 and for female juveniles, there is a special unit for minors in a female prison.109
According to the recently amended legislation, the Ministry of Justice is trying to use a different type of
alternative measures towards underage persons. Currently, Ukraine has 68 persons younger than 18 years
old, who are being held at Kremenchug Educational Facility.110
The Ministry of Justice advised that prisoners, who have reached the age of 18, might be kept in an
educational facility until they have served their sentence, but not after they turn 22, in order to consolidate
the results of correction and completion of the general education or vocational training.111
Convicts, who have turned 18, are kept in the educational facility based on a decision of the education board
and an order issued by the head of the facility in consultation with the children's affairs office.112

101

Independent prison expert: 25
Ombudsman: 14; KhPG: 19
103 KhPG: 19
104 Further details on the standards can be found in these documents: UN, United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the
Administration of juvenile, Justice, (The Beijing Rules), Adopted by General Assembly resolution 40/33 of 29 November 1985, url,
section 13.4; CPT, Juveniles deprived of their liberty under criminal legislation, CPT/Inf(2015)1-part rev1, Extract from the 24th
General Report of the CPT, 2015, url, section 99
105 Independent prison expert: 117
106 Independent prison expert: 30; Ombudsman: 18; Ministry of Justice: 58
107 Ombudsman: 18; Ministry of Justice: 17, 63
108 KhPG: 17; Independent prison expert: 30; Ministry of Justice: 55
109 Independent prison expert: 30
110 Ministry of Justice: 63
111 Ministry of Justice: 64
112 Ministry of Justice: 65
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2.7. Prisons for women
CPT recommends that women in prison should, as a matter of principle, be confined in facilities that are
physically separate from that occupied by any men being held at the same establishment.113
The Ukrainian legislation stipulates that women and men sit separately in penitentiary institutions. 114 In
Ukraine, there are special colonies designated for women, which are separate from colonies for men. 115 This
applies for both the colonies and the pre-trial detention centres.116 There are five separate prisons only for
women in Ukraine.117

2.8. Mentally impaired
In addition to the abovementioned penitentiary institutions, an independent prison expert advised that
persons with mental impairment or psychiatric diagnoses may be sent to psychiatric institutions in cases
where they have committed a crime, however, those institutions are not part of the penal system.118

2.9. Procedure of allocation of sentenced prisoners
A special commission is responsible for the distribution of prisoners; the decision about where a prisoner
should serve their sentence is typically made while the prisoner is in pre-trial detention. The commission
decides where a particular prisoner should serve their time. In order to make this decision, the commission
considers a colony that is in accordance with the crime committed.119 If a particular interregional department
does not have a proper institution with the required level of security, the documents of the prisoner are sent
to the central department of penitentiary in Kiev where the authorities will define the required level of
security and subsequently send the person in question to a region, which meet the security requirements.120
The commission will also take into consideration the location of the family of the prisoner. This is something
the commission began to consider after a ruling of the ECHR, which stipulated that prisoners should be
incarcerated at a place where the family had the chance of paying a visit. However, according to KhPG, the
proximity of family was not a priority for the commission.121
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3. Living conditions for detainees in remand detention
This chapter describes the living conditions for detainees in pre-trial detention centres in Ukraine. There may
be paragraphs with information of relevance for both remand and sentenced prisoners.

3.1. Number of remand prisoners
According to a report published by KhPG in 2021, there were 16,673 prisoners in pre-trial detention centres
in Ukraine as of 1 January 2021. These remand prisoners were placed in 12 existing pre-trial detention
centres and 17 penitentiary institutions with the function of a pre-trial detention centre.122
The Commissioner of Human Rights Office stated that as of 30 July 2020, 19,169 persons were held in pretrial detention facilities and correctional facilities performing the function of pre-trial detention facilities at
the stage of pre-trial investigation and trial.123

3.1.1. Capacity in pre-trial detention centres
The capacity in pre-trial detention centres differs a lot, as they were built in different time periods. Some of
them were built in the 18th century and some in the 19th and 20th century where the standards of the
perimeter differed. Thus, some of these cells are for 20 persons, some for only four persons.124
An independent prison expert noted that overcrowding is a huge problem in pre-trial detention centres. All
centres are typically overcrowded. This is due to the standard for pre-trial detentions, which stipulates only
2.5 m2 per prisoner. This does not meet the standards of the Council of Europe.125 The most overcrowded
pre-trial detention centres are located in the Kiev Region.126
In pre-trial detention centres, it is common to see up to 20 persons in a cell of 30 m 2. The prisoners do not
take shifts for sleeping in beds anymore. However, one source was aware of a recent case from a pre-trial
detention centre in the south of Ukraine where prisoners had to sleep in shifts.127

3.2. Separation of prisoners
According to the CPTs standards, efforts should be made to accommodate remand prisoners separately from
sentenced prisoners.128
According to article 8 of the Law on Pre-Trial Detention, sentenced prisoners shall be kept separately from
persons in custody. 129 Several interviewed sources noted that remand prisoners in Ukraine are placed
separately from sentenced prisoners. 130 The Ministry of Justice elaborated that prisoners in pre-trial
Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group, Priso ers rights i Ukrai e
-2021: KHPG report, 16.06.2021, url
Ombudsman: 51
124 Independent prison expert: 50
125 Independent prison expert: 45, 52
126 Independent prison expert: 50
127 Independent prison expert: 49
128 Further details on the standards can be found in: CPT, Remand detention, CPT/Inf(2017)5-part, Extract from the 26th General
Report of the CPT, 2017, url, section 55
129 Ombudsman: 199
130 Independent prison expert: 30; Ministry of Justice: 58; Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 17
122
123
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institutions may reside in the same building. However, it is not in the policy to place them in rooms that are
located close to sentenced prisoners; the blocks are isolated from each other.131
Two sources mentioned that sometimes there could be rare exceptions to this rule of separating remand
prisoners from sentenced prisoners. 132 These rare occasions could happen in cases where a sentenced
prisoner returned to the pre-trial detention centres, for example if the person prepares a constitutional
complaint or during transport.133

3.2.1. Separation of women and men
In pre-trial detention centres, women are placed in the same detention centre as male prisoners, although
in a separate wing.134 The Commissioner of Human Rights Office elaborated that every pre-trial detention
centre has different capacities and thus some detention centres have more physical space than others do.
Therefore, some pre-trial detention centres cannot provide for separation of women and men in different
buildings. However, women and men will never be held in the same cell.135
In pre-trial detention centres, children are placed in the same room as their mother. This category of
prisoners (mother with infants) are thus designated more space in the cells than other categories.
Furthermore, they will be served special food and they will always have access to hot tap water and necessary
furnishing.136

3.3. Living space
I a o da e ith CPT s i i u sta da ds, a remand og sentenced prisoner should be afforded 6 m² of
living space for a single-occupancy cell plus sanitary facilities; in a multiple-occupancy cell, the standard is 4
m² of living space per prisoner plus a fully partitioned sanitary facility.137
According to Article 11 in the Ukrainian law on pre-trial detention, remand prisoners should have at least 2.5
m2 per person.138 However, pregnant women and women with children will have 4.5 m².139
According to article 8 of the Law on Pre-Trial Detention, persons taken into custody shall be kept in small or
shared cells.140 Remand prisoners in pre-trial institutions are placed in cells with two to four persons, in rare
cases up to eight persons. In some pre-trial detention centres, there are rooms that can accommodate up to
50 persons.141 The Commissioner of Human Rights Office advised that detention in a separate cell is used as
an exception to the general rule.142
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3.3.1 Solitary confinement
In exceptional cases, remand prisoners may be kept in solitary confinement if this is decided by the person
or body conducting the criminal proceedings or the head of the pre-trial detention centre, authorised by the
prosecutor. A decision to keep a prisoner in solitary confinement could be made:
 in order to preserve the secrecy of a pre-trial investigation,
 to protect prisoners from possible attacks on their lives,
 to prevent the prisoner from committing a new criminal offence,
 for medical reasons.143
Solitary confinement shall not be used for minors, and if a remand prisoner s life is in danger, they shall be
transferred to another small or shared cell.144 Furthermore, a remand prisoner may be placed in a disciplinary
cell or punishment cell for the purpose of punishment. The remand prisoner shall be kept in the punishment
cell alone.145

3.3.2. Paid cells in pre-trial detention centres
According to the Minister of Justice cited by the KhPG report, the authorities are in the process of creating
special paid cells with improved conditions of detention in pre-trial detention centres of Ukraine.146 Remand
prisoners can choose to pay for a better cell, if they have the financial means.147 However, many of these
cells are often occupied, due to high demand. The authorities are opening more paid cells in Kiev, where the
problem with overcrowding is most prevalent.148
The Minister of Justice explain in a KhPG report that the paid cells provide for improved living conditions for
remand prisoners. A paid cell contains a refrigerator, a TV set, and there is more space for each paid
prisoner.149

3.4. Lighting, fresh air and ventilation
According to CPT s minimum standards, prisoners should have access to natural light, fresh air and
ventilation.150
The Commissioner of Human Rights Office stated that 90 percent of the visited institutions where persons
sentenced to imprisonment or those subject to preventive measures in the form of detention are kept,
violated the right of detainees to adequate detention conditions, which include lighting and ventilation.151

3.4.1. Lighting
According to the internal regulations of pre-trial detention facilities of the State Criminal Executive Service of
Ukraine, each cell in the pre-trial detention centre shall be equipped with working (day) and regular (night)
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147 Independent prison expert: 46
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lighting, as well as electrical outlets for connecting electrical appliances. The lighting and outlets shall be
controlled from the room of the junior inspector of the duty shift (head of the corps) and switches installed
in the corridors near the entrance door to the cells.152
Daytime lighting shall be switched on and off by the personnel of the pre-trial detention facility at the time
specified in the daily schedule. At night (from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.), the staff on duty turn on the regular (night)
lighting during cell inspections to prevent prisoners or inmates from committing suicide or self-harm, or from
preparing to escape from custody. The level of lighting must not interfere with the sleep and rest of prisoners
and inmates.153
According to an independent prison expert, Ukrainian pre-trial detention centres have very poor lighting,
partly due to small windows, but also because the authorities place a few layers of grilles on the windows,
which significantly limits the passage of natural light into the room.154

3.4.2. Fresh air and ventilation
According to article 11 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention, persons taken into custody shall be
provided with living conditions consistent with the sanitation and hygiene rules. These conditions include
ensuring a sufficient level of ventilation at the premises.155
The pre-trial detention centres are not designed to offer any ventilation system. Ventilation consists of
opening the windows to allow for fresh air and in some rare cases, the window of the door can be opened as
well. During hot summers, it happens that people die of a heatstroke due to poor ventilation.156
Remand prisoners are confined in their cells for 23 hours per day, which exacerbates the living conditions in
the cells and expose the detainees to tobacco smoke or other things harmful to their health.157 Therefore,
many non-smoking prisoners have to stay with smokers.158 However, the Commissioner of Human Rights
office noted that smoking was only allowed in designated areas, which prevented second-hand smoking by
others.159

3.5. Nourishment
According to the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine, free food is provided to all prisoners, who are being held in
pre-trial detention centres. There are some categories of products, which are forbidden and are not to be
given by the relatives or visitors in order to mitigate the risk of food poisoning. The list of such products is
small. The list comprises among other things home cooked products.160
All prisoners are provided with hot meals three times a day. The food is prepared in accordance with the
stipulated standards and these standards depend on the status of each prisoner. There are different
standards for persons who are in the pre-trial detention centres, in the colonies, and in medical departments
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at the penitentiary institutions, and there are different standards for juveniles and for tuberculosis patients
etc.161
The Commissioner of Human Rights office advised that there was discrimination in terms of portions
depending on where the person is kept and what their status was. In pre-trial detention centres, for example,
remand prisoners are given 450 grams of bread, 400 grams of potatoes and one egg per day, which is less
than sentenced prisoners get162.163
According to an independent prison expert, the food is worse in pre-trial detention centres than in the
colonies, because remand prisoners are not allowed to work and hence have to rely on the state budget,
which is scarce.164 Therefore, around half of the remand prisoners refuse to eat food provided by the prison
administration, as the prisoners believe it is uneatable. Instead, these prisoners rely on their relatives to bring
them food.165
The Commissioner of Human Rights office noted that although a decree on new nutritional standards was
adopted in 2018, the regulation on punishment by reducing the portion of food still applied. This meant that
remand prisoners could be punished by providing them less bread and meat than other inmates, and no milk
or eggs being provided them at all.166
In a KhPG report, the Minister of Justice of Ukraine advised that the pre-trial detention centres do not receive
sufficient funds to buy normal nutrition.167

3.6. Sanitary arrangements and access to personal hygiene
According to CPT standards, access to proper sanitation facilities and maintenance of good standards of
hygiene are essential components of a healthy environment. Furthermore, prisoners should have adequate
access to shower or bathing facilities. It is also desirable to have u i g ate a aila le i p iso e s ells.168
According to the Commissioner of Human Rights office, sanitary, hygienic and anti-epidemic rules are
enforced in pre-trial detention centres. Persons arriving at a pre-trial detention centre shall be sanitised. This
includes the washing of prisoners and inmates in a bath, and changing of underwear, disinfection, and
disinfestation of personal clothing in the disinfection chamber is mandatory. For men, if required, their hair
will be cut, and their chin, beard and moustache shaved.169
The Ministry of Justice of Ukraine advised that remand prisoners will often wear their own clothes while
incarcerated; otherwise, the administration will provide them with clothes. The administration will also
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provide them with bed linen. 170 However, in a KhPG report, the Minister of Justice stated that the pre-trial
detention centres do not receive sufficient funds to buy bed linen.171
According to an independent prison expert, the conditions under which the remand prisoners live are very
unhygienic. The prisoners have access to showers once a week. The prisoners do not have access to toilet
paper, toothbrush, toothpaste, and shaving equipment.172
It is possible to enquire the informal prison leaders for hygiene products in exchange for providing them with
future services e.g. being part of their gang, being a spy, begging relatives for money, and then share them
with the welfare fund for prisoners. This mechanism is most prevalent in the pre-trial detention centres,
although it is also used in the colonies.173
Concerning showers, the standards stipulate that prisoners can have a shower at least once a week, which
means for most of the prisoners only once a week. 174 The remand prisoners have regular access to toilets
without undue delay.175 However, the toilets are in general only partly screened off with a wall that goes up
half way to the ceiling; the toilets do thus not provide a sufficient level of privacy.176
The prisoners have access to running water. 177 However, drinking water is not clean, regular or easily
accessible. This is a general issue, especially in pre-trial detention centres. It is not possible to drink water
straight from the tab in many Ukrainian prisons.178
One source mentioned that the hygiene problem was not limited to the prison system in Ukraine, but should
be seen as a broader problem; for example, one cannot get hygiene products in Ukrainian hospitals as well.179

3.6.1. Sanitary arrangements and access to personal hygiene for women
Women do not have access to sanitary towels in the penitentiary institutions of Ukraine. The prison
administration does not have a budget to purchase feminine hygienic supplies. 180 Therefore, hygienic
products are scarce, which makes women more vulnerable to men. 181
In some cases, the state provides limited amount of hygienic products for women but not a sufficient amount.
Women can, however, buy such products in the prison shops. There is better access to such products in the
colonies than in pre-trial detention centres.182
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3.7. Health care
3.7.1. Standards of health care
According to CPT s standards, prisoners should be able to have access to a medical doctor at any time,
irrespective of their detention regime. In addition, CPT standards require that a newly arrived prisoner should
be examined on the day of admission.183
According to the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine, health staff are available in any pre-trial detention centre,
although they are not a part of the staff of the institution. The medical staff are not accountable or under the
control of the head of the penitentiary institution. The purpose of this is to make it possible for the health
staff to monitor any possible ill-treatment of prisoners; as such, any ill-treatment is documented by the health
care employees.184
The Commissioner of Human Rights Office advised that the medical unit provides primary treatment and
preventive care for inmates and prisoners, which includes consultation with a medical officer, diagnostics
and treatment of diseases, injuries and poisoning, preventive measures, and referral of sick inmates or
inmates for specialised or highly specialised care.185
The main tasks of the medical unit are:






provision of emergency medical care, primary health care and organisation of the provision of
secondary health care;
organisation and conduct of medical examinations, surveys, and implementation of dispensary
supervision;
organisation of proper sanitary, hygienic and anti-epidemic surveillance;
organisation and implementation of activities to introduce preventive medicine;
hygiene education and promotion of a healthy lifestyle.186

The medical unit consists of an outpatient clinic, an inpatient clinic, isolation rooms for tuberculosis patients
and patients with intestinal infections, a separate isolation room for persons with mental disorders, a
tuberculosis room, and rooms for storing medicines. All rooms of the medical unit shall be equipped with
technical means of supervision and control.187
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3.7.2. General availability of treatment
Two NGOs opined that the most important and urgent problem of the prison system is the health services.188
There is not enough medication in the prison system, and the medication they have is often expired, which
means that remand prisoners are not provided with medical care even if they require it.189
There are many people who suffer from chronic diseases and, who cannot obtain the proper medicine, they
need. 190 For example, a person can be offered an aspirin against cancer. Medicines are the worst area in the
prison system in terms of supply and conditions.191
The reason for the poor medical service for remand prisoners is a lack of resources, and that prison doctors
and administrations either fail to comply with court orders requiring them to provide the right care, or that
they delay its provision indefinitely, in the vast majority of cases.192

3.7.3. Examples of available treatments
Health care services in the prisons are under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Justice. There has been a long
dialogue about transferring health care services to the Ministry of Health s ju isdi tio . So far, this has not
happened, however, and the health care centres of the Ministry of Justice are not effective; there are neither
medicine, nor qualified specialists and it is not possible to receive qualified medical examinations.193
An independent prison expert advised that prisoners are obliged to undergo x-ray checks for tuberculosis,
hi h i this e pe t s opi io has ee su essful. The u e of p iso e s ith tu e ulosis has d opped
significantly, in comparison to the number that Ukraine had in the past.194
On the other hand, according to a report by KhPG, no pre-trial detention centres can provide full isolation of
remand prisoners with active forms of tuberculosis. In some institutions, the medical unit has not received
license for the medical practice; the medical unit thus cannot guarantee that it meets licensing standards on
technical grounds.195
HIV tests are voluntary for all prisoners. According to an independent prison expert, the prisoners have
access to treatment against AIDS, especially in the later stages of the disease. However, there are cases where
prisoners are not able to get the lifesaving treatment required for HIV/AIDS.196

Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 23; Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group, Priso ers rights to health protection and
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3.7.4. Status as a disabled person
KhPG wrote in their report that it was almost impossible to get a disabled status for those who are awaiting
their sentence in a pre-trial detention facility due to the Ukrainian legislation, which only allows for such a
status to be granted to convicted persons.197

3.7.5. Mandatory initial medical examination
According to the internal regulations of remand facilities of the State Correctional Service of Ukraine, all
prisoners and inmates arriving in pre-trial detention facilities are subject to mandatory initial medical
examination in order to identify persons with injuries that constitute an epidemic threat to others or require
urgent medical care. Initial medical examination is also mandatory for children who have arrived in the pretrial detention facility with female prisoners.198
In Ukraine, prisoners will undergo a medical examination within 24 hours upon arrival in pre-trial detentions
centres. 199 The initial medical examination of prisoners and inmates shall be conducted by a medical
officer.200
The p iso e s medical records are all recorded very carefully.201 If a prisoner has injuries, the medical officer
draws up a certificate in triplicate, in which they shall record in detail:




information about the prisoner or inmate (written statement, oral or written explanation) concerning
the medical examination (including allegations of ill-treatment);
the medical officer's assumption given the prisoner's or inmate's statement and objective medical
indicators, as well as the rationale for their correlation;
comprehensive description of objective medical findings, the nature of lesions, their size and
location.202

Within 24 hours, the medical officer informs in writing the prosecutor and the head of a relevant healthcare
branch of the Central Correctional Service of Ukraine, while the head of the pre-trial detention centre or their
substitute informs the interregional department of any bodily injury found on prisoners or inmates.203
An independent prison expert further elaborated that the prisoners might have injuries, and if these were
not recorded immediately, the prison administration would be held responsible for these injuries. However,
injuries that happen during detention are usually recorded but not always.204
According to the Commissioner of Human Rights Office, medical monitoring of a e a d p iso e s health is
conducted in the pre-trial detention centre through medical examinations and tests, identification of persons
in need of treatment and continuous medical observation. Furthermore, medical monitoring is conducted to
maintain their health and fitness for work, and ensure their outpatient and inpatient treatment in accordance

Human Rights Protection Group SICH: 23; Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group, Priso ers rights to health prote tio a d
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with health standards and clinical protocols for medical care in accordance with the procedure prescribed by
law.205

3.7.6. Examination of juveniles
The results of examinations of newly arrived minors for bodily injuries and tattoos are recorded in their
medical cards and in the log of newly arrived minors.206

3.8. Meaningful activities
According to Article 9 of the Law on Pre-Trial Detention, persons taken into custody shall be entitled to:












a daily walk for one hour. Pregnant women and women with children, minors as well as those
who are sick are allowed to walk for up to two hours daily with the permission and consent of a
doctor;
receive transfers or parcels and money orders and deliveries;
buy food and basic necessities for up to one minimum wage per month by non-cash payment, as
well as stationery, newspapers, and books through the trade network without limitation;
use their own clothes and footwear and keep the documents and records related to criminal
proceedings;
use television sets received from relatives or other persons, board games, newspapers and books
from the library of the remand centre and purchased from the sales network;
pastoral care provided by ministers (chaplains);
individually perform religious rites and use religious literature and religious objects made of lowvalue materials inherent in their beliefs, provided that this does not violate the order of the pretrial detention facilities or restrict the rights of others;
an eight-hour night's sleep, during which no involvement in procedural or other actions is
allowed, except in urgent cases;
file complaints, reports and letters to the European Court of Human Rights as well as to other
relevant bodies of international organisations, of which Ukraine is a member or participant, to
authorised persons of such international organisations, to state bodies, and to officials as
prescribed by Law.207

Furthermore, women taken into custody shall be entitled to have children under the age of three with them
and young remand prisoners at the age of 14-35 shall be entitled to psychoeducational assistance from
specialists at the social centre for families, children and young persons.208
According to the Ministry of Justice, remand prisoners may be employed with their consent and with the
permission of the investigator or the court conducting the criminal proceeding. This means that this category
of people also has the right to work in compliance with the laws of Ukraine.209 However, an international
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prison expert explained that in pre-trial-detention centres, meaningful activities were almost non-existent,
except for a one-hour walk per day.210

3.9. Contact with the outside world
According to article 12 of the Law on Pre-Trial Detention, and articles 8, 51, 59, 110, 116, 138, 139, 140 and
151 of the Correctional code of Ukraine, the administration of a pre-trial detention centre may allow
detainees and inmates to have short-term and extended visits.211 Remand prisoners shall be allowed to have
visits if they get a written permission by the investigator or the court conducting the criminal proceeding.212
The head of the pre-trial detention centre approves short-term visits of relatives or other persons.213
An independent prison expert stated that in general, remand prisoners are not allowed to receive visitors.
However, they can ask an investigator to issue a permission for each visit. Furthermore, no long-term visits
are allowed for remand prisoners. Nevertheless, visits by lawyers are allowed.214
In pre-trial detention centres, phone calls to family and lawyers are not allowed. However, it is important to
stress that this was net perceived as a problem, as every prisoner has cell phones. Although this is not allowed
officially. According to the source, all prisoners use cell phones illegally.215

3.9.1. Clerical visits
Remand prisoners are entitled to have visits by clergymen (chaplains) authorised by religious organisations,
the Articles of Associations (regulations) that are registered in accordance with the law, to meet their
religious needs without a limit on the number of visits in their time free from the conduct of investigative
activities. The authority of clergymen (chaplains) shall be evidenced by an official application of the religious
organisation to the administration of the pre-trial detention facility. The administration of the pre-trial
detention facility shall facilitate the confidentiality of such visits.216

3.10. Ill-treatment and torture
The Commissioner for Human Rights Office registered 165 cases of torture in monitoring institutions in
2020.217
The typical victims of ill-treatment are homosexuals and sex offenders, such as paedophiles. Paedophiles
even risk being killed by other inmates, which is a highly likely outcome for such persons, according to an
independent prison expert. 218 The US Depa t e t of State s latest epo t o hu a ights corroborate this
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tendency and describe how prison staff members and fellow inmates were charged for beating a 59-year-old
prisoner who had been charged with rape of a minor.219

3.11. Inter-prisoner violence (IPV)
Inter-prisoner violence (IPV) is more prevalent in pre-trial detention due to lack of space and lack of prison
staff. Prisoners do not stay in pre-trial for a long time, which also creates more IPV. In pre-trial detention
centres, new arrivals are coming all the time and they clash with other inmates. Furthermore, drugs and
alcohol are more prevalent in pre-trial detention centres, which contributes to IPV.220
According to an international prison expert, there are policies and measures in place to detect and prevent
IPV. The prison administration tries to divide prisoners, according to their characteristics. However, the
source opined that the prison administration does not have IPV under control. If a prisoner s life is
threatened, the administration will put them in solitary confinement. However, in such cases, the prisoners
themselves ask for solitary confinement. Sometimes, the prison administration can also choose to transfer a
prisoner to another prison, but these cases are rare. It is rather difficult for remand prisoners to be
transferred to another prison, as the prisoners usually have a pending case in a specific court in that particular
city.221
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4. Living conditions for sentenced prisoners
This chapter describes the living conditions for sentenced prisoners in Ukraine. It covers mostly the prisoners
who live in colonies but covers also sentenced prisoners in other types of penitentiary facilities to the extent
such information is available.

4.1. Number of sentenced prisoners
The Ombudsman stated that there were 32,006 sentenced prisoners as of 30 July 2020 in Ukrainian
penitentiary institutions, which among others included:








9,597 persons in medium security level prisons for first-time offenders,
988 persons in minimum security level prisons with general conditions for men,
473 persons in minimum security level prisons with milder conditions for men,
1,404 persons in minimum security level prisons with general conditions for women,
1,062 persons in specialised medical institutions,
476 persons in treatment facilities established in pre-trial detention centres and prisons,
1,302 persons in correction centres.222

4.2. Material conditions
According to the US Department of State s Human Rights Report, prison conditions remained poor during
2020, did not meet international standards, and at times posed a serious threat to the life and health of
prisoners.223

4.2.1. Living space
I a o da e ith CPT s i i u sta da ds, a p iso e should be afforded 6 m2 of living space for a singleoccupancy cell plus sanitary facilities; in a multiple-occupancy cell, the standard is 4 m2 of living space per
prisoner plus a fully partitioned sanitary facility.224
According to the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine, convicts, who are imprisoned in the correctional colonies are
provided a space of at least 4 m2 per person. If a prisoner gets sick, they will get at least 5 m2.225
Generally, the inmates are kept in block-type quarters. The standard living space per inmate may not be less
than 4 m2, and in medical institutions at correctional colonies, at correctional colonies designed to contain
and treat patients with tuberculosis, and in hospitals, a prisoner is allocated 5 m2.226
According to an independent prison expert, there are almost no problems with overcrowding in Ukrainian
colonies and prisons. Many colonies are half-empty and the State Penitentiary Service of Ukraine has closed
down colonies or parts of colonies due to lack of prisoners. The source elaborated that, in general, Ukraine
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has too many prisons, as the prison population has dropped five times in comparison to the prison population
in 1991.227
However, sometimes it occurs that a colony allocates 3 m2 and not 4 m2 per prisoner. Ukraine has not received
objections from the ECHR regarding this as long as the prisoners have had a certain degree of freedom of
movement and that this only happened temporarily.228 In general, almost all colonies comply with the CPT
standards of living space.229
Most prisoners live in multiple cells, except prisoners with lifelong sentences who usually live in cells of two
persons.230 In the colonies, 70-80 percent of the prisoners live in dormitories that house 20 to 70 persons.231

4.2.2. Lighting and ventilation
According to CPT s
ventilation.232

i i u

sta da ds, p iso e s should ha e a ess to

atu al light, f esh ai a d

The Ombudsman advised that the level of both natural and artificial lighting was set by state standards to be
minimum 100 Lux. However, the Ombudsman referred to a report from 2020, which says that 90 percent of
the visited institutions violated the rights of detainees to adequate detention conditions, including lighting
and ventilation.233
In the colonies, the windows are larger (than in pre-trial detention centres) and consequently the lightning is
better. However, in institutions with maximum-security, the prisoners live in cells with smaller windows.234
According to a KhPG report, basement-like cells, poor ventilation, lighting, and restricted access to fresh air
are among the unsatisfactory conditions in the penitentiary institutions.235
According to the independent prison expert, ventilation in Ukrainian prisons is usually natural. Ventilation
systems have been installed in some institutions. However, these systems probably do not function in most
cases.236
In the colonies, the problem with passive smoking is less prevalent than in the pre-trial detention centres, as
prisoners tend to go outside to smoke instead of smoking inside the dormitories. Additionally, the source
advised that a non-smoking prisoner with a lifelong sentence would not be placed with another prisoner who
smokes.237

4.2.3. State of repair
The State Penitentiary Service of Ukraine has closed many prisons throughout Ukraine. The priority has been
to close the prisons that were in the worst state and that had the worst conditions.238 However, in some
227
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cases the prisoners are treated worse in prisons with the best physical conditions, as the prison staff in these
places force the prisoners to work more in order to help the prisons earn more money and as a result build
better physical conditions.239
According to KhPG, 27 penitentiary institutions were closed down in 2019-2021. Most of them were in
economically attractive regions – in particular in suburbs of Kharkiv, Lviv, and in the centre of Odesa. The
KhPG accordingly opined that the selection was not carried out on the criterion of their state, but on the
assessment of the value of the property.240
Furthermore, there is a major underfunding in the state budget for the improvement of detention conditions
in penitentiary institutions. Most of the penitentiary institutions only receive approximately five percent of
what they need.241

4.2.4. Nourishment
The food provided by the prison administration was generally of poor nutritional value and was described as
i edi le , hi h ea t that p iso e s had to el o supple e ta food the ould e ei e th ough pa els
from their family.242
Even though there are rules on the quality of food, which can be porridge, soup without meat, poor salad or
cabbage, they are not observed due to corruption or underfunding. Furthermore, there are cases where the
prison staff steal the food.243
KhPG wrote in a report from June 2021: … ut itio sta da ds fo o i ts do ot eet the standards set by
the Mi ist of Health, as e ui ed Eu opea P iso Rules. I
ost p iso s, the e is ot e ough eat i
the food, food supplies are spoiled because of poor storage condition, and however, it is still used in cooking.
Furthermore, there are problems with food deliveries, which can cause temporary or long food shortages,
for example of meat or potatoes.244
The government adopted new nutrition standards that became effective on 1 January 2020. The new norms
do not contain a calculation of energy values. Furthermore, the new standards stipulate that food
su stitutio is do e i o de to di e sif the p iso e s e u, to o pl ith do to s ad i e o i the a se e
of other food products in stock. According to KhPG, this opens a door to abuse by the prison
administrations.245
The ombudsman stated that the new standards have some positive aspects, since the menus are diversified
and there is a slight increase in the nutritional standards. For example, the rations shall include milk and eggs,
which was not the case before. However, the standards still contain provisions that were of concern
previously:
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Firstly, there is a discrimination in terms of portions depending on where the person is kept and what
the status of the person is. For example, sentenced prisoners receive 500 grams of bread per day,
while a remand prisoner receives 450 grams.
Secondly, reducing the portion of food as a punishment still applies.
Thirdly, prisoners do still not receive any fruit. Fruit is only given to minors, while adults receive dried
fruit.
Finally, the standards still allow for the possibility to substitute food. Meat can be substituted with
by-products such as eggs or fish, and fish may be substituted with milk. An egg can be replaced with
10 grams of butter. 100 grams of fruit can be substituted with 20 grams of jam. Dried fruit can be
substituted with tea. 246

Overall, according to the Ombudsman, the provisions of food is inadequate and contains discriminatory
standards.247

4.3. Sanitary arrangements and access to personal hygiene
CPT standards recommend that ready access to proper toilet facilities and the maintenance of good hygienic
standards are essential components of a humane environment. Furthermore, prisoners should have
adequate access to shower or bathing facilities. It is also desirable to have running water available in the
p iso e s ells.248
According to an independent prison expert, the sanitary conditions in Ukrainian prisons are unhygienic.
However, the source opined that it also reflected a broader problem, as the same conditions could be found
at Ukrainian hospitals etc.249
The official guidelines state that prisoners can have a shower at least once a week, which for most prisoners
means that they can shower only once a week. 250 According to the Ombudsman, access to showers for
prisoners is not restricted. However, where unlimited access to showers is not available, the prisoners have
the possibility to wash themselves at least once a week.251
In the colonies, most toilets are screened off completely, although some colonies are only partly screened
off by a half wall.252 According to an independent prison expert, prisoners do not have access to toilet paper.
In colonies where prisoners can work, toilet paper has to be bought in the prison shop.253
The prisoners have access to running water, but drinking water is neither clean nor regular or easily
accessed.254
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4.3.1. Access to personal hygiene for women
Toothbrush, toothpaste, shaving equipment and hygienic items for women such as sanitary towels etc. are
not accessible. In colonies where prisoners can work, they can purchase it in the prison shop. Otherwise, they
can enquire the informal prison leaders for hygienic items in exchange for providing them with future services
e.g. being part of their gang, being a spy etc. or begging relatives for money.255

4.4. Health care
A o di g to CPT s sta da ds, p iso e s should ha e a ess to a do to at a ti e, i espe ti e of thei
detention regime. In addition, CPT standards require that a newly arrived prisoner should be examined on
the day of admission.256

4.4.1. Structure of the health care system at penitentiary institutions
The healthcare facilities of State Criminal Executive Service of Ukraine are subordinated to the Head of the
State Institution "Healthcare Centre of the State Criminal Executive Service of Ukraine", which falls under the
authority of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine and is coordinated by the Deputy Minister of Justice of
Ukraine.257 The reform was introduced to monitor potential ill-treatment, as health workers document such
treatment.258
According to Human Rights Protection Group SICH, there has been a long dialogue about transferring the
organisational responsibility for health care service delivery in the prisons to the Ministry of Health, but no
development has happened to this date. 259
Health care is provided through a system of medical and preventive measures and by a combination of free
and paid forms of medical assistance. Inmates are guaranteed the right to freely choose a physician to receive
medical care, including at their own expense. Inmates with mental and behavioural disorders due to the use
of alcohol, narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances or their analogues or other intoxicating substances may
undergo treatment for these diseases subject to their written consent.260

4.4.2. General availability of treatment
According to an independent prison expert and Human Rights Protection Group SICH, the biggest and most
urgent problem of the Ukrainian penitentiary institutions is the health care system.261 In the prison system,
there are many people who suffer from chronic diseases and who cannot obtain the proper medicine they
need. This is mainly due to a lack of resources.262 The independent prison expert further stated that there is
less access to medical aid in the prisons than outside the prisons.263
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In their latest human rights report, US Department of State noted that there were systemic problems with
the provision of medical care in Ukrainian penitentiary institutions. There was observed a lack of medical
confidentiality, poor recording of injuries, and deficient access to specialists, including gynaecological and
psychiatric care. Conditions in prison health-care facilities were poor and unhygienic. 264
In general, access to treatment was very restricted. There was not enough medicines or medical supplies in
the prison system, and the medicines in the prisons had often expired, which meant that prisoners had to
rely on their families to provide most of the medicines.265 Additionally, the quality of the medication is very
poor. For example, a prisoner could risk being given an aspirin pill against cancer. Medicines are the worst
area in the prison system in terms of supply and conditions.266
Furthermore, there was no access to harm reduction treatment for prisoners using drugs until recently. In
May 2021, however, Ukraine adopted a rule that stipulates that all prisoners have the right to possess and
to buy syringes, condoms, needles etc. However, these medical supplies are not provided by the state.267
The risk of death from disease is higher in prisons than in the Ukrainian society, although the formal mortality
rate is lower in the prisons. According to an independent prison expert, this is because the prison
administration does not record the statistics of death of prisoners that happens outside the prisons, e.g. if a
prisoner dies at a hospital.268

4.4.3. Prevalence of suicide and self-harm
An independent prison expert advised that the prevalence of suicide and self-harm is high among Ukrainian
prisoners, and the tendency is still growing, albeit the number of prisoners is declining. Suicides per capita in
prisons are thus growing fast. 269
Even though the authorities would state that measures are at place to prevent suicides, such as separating
prisoners who have suicidal tendencies, persons at risk of suicide are not followed closely by the staff.270
According to the KhPG, the statistics on suicide state that there was a rise in numbers of suicides with
between 43-62 cases from 2014-2019, while in 2020, there were 567 cases.271

4.4.4. Medical subdivisions and mandate
The medical and health care provision includes 86 medical units and 15 hospital institutions. Seven of the 15
hospital institutions are specialised in treatment of somatic diseases, and seven centres treats patients with
tuberculosis. Furthermore, there is one hospital for persons with mental problems.272
The medical units provide the primary medical services and support for prisoners. This is where prisoners
undergo the initial examination, which is the examination that is conducted when the convicts arrive in a
penitentiary institution. They examine if the prisoner has any bodily injuries. If the person has bodily injuries,
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the doctors document this and make the general prosecutors aware of it.273 However, the documentation
from the medical journals can be deleted if the prison administration insists on this, even though the prison
doctors formally have been segregated from the prison administration in recent administrative reforms. The
prison management is still able to blackmail the doctors by refusing to provide services to the patients such
as transfer to hospitals, or the doctors can be fired if they refuse to comply.274
The hospital institutions provide the secondary health care, which is the in-house treatment, specialised
medical treatment, and medical rehabilitation. Moreover, the hospital institutions also provide the medical
documentation for the persons who are being released.275
Medical examinations of inmates shall be carried out outside the hearing area and (unless the medical worker
wishes otherwise in each particular case) outside the sight of non-medical workers. Only medical personnel
may be present during a medical examination, unless the doctor requests the presence of the detention
facility staff for security reasons or the inmate requests it.276
The prisoners are obliged to undergo x-ray checks for tuberculosis. The numbers of prisoners with
tuberculosis has dropped significantly. The prisoners receive treatment against HIV, especially in the later
stages of the disease. However, there are cases where prisoners are not able to get the treatment required
for HIV/AIDS.277

4.5. Access to meaningful activities
A o di g to CPT s sta da ds, a satisfa to p og a
e of a ti ities o k, edu atio , spo t, et . is of u ial
importance for the well-being of prisoners. Sentenced prisoners should spend a minimum of eight hours, and
preferably more, a day outside their cells.278
Two sources acknowledged that prisoners have access to meaningful activities in the colonies. 279 For
example, the Minister of Justice mentioned that they have access to sports and to the internet. Furthermore,
there are group activities that include concert programmes, holiday activities, sport competitions and
lectures of different topics.280
The Ombudsman noted that the prisoners have the right to participate in work and educational activities,
participate in work of amateur organisations and clubs of social useful orientation, including sports and
physical education.281
According to the Ministry of Justice, there are individual programmes for education. For example,
participation in educational and social work is part of the considerations when early release is being assessed.
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The penitentiary institutions have made agreements with educational institutions in order to make teachers
and educators provide certain educational services to the convicted. 282
Regarding the professional and vocational training, some of the penitentiary institutions have their own
educational training centres in their structure. These centres give inmates the opportunity to learn
professional skills and competences, which they can use, when they re-enter the society. 283
An independent prison expert advised that prisoners who are studying have several hours per week to study.
The colonies have access to teachers from local educational institutions, which come and teach the prisoners
in the colony. However, the quality of education in prisons is very poor.284
The prisoners also have certain possibilities to work. Most prisoners are housed in minimum-security prisons.
In those institutions, most prisoners have access to leave the premises and work in the nearest city.285
In medium- and maximum-security prisons, the prisoners are offered work opportunities within the prison
premises.286 According to the Ministry of Justice, the penitentiary institutions create the opportunity to work,
and the prison functions as the main employer.287
Although the salary is not high compared to the average in the country, the possibility to work can help the
prisoners in obtaining an earlier release.288 Other categories of prisoners are directly obliged to work as a
part of their sentence. Some prisoners might have financial obligations they have to pay. Thus, the
penitentiary institutions create the conditions for the convict to earn money in order to repay debt or alimony
etc.289

4.6. Contact to the outside world
A o di g to CPT s sta da ds o i p isonment, it is very important for prisoners to maintain reasonably good
contact with the outside world and safeguarding their relationships with their families and close friends. Any
limitations upon such contact should be based exclusively on security concerns of an appreciable nature or
on resource considerations. CPT emphasised the need for some flexibility as regards the application of rules
on visits and telephone contacts vis-à-vis prisoners whose families live far away.290
The Ombudsman cited article 107 of the Correctional Code of Ukraine, which states that inmates have the
right to, among other things, meet with relatives and other persons and exchange mail, have telephone calls,
including through mobile communications with persons outside the prisons, and to use the internet.291
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The prisoners are allowed short visits by relatives and other persons in the presence of a representative of
the prison administration once a month.292 Once every two months (or in some cases every three months)
they can have long-term visits.293 However, in minimum-security prisons, prisoners are allowed to have visits
from families and friends once a week.294
Extended visits are allowed to close relatives only, which include spouses or partners for couples who live
together as a family provided that they have common minor children, parents, children, adoptive parents,
siblings, grandparents and grandchildren.295 Previous behaviour, violations of rules, and recommendations
of psychologists can influence the possibility and length of a visit.296
Prisoners in health care facilities are normally not allowed extended visits. However, close relatives and the
spouse can visit the prisoner if the person is seriously ill or in a life-threatening condition. This will not be
counted as a visit.297
During the COVID-19 lockdown, long-term visits were suspended. However, in the summer of 2021, the visits
were to some extend allowed again.298
The independent prison expert pointed to the problem that some prisoners were imprisoned far away from
their region of origin, which constitutes a violation of article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights.
This happens because Ukraine has a system of classification based on crimes. If a prisoner committed one
specific type of crime, they are sent to a specific colony and a specific region. For example, there is only one
prison for juveniles, which is located in the eastern part of Ukraine. This makes it more difficult for people
coming from the western part of Ukraine to visit. The same is the case with female prisons since there are
only five female prisons. 299 (See also 2.1. Procedure of allocation of sentenced prisoners)
According to the Ombudsman, persons sentenced to restriction of freedom shall – as a rule – serve their
sentence in open-type prisons within the administrative-territorial unit in which they resided before
conviction.300

4.6.1. Contact with a lawyer
Prisoners are generally allowed visits by their lawyers.301 In accordance with article 110 of the Correctional
Code of Ukraine, a prisoner can have visits by a lawyer or another legal specialist on the written request of
the prisoner, their close relatives, or a public organisation. Visits shall be granted by the prison administration
upon presentation of a warrant or an agreement between the lawyer or legal specialist and the prisoner. The
visit will not be counted as a short-term visit; it will thus not deny the prisoner the opportunity to have other
short-term visits. Furthermore, there are no restrictions on how many and how long the visits can be.
However, visits shall be carried out during the day, outside the time where the inmates eat and sleep.302
292
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Prisoners are also allowed to make phone calls with their lawyers. However, the prisoners have to pay for
the phone call themselves.303

4.7. Use of solitary confinement, force and means of restraint
The Ombudsman cited article 132 of the correctional code of Ukraine, which states that persons can be
subjected to cell-type accommodation (solitary confinement) for up to three months if they fail to comply
with their obligations or for violations of established prohibitions.304

4.7.1. Solitary confinement
Overall, solitary confinement is not often used in Ukrainian prisons and it is generally not an issue in Ukraine.
Although, some prisons have exceptions, because the conditions there are more strict. In general, this was
not an issue in Ukraine.305

4.7.2. Disciplinary isolation
According to the law, the prison administration cannot sanction a person by putting him in isolation. Instead,
the p iso s te d to use hat is alled dis ipli a isolatio
he e t pi all t o pe so s are put in the same
306
cell.
Disciplinary isolation is used very differently among the prisons. One prison might place 600 prisoners in
isolation, while another prison could place 50 prisoners in isolation. The maximum time a prisoner can be
held in isolation is 14 days. It is possible to extend this period to three months, but this requires the approval
of a judge.307
A prisoner rarely uses a lawyer to complain when disciplinary rules are used. All prisoners can file a complaint
to a court without a fee unlike other Ukrainian citizens.308

4.8. Prevalence and patterns of ill-treatment and torture
Ukraine established the State Bureau of Investigation (SBI) in February 2016. SBI commenced its work in
November 2018 as an independent central executive body that was a dated to p e e t, dete t, stop, sol e
a d i estigate i es ithi its ju isdi tio , hi h ota l i luded crimes committed by law enforcement
officials.309
According to the latest CPT report, the SBI has processed 579 complaints about torture and ill-treatment by
prison officers from 2018 and to the deadline of the CPT report in the autumn of 2020. In 70 cases, the agency
had initiated pre-trial investigations. In total, 109 criminal proceedings had been or were being carried out.
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42 cases were closed due to lack of evidence, one investigation was suspended, and 66 cases had an ongoing
investigation.310
In the colonies, the CPT visited in August 2020, the reported ill-treatment could among other things consist
of truncheon blows and tight handcuffing (Colony no. 25 in Kharkiv), blows with plastic pipes to the soles of
the feet, forced standing for the whole day, or sleep deprivation (Colony no. 77 in Berdyansk).311
According to the Ombudsman, they registered 165 cases of torture in prisons in 2020.312
There have been some cases of deaths due to ill-treatment in the prison system. The typical victims have
been homosexuals and sex offenders, such as paedophiles.313
Human rights groups in Ukraine have expressed concern about the prevalence of torture in some colonies.
The NGO Human Rights Protection Group SICH tries to identify these cases and prevent such methods and
to protect the victims. However, the work is complicated because Ukraine has not yet ratified the Istanbul
Protocol, which is a manual on effective investigation and documentation of torture and other cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment or punishment.314
In its latest report on human rights, US Department of State noted that physical abuse by guards was a
problem. The report mentions an incident in March 2020 in Prison no. 26 in Zhovti Vody where the prison
administration called in Special Forces allegedly to prevent a riot. However, afterwards there were many
complaints of mass beatings of inmates in the prison. Experts from KhPG identified seven inmates with signs
if serious physical abuse. Eight inmates were transferred to another prisoner facility. The eight inmates
accused the prison staff of beating them, restraining them with tape, and of putting plastic bags were put on
their heads before they were dragged into prison trucks. The prison administrators claimed that the inmates
had inflicted bodily injuries on themselves. The police have opened an investigation that continued as of midOctober 2020.315
According to an independent legal expert, there exists a lot of policies and measures to prevent and detect
ill-treatment in the prison system. If a prisoner has been subjected to ill-treatment, it would most likely be
published in news outlets and social media for a broader public. Furthermore, the conditions regarding illtreatment has improved because the penitentiary system is more open now for scrutiny and monitoring from
the outside.316
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4.9. Prevalence and patterns of inter-prisoner violence (IPV)
According to several sources, inter-prisoner violence (IPV) is prevalent in the Ukrainian prison system,
especially in some particular colonies.317
According to an independent prison expert, many of the violations that happen within the prison system
happen subtly and are thus more difficult for independent monitors to identify. Due to the high degree of
scrutiny within the prison system, the prison staff employ prisoners to exercise violence within the prisons.
The so- alled dut p iso e s a e u offi iall ut ope l o ki g fo the p iso ad i ist atio . Additionally,
the prison staff also hire convicts, who influence other prisoners upon instigation of the prison
administration. The collaborating prisoners get a variety of benefits in exchange. The prison staff respect the
i te al p iso ode , hi h is a su ultu al set of ules o o s that egulates e e da life i p iso , a d
they could severely harm the health of other prisoners through this scheme.318
The i te al p iso ode is one of the worst things within the prison system in Ukraine, as the violence
within the prison can be completely covered up afterwards. Furthermore, a prisoner cannot complain in such
situation because it will most likely result in the perpetrators killing him. The prison staff usually know what
is happening, as they are often the ones who give the orders to the collaborating prisoners in the prisons.319
The latest US Department of State report on human rights offers an example of IPV from March 2020 where
an inmate of Berdyansk Prison raped another inmate, allegedly at the direction of the prison administration.
The police have opened an investigation without any arrests as of October 2020. According to media reports,
the victim has been repeatedly approached by the local military prosecutor and the police demanding that
he sign documents where he states that he will not hold the prison administration responsible for the
attack.320
There are some policies and measures in place to detect and prevent IPV. The prison administration attempts
to divide prisoners according to their characteristics. However, an independent prison expert opined that the
prison administration did not have a monopoly of violence; they do not control the exercise of violence inside
the prisons. The result is that if a prisoner is under threat, the administration can place him in solitary
confinement, but in some cases, the prisoners ask themselves to be placed in solitary confinement. At other
times, the administration can also choose to transfer a prisoner to another prison, but these cases are
rarer.321

4.9.1. Unofficial subdivision of prisons
There is a clear unofficial division between some prisons in Ukraine:


So e p iso s a e alled ed p iso s a d a e p iso s that a e u de the a tual o t ol of the p iso
administration.322
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Othe p iso s a e alled la k p iso s , i hi h the i te al ules a d o
the control of designated, powerful inmates. 323

s o e o less a e u de

This system de i es f o a st o g i te al p iso ode a o g i ates that el hea il o iole e a d
espe t. As e a ples of ed p iso s a e the p iso s o. ,
a d
he e the p iso staff fa ed a socalled democracy challenge when journalists and human rights activists started to monitor the prisons. Due
to the monitoring, the prison administration lost their usual instruments of violence, which they used in the
past. As a result, the prison administration started to outsource such violent punishments to designated
p iso e s; he e, ost p iso s e a e la k p iso s .324

4.10. Differentiated treatment in terms of ethnicity, political groups and
vulnerable groups
In general, discriminatory treatment based on ethnicity, political affiliation or of vulnerable groups does not
take place in the prison system of Ukraine.325
An independent prison expert stated that if prisoners belong to a specific political group, for example, the
former members of the Party of Regions, who is connected with the former president, Viktor Yanukovych,
they would not experience any problems in prison due to their political views.326
In addition, ethnic Russians do not experience problems in Ukrainian prisons. According to an independent
prison expert, this is primarily because the informal prison code is derived from a Soviet tradition; hence, the
informal prison code is in Russian. The majority of all prisoners in Ukraine is Russian speaking, and there is
no equivalent to the prison code or subculture in the Ukrainian language.327 Furthermore, the Ministry of
Justice has not registered a single serious conflict based on international misunderstandings or
discrepancies.328
Separatists captured during the conflict in the Donbass area are kept separately from other prisoners, and
they would not be transported to Western Ukraine, where tensions against the separatists are highest.329

4.11. Special treatment for vulnerable groups
In general, vulnerable groups such as women, juveniles, and people with disabilities do not have problems
with other prisoners in the prison system, as they are placed separately.330
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4.11.1. Women
CPT recommends that women in prison should, as a matter of principle, be confined in facilities that are
physically separate from that occupied by any men being held at the same establishment.331 According to
CPT s sta da ds, o e s spe ifi h gie e eeds should e ade uatel add essed. Read a ess to sa ita
and washing facilities, adequate quantities of essential hygiene products, such as sanitary towels and
tampons, and safe disposal arrangements for bloodstained articles are of particular importance. The failure
to provide women in prison with such items can amount in itself to degrading treatment.332 In accordance
ith the UN sta da ds of i p iso ed o e , the Bangkok Rules , a d the CPT s sta da ds of Wo e i
P iso , fe ale p iso e s a e e o
e ded to ha e a ess to a ala ed a d o p ehe si e p og a
e of
333
activities, which take account of gender appropriate needs.
According to the Ombudsman, women have access to sanitary and hygienic products to the same extent as
men.334 However, according to an independent prison expert, access to hygienic products is scarce, which
makes women in prison more vulnerable than men. In some cases, the state would provide some limited
amount of hygienic products, but it is normally not sufficient. However, women can buy the products in the
prison shops.335
In the colonies, there are designated medical doctors that could provide health services to female prisoners,
such as gynaecological examinations etc. However, regarding special attention to mental health care,
including traumas connected to domestic violence, the prison system does not have any special means for
women, although the prisons formally have a programme for victims of domestic violence. Furthermore,
women are given medical confidentiality during medical examination and treatment and are given the
possibility to be examined and treated by female staff.336
According to the Ministry of Justice, women who gave birth while either in pre-trial detention or in prison
are categorised as a vulnerable group. These women are accommodated in a penitentiary institution together
with the child. The Ministry of Justice has so- alled hild e s ho es, he e hild e up to th ee ea s of age
are kept, while the mother is in a penitentiary institution. Furthermore, there are also childcare centres
where medical staff provide food and other necessary items and services. The mother can live together with
the child, if she is behaving properly and does not pose a threat to the child.337
Regarding female prisoners with children older than three years, these women can maintain relationship
with their children and spouse in theory. However, because the colonies are typically located far away from
their region of origin, they are most likely not able to preserve a regular relationship.338
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4.11.2. Juveniles
A o di g to the U ited Natio s sta da ds fo i p iso ed ju e iles, the Beiji g Rules , a d CPT s sta da ds,
juveniles in detention pending trial shall be kept separate from adults and shall be detained in a separate
institution or in a separate part of an institution also holding adults.339 Furthermore, the UN standards of
imprisoned ju e iles the Beiji g Rules , as ell as CPT sta da ds o ju e iles e phasise that ju e ile
prisoners should be provided with a full program of education, sports, vocational training, recreation and
other purposeful out-of-cell activities.340
According to Ukrainian legislation on education in the colonies, special conditions apply for teenagers and
underage persons.341 The Ombudsman and an independent prison expert noted that juveniles are separated
from adults in prison. Male and female juvenile prisoners are also separated. In Ukraine, there exists one
prison for male juveniles, while female juveniles have a separate block in a female prison.342
The juvenile prisons are housing persons in the age of 14-18. However, it is possible to stay there until the
age of 22 depending on the pe so s behaviour.343
Juveniles are offered a full programme of out-of-cell activities and education. They are also granted access
out of the prison.344 Juveniles are provided with food, clothing, footwear, underwear and utilities free of
charge.345 Furthermore, juveniles undergo preventive medical examinations twice a year.346
Two sources indicated that corporal punishment of juveniles is forbidden in the prison system of Ukraine.347

4.11.3. Other vulnerable categories
People with disabilities in prison are located in separate, specialised institutions. The institutions are
equipped with special medical staff and special food etc. as a separate norm.348
In these separate institutions, prisoners have access to wheelchair, crutches etc. 349 However, prison
administrations are not always fully accustomed to handle persons with disabilities, which has resulted in
some cases where persons in wheelchairs had to be transferred by other prisoners to different floors.350
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4.12. Prison conditions for draft evaders and deserters
Pursuant to articles 335-337 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine, draft evaders can be sentenced and imprisoned
according to the law. Convicted draft evaders serve their sentence together with the general prison
population; as such, these persons are not serving in the military and hence cannot be sentenced by military
law. However, according to judicial statistics for 2021, none out of the 295 of such offenders was imprisoned.
Only eight persons were placed in semi-open prisons, 175 persons got a suspended sentence, and 73 were
fined.351
According to the Ombudsman, military personnel currently employed can be punished by detention in a
disciplinary battalion, which is under the supervision of the Ministry of Defence. 352 (See 2.5. Disciplinary
battalions).
Within the disciplinary battalion, the imprisoned military personnel are subject to socially useful work, socialeducational work, general education, vocational training and social influence. The ombudsman noted that
imprisoned personnel could not be granted leave.353
Pursuant to articles 407-409 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine, deserters and the like also serve their sentence
together with the general prison population, unless they have the rank of junior lieutenant or any rank above
that. The officers are normally held separately, but there are no formal rules on this matter. Prisoners who
served in the National Guard of Ukraine and the Military Service of Order are held in a special prison for
sentenced law enforcement personnel, according to existing law. 354 According to statistics on persons
punished after articles 407—409 from 2020, out of 1,744 cases in 2020:






165 persons were imprisoned,
8 persons received the sentence of disciplinary battalion,
67 were arrested,
148 were fined,
1,202 were put on probation.355

Sentenced, former military personnel do not in general have problems with the general prison population;
they are usually treated properly. The only reservation is that they cannot be promoted to higher levels of
the internal prison hierarchy.356 Otherwise, they live under all the same common rules within the correctional
colonies as other prisoners.357
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5. Conditions during interrogations, trials and transfer
This chapter describes the conditions under which detainees are interrogated by the police, presented before
a judge, and how prisoners are transferred to and from penitentiary institutions in Ukraine.

5.1. Conditions during interrogations
A number of interviewed sources indicated that the Ukrainian authorities have used torture and other forms
of ill-treatment in the quest of obtaining a confession from a person under interrogation.358 Torture and illtreatment have been used to force the accused to say, what the police want them to say.359 Furthermore,
one source stated that the police are doing this with impunity. A police officer would never be charged for
using violence during interrogations.360 (For further information on actors of impunity, see 6.3. Impunity for
perpetrators of ill-treatment and torture).
On the other hand, an international prison expert advised that torture and other forms of ill-treatment was
rarely used as a means to obtain a confession, as confessions are not accepted as evidence, according to the
Ukrainian Criminal Procedure Code. A new criminal procedure code was adopted in 2012 and was drafted in
cooperation with the Council of Europe (CoE). However, investigators can use torture in situations where
they need some leading information about the case in question. Such pieces of information could be, for
example, where a suspect had hidden a knife.361
Ukraine has previously had a few high profile cases where the police beat, raped or otherwise assaulted the
witness. Such cases were treated as huge scandals by the media.362 Although, the use of such methods has
been more prevalent in the past and the authorities have been fighting this practice in the past 25 years with
some success. Furthermore, new legislation has been introduced to reduce the use of torture.363
An independent prison expert stated that torture is used by the staff in the prison system, but it is, according
to this source, not widespread. Torture is not used in politically motivated cases or in cases of corruption
because such cases would be made public instantly.364

5.1.1. Access of a lawyer during interrogation
According to the interviewed sources, a lawyer of an accused is allowed access during interrogations.365 The
quality of the defence lawyers, however, varies widely. Two sources were aware of a number of complaints
filed by prisoners about lawyers due to a perceived lack of competencies of the state-appointed lawyers. 366
According to Human Rights Protection Group SICH, the system of a state-appointed lawyer free of charge is
new and needs time to develop.367
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The police seldom read an accused their rights including the right to the assistance of a lawyer.368 However,
if the accused is aware of their rights and can afford a lawyer, the assistance of a lawyer will be allowed.369
One source knew of cases where the attorney, who was appointed to the accused, worked for the police. If
an accused is not satisfied with the appointed attorney, the police will typically say, that they do not have
access to any other attorney. This practice is not in accordance with the law. However, the police will conduct
their interrogations anyway, even if the accused is not satisfied with this appointed attorney.370
In many cases, the police will only allow the attorney to enter the interrogation room, after they have
obtained all the information they need from the accused.371 Therefore, there are cases where lawyers are
not informed immediately of the detainment of their client.372
The Commissioner of Human Rights Office was aware of cases where the lawyer arrived seven to eight hours
after a person had been detained, whereas the law stipulates that the lawyer of a detainee has to be informed
immediately after their arrest and that the lawyer has to be present within two hours.373

5.2. Use of metal cages during trials
According to three interviewed NGOs, the use of metal cages in which the accused is kept during trials is
widespread in Ukraine, 374 especially in high-profile criminal cases. 375 However, metal cages have been
removed from some courts, which use plastic boxes instead.376
In 2015-2016, the Ukrainian authorities started to change some metal cages in the major cities to plastic
boxes. However, the prisoners complained about the plastic boxes stating that the ventilation was poor and
that it was not possible to communicate and greet their relatives before the trial started.377
The use of metal cages or plastic boxes depends on the crime committed. The attorney can ask the judge to
let the accused sit outside of the cage and the judge can then choose to allow this,378 although such cases
were typically the exemption to the rule.379
The Ministry of Justice of Ukraine and the Commissioner of Human Rights Office advised that the practice of
using metal cages in trial and court proceedings lies in the past. Nowadays, most courtrooms are equipped
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with glass fence.380 According to the Ministry of Justice, the purpose of the glass fence is to provide security
and safety for the participants of the court trial.381
The Ministry of Justice mentioned that the authorities have never used metal cages in the penitentiary
institutions or in pre-trial detention centres. The Ministry provides rooms, which are equipped and furnished
for prisoners to meet with an investigator or lawyer. The lawyer and the convicted can meet face to face.382

5.3. Conditions during transfer
The Ministry of Justice advised that the police and the National Guard of Ukraine are performing transits of
prisoners. Concerning transit from pre-trial detentions to trial sessions, the Ministry tries to conduct such
sessions remotely to minimise transportation, because it have a bad influence on all convicts.383
Bureaucratic and financial impediments prevented the prompt transfer of inmates to city hospitals, resulting
in their prolonged suffering and delayed diagnoses and treatment.384

5.3.1. Conditions prior to transfer
All persons who are transferred are first held at the so-called transit point, which is a room, where a person
is placed prior to transfer to a court hearing. In this room, the person will undergo the first check-up by the
security inspectors in order to make sure they do not carry any kind of prohibited items with them. The
person is placed in these rooms for no more than two hours.385
At a transit point, there is no bed or TV, and sometimes, the rooms do not have the needed sanitary facilities.
However, the Ministry of Justice is trying not to use unequipped rooms or is making an effort to equip them,
according to the current legislation.386 After the hearing room, the person is taken to the representatives of
the national police or the National Guard.387
According to an independent prison expert, transfers of prisoners can be a great problem in Ukraine. The
authorities always place the offenders in cages, usually in the basement of the court to await the trial. It is
worth noting, however, that there is an ongoing process in Ukraine to remove metal cages.388
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5.3.2. The prisoner transport vehicle (avtozak)
The Commissioner of Human Rights office is monitoring the specialised vehicles – the so- alled Avtozak389 ,
which are used to transporting prisoners. According to the law, it is within the power of the commissioner to
monitor such vehicles.390
The avtozak vehicles typically comprise of six cells: three solitary cells for one person, two cells for two
persons and one cell for three persons. In most of the cases, the systematic violations consist in the prison
staff for transfer not following the norms as regards the amount of persons located in each cell. There are
also violations regarding fire security and medical support. Sometimes, the avtozak vehicles do not have the
needed pharmacy kits.391 During transfers, prisoners are handcuffed.392
The commissioner of Human Rights Office indicated that there was a lack of access to light in the vehicles.
Sometimes, the avtozak cars are caged and the windows are barred in a way, which makes it difficult for light
to enter. Furthermore, there are violations regarding ventilation. According to the commissioner, the
ventilation in such cars is not good.393
After a person returns to the pre-trial detention centre, medical staff and the security service examine them
before they are returned to their cell.394

5.3.3. Transfer of women and juveniles
In regards to transfer of women and juveniles, the Ombudsman advised that they are transported separately,
which means that they are placed in separate cells inside the vehicle. In relation to the railway carriages that
are used to transfer prisoners, women and juveniles can be transferred in groups not exceeding 30 persons.
Concerning pregnant women who are less than 24 weeks into their pregnancy, and women with infants, they
can be transferred in avtozak vehicles if the distance is less than 200 km between the destinations. 395
Information on this subject was scarce, corroborating information could thus not be found.

Avtozak, (in Russian: а то о л дл пе е о к закл че
vehicle
390 Ombudsman: 30
391 Ombudsman: 33
392 Independent prison expert: 100; Ombudsman: 31
393 Ombudsman: 32
394 Ministry of Justice: 70
395 Ombudsman: 34
389

х/avtomobil dlya perevozki zaklyuchyonnykh) Prisoner transport
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6. Accountability
This chapter describes the different complaint mechanisms, which are available to prisoners in the Ukrainian
penitentiary system, the most prevalent types of complaint and the prison autho ities ea tio s to these
complaints.

6.1. Complaint and prosecution mechanisms
6.1.1. Actors investigating complaints
In Ukraine, a prisoner is allowed by law to complain about any topic of relevance to their incarceration to a
number of actors. These actors comprise:






state prosecutors;
the State Bureau of Investigation (SBI);
the o uds a s offi e, although the ombudsman transfers the o plai t to the p ose uto s offi e
if the complaint leads to a criminal matter;396
the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR);
other international organisations of which Ukraine is a member or participant.397

6.1.2. Procedure to file complaints
According to the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine, there are several ways in which a prisoner can file a complaint:
1. a prisoner may file a complaint by sending a letter398
2. a prisoner may file a complaint online399
3. a prisoner can make their lawyer aware of a problem and the lawyer can subsequently file a
complaint.400
6.1.2.1. Filing a complaint by mail
According to the Ministry of Justice, a prisoner can file a complaint by sending a letter. The correspondence
received and sent by prisoners is subjected to review by the authorities with the written permission of the
head of the institution based on a report of the operational unit officer given the individual risks of specific
inmates or convicts with a mandatory deadline for revision.401
Complaints that are addressed to the Commissioner of Human Rights Office, the ECHR 402 and other
international organisations of which Ukraine is a member or participant shall not be reviewed by the court
and the prosecutor, and the complaints shall be sent to the designated address within 24 hours of its
submission.403
396
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According to the Ukrainian law, complaints are confidential and are not supposed to be reviewed by the
prison administration. The response to those complaints is also confidential.404 However, the formal system
does not provide for confidentiality, which means that letters written by prisoners are opened by the prison
administration.405
6.1.2.2. Filing a complaint online
A prisoner can file a o plai t o li e. All of Uk ai e s pe ite tia i stitutio s ha e i te et a ess a d ea h
institution has Wi-Fi networks, computers and special computer rooms.406
6.1.2.3. Filing a complaint through a lawyer
Prisoners can send complaints to their lawyer in a criminal proceeding. This complaint is not subject to
revision and shall be sent to the designated address within 24 hours of its submission. The response that
prisoners receive from such their lawyer shall not be subject to revision.407
The Commissioner of Human Rights Office noted that their representatives are sometimes approached
during their monitoring visits to penitentiary institutions. During a visit, they receive complaints from
prisoners. Sometimes, their lawyers provide complaints on behalf of the prisoner.408
The Commissioner of Human Rights ep ese tati es monitored 815 penitentiary institutions during 2020. In
2021, they have conducted almost 800 monitoring visits as of August 2021. Some of the penitentiary
institutions are only monitored once a year. However, a prisoner can always file a complaint with the
Co
issio e s Offi e.409

6.1.3. Amount and type of complaints
The Commissioner of Human Rights office had 3,200 cases in 2020.410 The amount of complaints has doubled
in recent years. According to the commissioner, this new tendency is due to higher awareness of the
representative office and the activity of the National Preventive Mechanism.411
The Commissioner of Human Rights office stated that the majority of complaints in 2020 concerned:







s ste ati iolatio s of the p iso e s li i g o ditio s;
provisions of the medical services;
violent treatment of inmates;
violation of standards for delivering parcels;
rights to protection;
restrictions on access to lawyers;

404
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violation of the right to communicate with relatives.412

The complaints regarding the violation of the right to communicate with relatives were particular prevalent
in 2020 during the COVID-19 lockdown, as the visits were stopped in order to prevent the spread of COVID19.413
Most of the cases concerning the prison administration staff was about either their actions or their lack of
action. For example, in 2020, the Commissioner monitored a remand prison due to complaints about a dead
e a d p iso e . The Co
issio e s offi e had ee i fo ed the autho ities that the death as due to
natural causes. However, the Commissione s ep ese tati es asked for additional expert support on the
matter, and it was proved that the prisoner had died due to internal bodily harm.414 The medical staff had
not taken enough action to save the life of the inmate and had not informed the prosecuto s offi e i due
time. Therefore, a criminal case has now been opened both against the inmate who harmed the other inmate
and against the prison administrative personnel due to their lack of action, which caused this lethal
outcome.415
Concerning complai ts a out li i g o ditio s, the Co
issio e s offi e oted that the prison
administration usually explains the poor conditions by pointing to insufficient funds.416

6.1.4. Numbers of complaint cases under investigation and prosecution
An independent prison expert advised that the number of cases under investigation and prosecution on the
excessive use of force was in the hundreds, and there were around 20-30 cases on torture. It is hard to say
the exact number of cases, as there are no specific statistics on prisons. However, there have not been any
convictions on cases on the excessive use of force or torture in the past years.417

6.1.5. Reluctance to file a complaint by prisoners
Prisoners are often reluctant to file complaints against the prison administration, as this could result in
reprisals. Therefore, many prisoners fear torture and ill-treatment if they file a complaint.418 This is especially
the case for prisoners in stricter security regimes. Prisoners who try to complain about the staff s a tio s a e
usually put in higher security blocks. Prisoners risk being beaten by prison staff for violating regulations,
including minor ones.419
Filing a complaint can di i ish the p iso e s possi ilit to o k o the possi ilit fo pa ole. Furthermore, it
can also lead to the prisoner being beaten by other inmates; it all depends on the type of complaint. 420
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Additionally, to complain is not part of the internal prison code . Hence, a complaint is a major breach of this
code and will be dealt with accordingly by fellow inmates.421

6.2. Internal inspections of ill-treatment by the authorities
If the medical staff finds bruises or signs of any other kind of ill-treatment on the bodies of the convicts, they
prepare a memo on the incident and subse ue tl o
u i ate it to the p ose uto s offi e a d the
administration of the respective penitentiary institution. The Ministry of Justice highlighted that the ministry
has conducted 124 internal inspections in the period 2017-2021.422
In case of reported ill-treatment, the internal security services start an internal investigation. The Ministry of
Justice firstly considers whether the penitentiary institution itself has registered these facts officially as the
institutions has to report every injury. If the prisoner has been ill-treated they can choose to provide the
i fo atio to the p ose uto s offi e o p o ide it to the State Investigation Bureau that is dealing with
possible violations by the executive forces of Ukraine.423
The authorities will respond accordingly if their employees are responsible for violations and would typically
be sanctioned by disciplinary punishments.424 However, the Ministry of Justice stressed that the purpose of
their inspections are not to punish the employees, but to identify, whether the institutions are effective in
all of the directions of its activities.425

6.3. Impunity for perpetrators of ill-treatment and torture
The prosecutors would definitely open a case against prison officers if such cases come to their attention.
However, these cases are closed again relatively fast often because of a lack of evidence. It happens that a
prisoner is not brought to a doctor before two months after an incident when the clear signs are gone and/or
hard to detect. 426
Furthermore, the independent prison expert did not recall any cases of a prison officer being sentenced for
ill-treatment. In practice, an officer most likely gets a suspension sentence if the case is detected and brought
before a court.427
Torture and ill-treatment used during interrogations by the police are often done with impunity.
Furthermore, no member of the prison administration has been prosecuted for torturing prisoners since
2014.428 Additionally, prison officers are rarely be sentenced for, bribes or smuggling drugs into the prison.429
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6.3.1. Impunity of fellow prisoners
There have been some cases of deaths due to ill-treatment in the prison system. Few of those cases were
prosecuted. The typical victims in such cases are homosexuals and sex offenders such as paedophiles. 430
Furthermore, prisoners who have beat other prisoners for filing a complaint often manage to do so with
impunity. 431 (For further on inter-prisoner violence see 3.12. Inter-prisoner violence (IPV))

430
431
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Annex 1: Sources statements
Interview with Vadym Chovgan, legal adviser, independent prison expert
Skype meeting, 14 June 2021

About the source
1. Vadym Chovgan is Dr. in Public law and expert in prison matters of Ukraine. He has been working in
and with many different non-governmental organisations, as well as he helped draft several laws on
prison conditions in Ukraine.
New legislation regarding the prison system in Ukraine
2. The source explained that the Verkhovna Rada432 is preparing a new law on the penitentiary system.
The legislators want to replace the old law called the law on criminal executive service. The current
draft law focuses on the administrative structure in the prison system. The source opined that the
new law would not change much for people who are detained. The law focuses on the legal status of
the prison personnel in terms of leaves etc. The new law will also include the possibility for prisoners
in pre-trial detention centres to pay for cells with better conditions. This will now be stated in the
actual law. Currently it is only stated in a sub-law.
3. Another draft law aims to increase the alternative to imprisonment. The source himself has drafted
this particular law for the Ministry of Justice. This draft law aims to look at the articles of the criminal
code, which result in the biggest number of inmates in Ukraine in order to reduce the overall prison
rate in the country. The most widespread violation in Ukraine is theft, which comprises 1/3 of the
Ukrainian prison population. In Ukraine a person would usually get 3-4 years in prison for theft, in
the EU countries a person would normally get no more than one year. Also drug related offences
were targeted in this draft law.
4. The draft law would enhance the rules of probation, introduce electronic monitoring and introduce
probation as a standalone sanction also called probation supervision, not as a suspended sentence
and finally the new draft law excludes semi-open prisons from the current criminal code. The
circumstances under which a prisoner could get conditional released would be clearer. There will be
introduced a risk and needs assessment in such cases, which has not been used before in the former
Soviet republics.
5. When asked about the implementation of the abovementioned draft laws, the source opined that
for now the Verkhovna Rada is more interesting in solving the legislation needed to fulfil Uk ai e s
commitments in frames of cooperation with the IMF433, but if everything goes after the plan these
draft laws would be implemented sometime in the autumn of 2021. However, there is no guarantee.
432
433

Verkhovna Rada is the name of the parliament of Ukraine
International Monetary Fund
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Independent monitoring mechanisms in Ukrainian prisons
6. Since 2014, after the political prisoners were released, the government opened up for monitoring of
Ukrainian prisons completely. They introduced very liberal laws, which meant that all monitors e.g.
human rights affiliated organisation (with the help of MP s assista ts , offi e of the o udspe so
(National Preventive mechanism) got access to the prisons.
7. All monitors are allowed to make unannounced, ad hoc or even night visits to prison facilities without
limitations by the security personnel. This is how it is written in the law and this is also how it
functions in practice.
8. There has been a few cases were monitors were refused to enter. For example in prison 77, which is
also mentioned in the latest CPT report. However, because the prison refused, there were a lot of
scandals, because the monitors would publicise this. Therefore, few prisons would dare not to allow
monitors into prisons.
Monitoring of pre-trial detention centres
9. There exist limitations for human rights organisations to open monitor in pre-trial detention centres.
This is because these detainees are under investigation or on trial. Only state institutions such as the
Prosecutors Office and the Office of the Ombudsperson has access to pre-trial detention facilities.
However, the source opined that the Office of the Ombudsperson is not a completely independent
o ga isatio i this atte , e ause the o udspe so s appoi t e t as suppo ted
the
Minister of Internal Affairs, thus making it difficult for her to criticise institutions under the
responsibility of the ministry, such as police detention facilities.
10. MP s f o Ve kho a Rada a d thei assista ts ha e a ess to all olo ies i the ou t . Ho e e ,
local and regional legislators or representatives of local supervisor commissions have access in their
constituencies. The source stated that he himself was a member of such a commission. Furthermore,
one is also allowed to bring journalists, doctors and other persons of interest with you while
monitoring a prison.
Challenges to monitoring
11. The source noted, however, that there are limits to what you can monitor. It is forbidden to get
access to intelligence information – fo e a ple the p iso autho ities i fo atio a out informal
collaborators among the prisoners. Furthermore, one cannot conduct inspections of a watchtower
or an armoury. The source elaborated that sometimes such facilities would be of interest, due to
previous experiences of inmates who were (temporary) detained in such facilities, also during winter.
12. Furthermore, the security services also have some facilities, who are restricted from international
inspections. Additionally, very few people monitor psychiatric institutions, even though the reports
from these institutions are alarming.
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13. In regard to access to military institutions and police stations, this could be much more difficult. As
previous mentioned, Police stations is difficult now to inspect via the current ombudsperson, as her
appointment was supported by the minister of internal affairs. However, the ombudsperson has
criticised the penitentiary system, as this falls under the competence of the Ministry of Justice.
14. According to the source, it is only prosecutors who can visit military institutions. When asked who
would be detained under the military institutions, the source replied that very few people are
incarcerated at military institutions. There is a penalty of arrest, which can be executed to military
servants. In addition, the general sentence of imprisonment can be applied to the military personnel.
The number of such prisoners is very low not more than a few hundred for the whole country.
15. According to the source, these changes has resulted in a more cautious prison staff, who now will
hesitate before maltreating prisoners. They are aware that within a few hours there will be journalists
in the prison with cameras and talking to prisoners confidentially.
16. However, the primary challenge with the monitoring bodies is that they do not have adequate
resources by the state, which means that they are not as efficient as they could be.
17. There are over 100 prisons in Ukraine and over 5000 other places of detention. So it can be somewhat
difficult to monitor all prisons regularly. If prisons are not monitored regularly, the preventive effect
would consequently be limited. Although it was the opinion of this interlocutor that overall there
was a high level of scrutiny in prison system in Ukraine.
18. Another issue is that a lot of the violations, that happen within the prison system, happens subtle,
which would be more difficult for monitors to identify. Due to the high degree of scrutiny within the
prison system, the prison staff employ prisoners to exercise violence within the prisons. The duty
prisoners are the official ones, but they also hire convicts, who influence other prisoners upon
instigation of the prison administration. As a result the collaborating prisoners get a variety of
benefits in exchange. They respect the internal prison code, which is a subcultural set of rules or
norms that regulates everyday life in prison, and they could severely harm the health of other
prisoners through this scheme.
19. According to the source, this scheme is the worst thing about the prison system in Ukraine, since you
can make crimes within the prisons and cover it up completely afterwards. Furthermore, a prisoner
cannot complain in such situation, because it will most likely end up with that the perpetrators would
kill him. The prison staff usually know what is happening, as they are often the ones, who give the
orders to the paid prisoners in the prisons.
20. As a result of a long tradition there is a clear division between some prisons in Ukraine. Some prisons
a e alled red prisons a d a e p iso s that a e u de the a tual o t ol of the p iso ad i istration.
Othe p iso s a e alled black prisons , i hi h the i te al ules a d o s o e o less a e u de
the control of designated, powerful inmates. The system comes from a strong prison code among
inmates that rely heavily on violence and respect.
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21. As a e a ple the sou e e tio ed the red prisons su h as o. , a d
he e the p iso
staff faced a so-called democracy challenge, when journalists and human rights activists started to
monitor the prisons. Due to the monitoring, the prison administration lost their usual instruments of
violence, which they used in the past. As a result, the prison administration started to outsource such
iole t pu ish e ts to desig ated p iso e s, he e ost p iso s e a e la k priso s .
Public state standards for prisons
22. The source noted that the state standards for prisons is public available. It is written in the Ukrainian
laws. That is to say, one can find information about the size of a cell, however, one cannot find
information about the size of a window. Such information would be found in a separate document,
which is to be labelled classified. In general the most important standards are publicly available. That
a prison cell should be clean, there should be ventilation etc. such standards are available. There is
no details of standards for long term prisoners, which means that the standards for long term
prisoners can vary from prison to prison.
23. When the government opened the prisons up, there was a variety of scandals regarding the prison
facilities such as very bad conditions for toilets and such. However, nowadays all the needed
information is more or less public available, but there is a sense that there is nothing much you can
do about the prison conditions due to lack of resources. On the other side, the source opined that
the monitoring of prisons played a crucial role in improving the conditions and in particular the
treatment of the prisoners.
24. However, the body that is supposed to investigate and prosecute prison staff for wrongdoings in the
prisons is called the State Bureau of Investigation (SBI), and it does not work properly, according to
the source. Since its establishment in 2016 there were very few cases brought to the court on
accounts of torture by prison staff (2016 – 2 cases, 2017 – 0 cases, 2018 – 1 case, 2019 – 0 cases,
2020 – 3 cases). In 2021, the SBI became more active in these sphere brining over 40 cases on torture
to the court, some of which were against prison personnel, but this was the result of establishment
of a new specialised department in the Prosecutor General s Offi e athe tha a shift i pa adig of
the SBI. The SBI is ineffective primarily due to the lack of prioritisation of torture cases on the political
level and other challenges such as difficulties in proving torture.
Different types of prisons
25. According to this interlocutor, there are different types of prisons in Ukraine.





The Colonies – accommodates by far the biggest amount of prisoners in Ukraine.
The arrest houses – Although these houses were never build and as a result they are now situated
inside of colonies, although they are still called arrest houses.
Correction centres – where the prisoners have so-called semi-liberty434, which is a mix of custody
and liberty.435
Military institutions

Semi-liberty also called restraint of li e t . I Uk ai ia alled: О е е
ол /i Russia : О
че е о од
In accordance with Part 1 of Article 61 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine, The punishment of restraint of liberty consists in holding
a person in an open penitentiary institution without isolation from the society but under supervision and with compulsory
engagement of the convicted person in work.
434

435
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Psychiatric institutions – for mentally incapable people, however, those institutions would not
be part of the penal system.

26. There are approximately 1,000 persons in the correction centres, and in the colonies there are
around 30,000 persons, in pre-trial detention centres there are 18,000 persons (sentenced offenders
and prisoners on remand). 11,000 of them would either be under investigation or awaiting trial, but
they would not be sentenced yet.
27. In the colonies there are three levels of security (minimum, medium, maximum), where the only
difference would be the maximum security level, where prisoners are housed in cells, while the
minimum and medium security prisons house their prisoners in dormitories or in small rooms. There
are two types of medium security prisons: prisons for those who have been in prison before and
those who have not.
28. The largest numbers of prisoners in Ukraine are housed in minimum security prisons, where the
prisoners can go outside to work in the city, they are also allowed to have cell-phones. Just next to
the prison there is a separate wing where the prisoners can be accommodated and where they can
work every day. This is not a possibility in the maximum security prisons, where the prisoners cannot
go outside.
29. The correction centres are usually for prisoners who committed petty offences for example for not
paying alimony. These prisoners can move within 5 km of the institutions.
30. The source stated that juveniles would be separated from adults in prisons. Furthermore, the source
noted that remand prisoners would be placed separately from other prisoners. However, there are
sometimes exceptions but these are very rare. The male and female juveniles would be separated.
At the pre-trial stage, they would be held in different blocs, and at the sentence stage, they would
be held in different prisons. There is one prison for male juveniles, and a unit for minors in a female
prison.
31. Remand prisoners could be housed in what is called an isolator of temporary detention under the
police. They can stay there for no more than 30 days. However, remand prisoners mostly go through
the penitentiary system and not the police. Furthermore, the Security Service (SBU) has its own
remand centres. These centres are illegal, as the service do not have the legal power to administer
such institutions. These centres would be for persons who have committed state treason etc. The
SBU prefers to have these detainees under their own control, even though it is against European
standards, because the standard says that one should not be placed under the authority of the
people who investigate them.
32. In the past the pre-trial detention centres were under the control of the police, however, Ukraine
had to restructure and put pre-trial centres under an independent institution before joining the
Council of Europe (CoE).
Prison conditions for draft evaders, conscientious objectors etc.
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33. When asked in which type of prison a draft evader would serve, the source replied that Prisoners of
the first category (those who avoided conscription - articles 335-337 of the Criminal Code) would be
held together with the general prison population. However, according to the judicial statistics for
2021 none out of 295 such offenders was imprisoned. And only 8 of them were placed in semi-open
prisons. By way of example, 175 of them got suspended sentences and 73 were fined.
34. Prisoners of the second category (deserters and alike - articles 407-409 of the Criminal Code) would
be held together with the general prison population, unless they are "officers", i.e. have the rank of
junior lieutenant and above. The "officers" would be held separately, but there is no formal rule on
that. In addition, prisoners who served not in the Armed Forces of Ukraine, but in the National Guards
of Ukraine (MoI) and Military Service of Order436 would be held in a special prison for sentenced law
enforcement personnel, according to the existing law.
35. The source noted that being a former military in a general prison population does not constitute a
problem. They are normally treated properly with one reservation - they cannot promote to higher
levels of the prison hierarchy. Thus, they would have to be "ordinary" prisoners, i.e. go to work, in
general not take drugs etc.
36. According to statistics on the 2nd category, out of 1744 cases in 2020, 165 persons were imprisoned,
the others received the sentence of disciplinary battalion (8 persons), arrest (67 persons), fines (148),
probation (1202) etc.
37. Furthermore, according to this source, the military battalion is subject to external scrutiny by the
prosecutor's office and internal inspection of the Armed Forces of Ukraine. Those sentenced to arrest
would be held in usual prisons because the special arrest houses have not been created in Ukraine
as required by the law adopted in 2004.
Conditions during interrogations and trials
38. According to the source, torture could happen in Ukraine. However, it is rarely used as a means to
obtain a confession. This is due to the fact that confessions are not accepted as evidence, according
to the criminal procedure code. A new criminal procedure code was adopted in 2012 and was drafted
in cooperation with the Council of Europe (CoE). However, the source opined that torture could
happen if the investigators would need some leading information about the case in question. Such
information could be, for example, where a person had hidden a knife.
39. There is a depa t e t u de the P ose uto s Offi e eated spe ifi all to fight to tu e i Uk ai e.
Last year, the department had around 50 cases of torture, which was an increase. In the past such
cases were prosecuted under the article on the excess of official powers, now it is prosecuted under
the a ti le of to tu e. I te s of e eedi g o e s po e s, the e a e a
ases i Uk ai e. Uk ai e
had previously had a few high profound cases when the police beat, raped or otherwise harmed the
witness. This was treated as a huge scandal by the media etc.
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40. The source stated that torture happens, but it is not widespread in the prison system. Torture would
not be used in political motivated cases or cases with corruption, because it would be made public
instantly.
41. When asked how prevalent the use of metal cages are at trials, the source replied that such cages
are widespread. The source added, however, that they had been removed in some courts. Just some
years ago such cages were everywhere. Now in some cases the courts use plastic boxes, but even in
the plastic boxes they would sometimes ask the court to be allowed outside of the box or cage, and
this would be granted in some cases. However, the general rule would be to put persons in cages
during trial, especially in high-profiled criminal cases.
42. According to the source, the transfers of prisoners could be a great problem in Ukraine. They will
always place the offenders in cages, usually in the basement of the court to await the trial. Although,
it is worth noting that there is an ongoing process in Ukraine to remove metal cages. But it takes
time.
43. When asked if the lawyer of the accused is allowed access during interrogations, the source replied
that they would be granted access. However, the question is more about the quality of the lawyers.
The source was aware of a number of complaints about lawyers. For example that they just want
money, they did not provide proper protection etc. Furthermore, the police would seldom read an
accused their rights including the right to a lawyer. But if one knows the law and can afford a lawyer,
they will be granted.
Living conditions
Material conditions
44. According to this source, problems with overcrowding is mostly not a problem in Ukraine. The
colonies are half empty and Ukraine has even closed colonies or parts of the colonies down due to
lack of prisoners. The ministry now started to sell prison premises for business opportunities. Ukraine
has too many prisons nowadays, as the prison population had dropped 5 times in comparison to the
population in 1991. However, it happens that a prisoner in a colony would have 3 m 2 and not 4 m2.
ECHR437 has no objections to this as long as the prisoners have some freedom of movement and that
this only happens temporarily.
45. However, in pre-trial detention centres overcrowding is a huge problem. All centres are as a rule
overcrowded. This is due to the standard for pre-trial detentions, which stipulates only 2.5 m2 per
prisoner. This will not meet the standards by the CoE.
46. There exist exceptions with so- alled paid ells a d so e p e-trial detention centres. In Ukraine
everyone can pay for a cell, if they have the financial means. Although, another problem is that these
cells are often occupied, because of the high demand. This is why the authorities are opening more
and more paid cells in Kiev, where the problem with overcrowding is biggest.

437
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47. The source noted that a big problem in pre-trial detention centres was that prisoners were confined
in their cells for 23 hours per day, which exacerbates the living conditions in the cells and expose the
detainees to tobacco smoke or other things harmful to their health.
48. When asked if prisoners live in in single or multiple cells, the source replied that most prisoners live
in multiple cells, except prisoners with livelong sentences who usually live in cells of two persons.
However, currently the authorities are shifting to large rooms. The interlocutor emphasised that
there were no prisoners living in single cells. It is only possible to live in a single cell in case of solitary
confinement.
49. In pre-trial detention centres it is common to see up to 20 persons in a cell of 30 m 2. There are
normally no shifts for sleeping in beds anymore, but the source was aware of a recent case from a
pre-trial detention centre in the south of Ukraine, where prisoners had to sleep in shifts. These are,
however, exception cases, but it still happens.
50. It is worth noting that the pre-trial detention centres differ a lot, because they were built in different
times. Some of them were built in the 18th century, some in 19th and 20th century where the standards
of the perimeter differed. So some of these cells will be for 20 persons, some for only 4 persons etc.
The worst conditions for pre-trial detention centres would be in the Kiev Region due to overcrowding.
51. In Kiev some prisoners who had been sentenced could sit in the same prison as prisoners awaiting
trial. However, they would not sit in the same block. The distinction in this regard is very clear.
Although, the source had recently heard about one such case, where one prisoner was killed as a
result of violation of this standards.
52. When asked to what extent Ukrainian prisons comply with the CPT standards of living space, the
source replied that almost all colonies would comply, and for pre-trial detention centre almost none.
The pre-trial detention centres were build back when the population size was smaller than today and
such centres only exist in the regional capitals, because of this they have a constantly high number
of prisoners.
53. In the colonies 70-80 percent of the prisoners live in dormitories. The dorms would house from 20 to
70 persons. It is worth noting that the conditions are still better than it was before 2014. In the past
one dorm could house 120 persons alone, living in two or three bunks of beds. Such dorms do not
exist anymore, in present day Ukraine you only have two bunks. So the good thing about the colonies
is that there are a lot of space, on the other hand, there is no privacy in the colonies.
54. The colonies were first designed to be labour camps under the GULag.438 In the czar system you did
not have prisons of this type. The prisons at that time were mostly in the far east of the Russian
Empire. So the pre-trial detention centres were designed around 200 years ago and structured under
the czar, while the colonies were built in the Soviet Union within the last 70 years.

438

GULag (Main Directorate of Camps) was a network of labour camps in the Soviet Union developed primarily under Stalin in the
1930-50s.
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55. The tendency today is that you break down the big premises of the colonies into smaller ones, which
the all Ku ik . These a e s all oo s ith -6 beds, which prisoners prefer compared to the
larger dorms.
56. According to this source, the colonies would have bigger windows and consequently better light,
apart from the maximum-security penitentiary institutions, where the prisoners would live in cells.
Furthermore, pre-trial detention centres have very poor lightning, partly due to small windows, but
also because the authorities place a few layers of grilles on the windows, which significantly limit the
natural light in the room. In comparison, in Norway they have one or no layers of grilles on the
windows, and in Ukraine the have 3-4 layers.
57. The source explained that the ventilation is usually natural. In some institutions ventilation systems
were installed. However, these systems would probably not function. In regards to pre-trial
detention centres, there are not even designed any ventilation. In these places, ventilation consists
of opening the windows to get fresh air and in some rare cases the window on the door can be
opened as well. The problems show during hot summers, where people could die of a heatstroke.
58. The source noted that there is no general overview of the state of repair of the prison facilities in
Ukraine. For example in Kharkiv region the prisoners have excellent physical conditions. However,
the treatment in the same region is one of the worst. The source explained that because of the bad
treatment, the prison staff would force the prisoners to work more, which helps the prisons to earn
more money, and as a result the prisons could built better physical conditions.
59. The source noted that the prisons with the worst conditions would get closed, as they reduce the
number of prisons in the whole of Ukraine. A lot of prisons were closed in the Western part of
Ukraine, because the previous prison administration who originated from the East of Ukraine
(Kharkiv), and thus had more interest in developing the Eastern part of the country.
60. When asked if there is a kind of call bell system in the prisons for emergency use, the source stated
that such a system did not exist. There exist quite clear informal rules how to get the attention of the
prison staff. E.g. they could scream to get the attention of the staff. Emergency bottoms is not a part
of the Ukrainian prison tradition at it is not written anywhere in the Ukrainian laws.
61. According to the interlocutor, the prisoners have a common boiler from which they cook their food.
In the pre-trial detention centres the source estimated that around 50 percent of the prisoners would
refuse to eat food that is provided by the prison administration, because in their opinion it is
uneatable. Instead these prisoners rely on their relatives to bring them food.
62. In the colonies the prisoners eat the food provided by the prison administration. However, this food
has a very poor nutritional value. In Ukraine you cannot get these kind of module nutrition packages
as you get in Europe. The prisoners would get their food on a tray through a window, which could be
porridge, poor salad, cabbage and soup without meat. However, there are rules on these matters,
but they are not observed due to corruption and underfunding. There are also cases where members
of the prison administration steal the food.
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63. The idea is that Ukraine will introduce module nutrition packages, however, the current Ministry of
Justice has postponed this decision for another year. Although, such nutrition packages have been
introduced in the military service.
64. Furthermore, in Ukraine there are norms of what kind of food one should have. However, the official
rules stipulates that it is possible to switch one type of food out with another. For example one can
get tea instead of milk, butter instead of eggs etc. As a result the prisoners do not have milk, eggs,
fruits or greens. In this regard, one can easily distinguish Ukrainian prisoners from other European
prisoners. They would be pale and would have few teeth left, because of the poor nutrition.
65. In pre-trial detention centres, the food is even worse, because the prisoners in pre-trial are not
allowed to work, so they have to rely on the state budget, which is scarce. In the colonies, the most
of the p iso e s o k, a d a lot of a i ate s i o e goes to the p ison, which they use in improving
conditions for the prisoners and also to buy better food.
66. According to the source, the conditions under which the prisoners live are very unhygienic. The
prisoners have access to showers once a week. This includes all prisoners both pre-trial and colonies.
They do not have access to toilet paper, toothbrush, toothpaste, and shaving equipment. Women do
not have access to sanitary towels. So this part of human dignity is not considered in Ukraine. The
prison administration do not have a budget to purchase hygienic items.
67. In the colonies, where there are the possibility to work, the prisoners would buy hygienic items the
official way themselves at the prison shop. However, it is also possible to inquire the informal prison
leaders and ask for hygienic items in exchange for their future services e.g. being a part of their gang,
being a spy, begging relatives for money and then share them with the welfare fund for prisoners.
This mechanism is most prevalent at the pre-trial detention centres, although it is also used in the
colonies.
68. The source elaborated that the hygiene problem was not limited to the prison system in Ukraine, but
should be seen as a broader problem for example one would not get hygienic items in Ukrainian
hospitals as well.
69. When asked if the prisoners have regular access to toilets without undue delay, the source advised
that this was the case. The toilets are screened off somewhere and in other places they are only
partly screened of by a half wall. In pre-trial detention centres the toilets are in general only partly
screened off with a wall that goes up half way to the ceiling. The source explained that in many
colonies they have now built toilets that are fully screened off.
70. In regard to showers, the rules stipulate that prisoners can have a shower at least once a week, which
means for the most of the prisoners only once a week. Furthermore, the prisoners have access to
running water. But drinking water would either not be clean nor regular or easily accessed. This is a
general issue, especially in pre-trial detention centres. It is not possible to drink water straight from
the tab in many Ukrainian prisons.
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71. The source advised that it was an issue, in general, that prisoners would be exposed to passive
smoking in prisons. Furthermore, it is a problem that a prisoner cannot complain about it. So many
non-smoking prisoners have to stay with smokers, which is a permanent violation of art. 3. In the
colonies the problem with passive smoking is less prevalent than in pre-trial detention centres,
because prisoners would rarely smoke inside their dorms, as they have the possibility to go outside
and smoke. Furthermore, a non-smoking prisoner with lifelong sentences would not be placed
together with a smoker.
Health care
72. The source stated that the biggest number of cases and therefore the biggest concern in prisons is
about poor health care. The access to medical aid in the prisons is much lower than outside of the
prisons and this is also highlighted in the CPT reports all the time. It is very rare that a prisoner would
get the medical health care they needed if they could not pay for it. Free government medical aid in
prisons would be very rare. The state insurance funding regarding health care is very limited in
Ukraine.
73. In regards to vulnerable prisoners, including persons with disabilities and mental health issues, given
necessary treatment, the interlocutor noted that such persons would live in separate prisons.
However, the prison administration is not fully accustomed to handle persons with disabilities, which
has resulted in some cases where persons in wheelchairs would have to be transferred by other
prisoners to different floors.
74. According to the interlocutor, the medical checks and treatment were being documented in a
medical journal. However, such documentation could also be deleted if the prison administration
insisted on this, although recently there was an administrative reform by which the prison doctors
became sort of independent, as they are not reporting directly to the prison director anymore.
75. They are now reporting to their own hierarchy of medical health care. Then prison directors started
to blackmail prison doctors telling them that if the doctors did not do what the prison directors
required then the prison directors would not provide the transport needed to transfer prisoners to
outside hospitals. Because of that prison doctors did not risk to go against the prison administration
quite often. There were also cases were prison doctors refused not to record the injuries of the
prisoners, and as a result hereof they were fired.
76. Especially for those prisoners who arrive to pre-trial detentions, their medical records are all
recorded very carefully. The prisoners might have injuries on them, and if these are not recorded
immediately, then the prison administration would have the responsibility for these injuries.
However, the injuries that happen during detention are usually recorded but not always.
77. The prisoners will undergo a medical examination within 24 hours upon arrival in pre-trial detentions
centres and within 48 hours in the colonies.
78. The prisoners are obliged to undergo x-ray check for tuberculosis, which has been successful. The
numbers of prisoners with tuberculosis has dropped significantly in comparison to what Ukraine had
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in the past. In regards to HIV tests, they are voluntary. According to this source, the prisoners would
get the treatment against HIV, especially in the later stages of the disease. However, there are cases
where prisoners would not be able to get the treatment required for HIV/AIDS.
79. The source explained that the medical staff in Ukraine is not adequate trained. Their training does
not correspond to the training of the doctors at large. The training is not synchronised, which also
means that the medical staff in prisons does not undergo regular education.
80. According to the law, consultations with the medical staff are confidential. However, there are cases
where prison officers were present during medical consultations. This is also something that the CPT
wrote about in their reports.
81. A prisoner could, according to the law, be examined by a medical doctor of their own choice. The
problem is, though, that the prisoner need to pay for this, and most of the prisoners do not have
adequate funds to pay for such services. But the prison administration would not reject to such a
request.
82. The access to treatment in general is very bad. There is not enough medication in the prison system
and the medication they have are often expired. Furthermore, the quality of the medication they
have is very poor. For example, one could get an aspirin pill against cancer. Medicines are the worst
area in the prison system in terms of supply and conditions.
83. The source advised that there was no access to harm reduction treatment for prisoners using drugs
until recently. In May 2021, however, Ukraine adopted a rule that stipulates that all prisoners have
the right to possess and to buy syringes, condoms, needles etc. But these things are not provided by
the state.
84. In the special prisons for disabled people, the prisoners have access to relevant equipment e.g.
wheelchair, crutches etc. However, in regular prisons it would be difficult to get such provided by the
administration. The source opined that a prisoner could get it, but they had to get the needed
equipment themselves.
85. According to the source, the prevalence of suicide and self-harm is high among the Ukrainian
prisoners, and it is a growing tendency just within the past few years. One can see a growing number
of suicides in the prisons, and the number of inmates are falling, so the number of suicides per capita
is actually growing fast. The Ministry of Justice would say, that there are measures in place to prevent
suicides, due to their cooperation with international projects. However, this source did not know of
any such concrete measures apart from separating prisoners who have suicidal tendencies and they
should be under more close attention.
86. In regards to the risk of death from disease, the source stated that it was higher in prisons than in
the society at large. However, the formal mortality rate in prisons is actually lower than outside of
the prisons, because the prison administration does not record death of prisoners that happen
outside of prisons e.g. if a person dies at a hospital, which is common. Such statistics are hidden.
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87. When asked if the prisoners had access to meaningful activities the source advised that in the
colonies they did have more or less access to such activities. However, in pre-trial-detention centres
such activities were almost non-existent, except for one-hour walk pr. day.
88. Prisoners in the colonies had several hours pr. week for those who study. Normally each colony would
have access to teachers from local educational institutions, which would come and teach the
prisoners in the colony. However, the interlocutor opined that the quality of education in prisons was
very poor. In the colonies the prisoners also have access to gyms, football fields etc.
89. In maximum security institutions the prisoners have fewer opportunities in regard to activities. They
still have the possibility to work, although, they cannot work outside of the prison perimeter, while
the prisoners in the medium and minimum security have such opportunities.
90. Although the salary is not good the possibility to work is helping prisoners to get an earlier release.
This is the main reason for prisoners to work, which means if a prisoner want to work, he will work.
On the other hand, the source mentioned that it was a part of the prison code that decent prisoners
should not work.
91. The prisoners are allowed to have short term visits of family and friends once a month and once
every two month or in some cases every three months they can have long term visits. However,
during COVID-19 long term visits were suspended. Now the administration allowed such visits to
some extend again.
92. In minimum-security institutions, the prisoners are allowed to have visits from families and friends
once a week. However, as a rule prisoners in pre-trial detention are not allowed to have visits. They
have to ask an instigator to issue a permission for each visit. Furthermore, there is no long term visits
allowed for pre-trial detainees. Visits by lawyers are another case. This is allowed.
93. When asked to what extent prisoners are allowed to make phone calls with their family and lawyer,
the source stated that in pre-trial detention centres such phone calls are not even provided. In the
colonies it is legally provided but the prisoners have to pay for it. This also includes phone calls to
lawyers. However, it is important to stress that nobody really cares so much about this, as everyone
has cell phones. Although officially this is not allowed. All prisoners use cell phones illegally. In
minimum-security institutions, prisoners are allowed to have cell phones and chargers.
94. According to the source, it was a problem for prisoners, that they were imprisoned far away from
their region of origin, which is a violation of art. 8. This was due to the Ukrainian system of
classification. This classification is based on the type of crime. If a prisoner had committed one
specific type of crime, they would be sent to a specific colony and a specific region. While the normal
p a ti e should e, the p iso e s le el of isk is su h, the efo e the go to this p iso . The source
noted that a map of the different types of colonies existed on the website of department under the
ministry of justice. For example there only exist one prison for juveniles, which is located in the East
of the country and therefore makes it difficult, fo pe so s to isit f o the West, due to the ou t s
size. The same goes to female prisons. In Ukraine there exists only five such prisons.
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Solitary confinement and other means of restraints
95. When asked to what extent solitary confinement is used illegally or disproportionately for prisoners,
the source opined that it is not used much. It is not a problem. Although, some prisons have
exceptions, because the conditions there are more strict. In general, this was not an issue in Ukraine.
96. In Ukraine, you do not use solitary confinement. It is not even written in the law. Instead, they use
what is called disciplinary isolation. In these cases, there would typically be two persons in the same
cell. Only sometimes, it would be one person sitting in a cell. According to the law, the prison
administration cannot sanction a person by putting him in isolation. Although, in practice it could
happen.
97. There is a prison that placed 600 prisoners in solitary confinement per year, and there is a prison that
placed 50 per year. So the numbers vary a lot depending on the prison. The maximum time in solitary
confinement is 14 days. Although, there exists a possibility of three months, but this should be
approved by a court, which is why it is not used anymore.
98. If the prisoners got drunk or similar, they would be put in solitary confinement. However, it is not
used in the same degree as it was previous, when a prisoner could be sent to solitary confinement
for smoking. It is worth noting that the prison administration would very seldom indicate the real
reason for solitary confinement. Such cases had to entail new cases of criminal prosecution against
the prisoner such as drug use etc. Nevertheless, it seems like the prison administration sort of close
their eyes to that and put them in solitary confinement instead.
99. A prisoner would rarely use a lawyer to complain when disciplinary rules are used against them. They
would complain themselves. All prisoners can apply to court for free unlike other Ukrainian citizens
at large.
100.
It is possible to use straitjackets, although they are not in use. Also handcuffs and truncheons
are used especially for life prisoners. During transfers, the prisoners are handcuffed.
Ill-treatment and torture
101.
Ill-treatment is all hidden in prisons and nobody dares to complain against fellow prisoners.
This is why it is quite difficult to get a real estimate of the prevalence of such practises within the
prisons. However, the source advised that the conditions regarding ill-treatment had improved due
to the fact that the prison gates got open for scrutiny and monitoring from the outside. This improved
the conditions.
102.
The typical victims of ill-treatment is homosexuals and sex offenders, such as paedophiles. The
only question would be if paedophile only would get ill-treated or they would be killed. It is a highly
likely outcome for such persons. Military personal would have separate cells in pre-trial detentions.
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103.
There exists a lot of policies and measures to prevent and detect ill-treatment in the prison
system. Of one touches a prisoner, it would somehow wind up on social media and soon the whole
oblast would know about this.
104.
According to the source, there are cases of deaths due to ill-treatment in prison. Few of these
cases were also prosecuted. If we are talking inter-prisoner killings the estimation is that at least 10
persons would be killed every year.
105.
When asked about impunity amongst the prison staff, the source replied that he did not recall
that a prison officer was sentenced for ill-treatment. Prison officers would rarely get sentenced for
bribes or smuggling drugs into the prison. Furthermore, they would usually get suspended sentences.
So in this regard, the impunity is thriving in amongst the prison staff.
106.
On the one hand, the prosecutors would gladly open cases against prison officers. Such a case
would be opened automatically when it is reported. On the other hand, such cases would get closed
again very fast, usually because of lack of evidence. For example, they would bring a prisoner to a
doctor after two months after the incident, and therefore not find any evidence of ill-treatment.
Inter-prisoner violence (IPV)
107.
Inter-prison violence is more prevalent in pre-trial detentions due to lack of space and lack of
prison staff. Furthermore, prisoners do not stay in pre-trial for a long time, which also creates more
IPV. In the colonies they have a code which the prisoners abide by. In pre-trial detention centres
there are new arrivals coming all the time, and they clash with other inmates. Furthermore, drugs
and alcohol are more prevalent in pre-trial detention centres.
108.
According to this source, there are some policies and measures in place to detect and prevent
IPV. The prison administration tries to divide prisoners according to their characteristics, however,
the source opined that the prison administration does not have IPV under control. If a prisoner is
under threat of live they would put him in solitary confinement, but in such cases, the prisoners
themselves ask for solitary confinement. Sometimes one can also choose to transfer a prisoner to
another prison, but these cases are rarer. This applies both to colonies and pre-trial detention
centres. Although, for pre-trial detention centres it is more difficult to be transferred to another
prison, because the prisoners usually have a pending case in a specific court in that particular city.
109.
The source stated that differentiated treatment, in general, did not take place in the prisons.
Regarding Russians, it is not a problem at all, because the informal prison code is made from the
soviet tradition and hence in Russian. The majority of all prisoners in Ukraine are Russian speaking;
also in the Western part of Ukraine. There is no equivalent to the prison code or subculture in the
Ukrainian language.
110.
Perhaps it could be a problem with Roma people, because other prisoners would not like such
persons and thus would not enjoy the same level of interaction/protection from other inmates.
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111.
According to the source, it would not be a problem if a prisoner came from a specific political
group such as former members of party of regions. Furthermore, separatist from the Donbass are
kept separately from other prisoners and they would not be transported to the West for example.
112.
Vulnerable groups such as women, juveniles, and people with disabilities would not have
problems in prisons, because they would be placed separately. Although, hygienic products could be
more scarce, which would make women more vulnerable to men. However, in women prisons the
prison staff would also be women. In pre-trial detention, women would be placed in the same prison,
although it would be in a separate wing.
113.
In some cases, the state would provide for some limited amount of hygienic products for
women, but not sufficient amount. The women could, however, buy such products in the prison
shops. The access to such products would be worst in pre-trial detention compared to the colonies.
114.
In theory women are allowed to maintain relationship with their spouse and children.
However, because the prisons typically would be very far away from their home and they are more
likely not to have preserved relations with the family. Sometimes such women would be blamed by
the family. For example marriages in male prisons are very common, but in female prisons it is an
exception. The system do not take active steps to resort family relations.
115.
There are specific doctors that could give women special attention in terms of gynaecology
etc. However, in relation to special attention to mental health care, including traumas connected to
domestic violence, the source opined that the prison system would not have any special means for
women. Formally they have a programme for victims of domestic violence. Women are, however,
given medical confidentiality during medical examination and treatment and given the possibility to
be examined and treated by female staff.
116.
If a women is placed in a disciplinary isolator, which is very rare, then they do not have the
right to see anybody including underage children. This is a general rule, which also applies for women.
117.
The ju e ile s p iso i Uk ai e is housi g pe so s i the age of -18, although one can stay
there until they are 22 years old, if they behave well. Juveniles could, in theory, be placed in a
disciplinary isolator, however, such cases would be extremely rare. It happens, perhaps, once a year.
118.
The source advised that juveniles are offered a full programme of out-of-cell activities and
education. Juveniles who are sentenced under criminal legislation are not held together with
juveniles who are deprived of their liberty for other reasons.
119.
The juveniles are not separated by age groups, but they are separated by gender. Juveniles
are also granted access to the outside world. Furthermore, the source noted that flexible measures
such as probation, community service, financial penalties etc. are used to avoid the juvenile to be
institutionalised as much as possible in Ukraine.
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120.
Parents are notified upon apprehension and they are given access to participate in the legal
proceedings in case. However, there could be some delays in the notification and the parents do not
have the right to defend their child at court not through a lawyer.
121.
It is forbidden to inflicted corporal punishment or in other ways ill-treated upon juveniles in
Ukraine, and the source have not heard of cases where such actions took place. However, it could
happen occasional.
Accountability
122.
When asked what complaint and prosecution mechanisms are in place for prisoners, the
source explained that one could complain to prosecutors, the SBI, ombudsperson, although the
o udspe so ould t a sfe the o plai t to the p ose uto s offi e if it is about a criminal matter.
123.
According to the source, the number of cases under investigation and prosecution on the
e ess of fo e as i the
s, a d o to tu e it ould e -30 cases. It is hard to say exactly
because there is not any specific statistics on prisons. However, there have not been any convictions
in the past years.
124.
Prison officials would usually get sanctioned by disciplinary punishments mostly, they will get
internal investigations, and this is something new. In the past such measures would not even happen.
125.
Prisoners could easily submit their complaints confidentially, due to their access to the
internet. But the formal system does not provide for confidentiality, which means that letters are
opened by the prison administration. This is of course against the law.
126.
Prisoners would be subjected to reprisals as a result of having submitting a complaint.
Co plai i g is e da ge ous. It ould di i ish the p iso e s possi ilit to o k o the possi ilit
for parole, but it could also mean getting beaten by other inmates, all depends on the type of
complaint. When fellow prisoners beat other prisoners for a complaint they would face total
impunity. Furthermore, to complain is not a part of the internal prison code. So a complaint would
be a major breach of this code and would be dealt with accordingly.
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Interview with Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group (KhPG)
Skype meeting, 24 June 2021
About the source
1. KhPG is a Ukrainian NGO that focuses on assisting individuals whose rights have been infringed, and
carrying out investigations into cases of human rights violation in Ukraine. KhPG also monitors the
use of ill-treatment and torture, which they publish in reports available online at their webpage.
Access to Ukrainian prisons for independent monitoring
2. According to the source, there are several ways to get access to penitentiary institutions in Ukraine:
3. First, there is a national mechanism under the ombudsman institution called Ombudsman+. This
mechanism means that there is a branch under the ombudsman, which sole purpose is to visit
penitentiary institutions. In every Oblast,439 there is a monitoring crew, who has undergone training
and visit colonies as directed by the ombudsman. In order to get access to the perimeter, the
ombudsman is writing a letter to a particular colony, and thus the prison administration is obliged to
let them in.
4. Secondly, one can get access to the prisons via a so-called supervisory commission. However, this
way of getting access is less efficient, as the supervisory commission is subordinated local/regional
authorities. This means that the civil servants working in this commission typically have no incentives
or interests to go visit penitentiary institutions. However, sometimes the members of the
commission choose representatives from NGOs, who then can visit the colonies. Although, such visits
should be cleared through the commission.
5. Thirdly, from April 2014 it became possible to visit penitentiary institutions in Ukraine excluding pret ial dete tio e t es fo MP s a d thei assista ts, hi h i ludes MP s fo Ve kho a Rada440
and from the regional parliame ts. Fu the o e, the MP s a take -3 doctors and 2-3 journalists
with them. They are also able to conduct tête-à-tête interviews with the prisoners. They can make
audio or video recordings, which the prison administration should provide for. This third option of
monitoring is the most effective of the three. The source noted that there are a couple of
organisations working on monitoring of penitentiary institutions on a daily basis.
6. In regards to visiting the pre-trial detention centres, the ombudsman and their staff together with
the p ose uto s offi e a e a le to isit these i stitutio s. Ho e e , the sou e ad ised that isiti g
p iso fa ilities is ot so ethi g that the p ose uto s offi e ould do ofte .

439
440

Oblast is administrative unit in Ukraine often referred to as a region.
The parliament of Ukraine.
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7. If the prison administration is not willing to let monitors in at their perimeter, it will be a violation of
the law and subsequently the monitors will complain to the prosecutor's office. However, such
rejections would happen very seldom.
8. On 3 January 2020, more than 50 people decided to complain to monitors of KhPG in a colony in
Kharkiv Oblast. However, KhPG only managed to receive complaints from 22 people, due to four
holidays in connection with the Orthodox Christmas. The KhPG staff advised the prison
administration that they would arrive on 8 January. It is worth noting that this was the first case in
this colony when prisoners had decided to complain about the administration. The source mentioned
that the conditions at this colony is tough, which had kept prisoners from complaining. However, on
7-8 January, the administration had summoned the Special Forces to the colony, where they beat up
many of the prisoners. The prison administration stated that there was a riot of prisoners at the
colony, and the administration felt obliged to summon the Special Forces because of the riots. The
administration announced afterwards that because of the special situation in the colony, they would
ot let a o e i at the olo . He e, KhPG s o ito s e e ot allo ed a ess to the olo fo at
least three weeks.
9. The source advised that there was a challenge concerning the facilities of the Security Service of
Ukraine (SBU). These facilities would be difficult to get information about.
10. On the other hand, the source stated that the monitors could visit the colonies unannounced, and
they have access to all facilities they wish to examine. However, the prison administration would
often hide things at hidden places, such as secret production facilities or workshops that are not
officially registered and in which unrecorded products are produced, where they did not want the
monitors to examine.
11. The source mentioned that they found such facilities in the Temnovskaya colony No. 100 in Kharkiv
region. The administration also hides the so-called press-cells - premises in which convicts are
beaten. The administration also hides the convicts so that they do not meet with the monitors.
Sometimes for the sake of this she slips other convicts instead of those with whom the monitors
wanted to meet. To get access to such places would require, that one knows in advance, where they
are in order to examine them.
12. The monitors can conduct confidential interviews with the prisoners. Although, the source opined
that the prison administration would always try to sit down with the monitors and listen to what the
prisoners had to say. They would typically say that it is for security reasons that they would like to
attend the interviews.
13. The KhPG always visits the disciplinary detention centre, which used to be the former pre-trial
detention centre. Then they visit the different cell-types. After that, they always visit the medical
unit, the living area and the barracks, where the prisoners sleep. They look at how the prisoners have
arranged their daily life, count how many beds there are in the barracks, if the beds are double
bunked, and then they look at the repair plan, find out if there are any taps dripping etc. They also
monitor the facilities for making food, how many pots and pans are available and so on. The monitors
also visit the canteen, where the prisoners eat. This is followed by a visit to the working spaces and
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the showers. The monitors also check whether the prisoners have access to the internet, and how
often access is granted etc.
14. These elements are all part of an overall assessment of whether the prisons complies with the
national standards for prisons. After every visit, a report is conducted with pictures and
recommendations. The report will then be handed to the prison administration before publication
with specifications of things that are not in accordance with the norms. The administration can then
comment and often it agrees with the recommendations. The KhPG then publish the report, most
often without specifications of the errors and flaws from the visit in order to give the administration
a possibility to correct the changes. However, at a following visit the KhPG will carefully monitor
whether the administration has fixed the errors and flaws.
15. The source noted that the organisation did not have a plan for regular monitoring of the prison
facilities. The goal of this organisation is to monitor the facilities, understand what is going on at the
premises and subsequently influence on the conditions there. Furthermore, KhPG also helps the
prisoners on different questions, such as the use of violence. The source noted that unfortunately,
this happened at the prisons. The interlocutor advised that as a rule of thumb, if a colony is looking
all too good, one knows that it is a bad colony.
Different types of prisons
16. The colonies are divided into three categories for incarceration of prisoners: minimal, middle and
maximum security. It is possible to visit all three levels of security, although, the prison
administration would not recommend monitors to go into cells with prisoners with life-time
sentences or visit cells with prisoners in maximum security. Therefore, one would speak to such
prisoners through the windows in the cell doors.
17. Furthermore, there are five separate prisons only for women and only one prison for juveniles. For
adult men the colonies are divided in penitentiaries for first offenders, and for convicts, who have
been sentenced to prison more than once, which is classified as medium security level. For the worst
type of crimes, there are maximum-security prisons.
18. According to the interlocutor, it happened very seldom that juveniles were incarcerated with adult
prisoners in pre-trial detention centres, as this was forbidden by the law. The source have not heard
of such cases in the last 5-6 years. The number of minors who end up in pre-trial detention centres
is very small, so such events are extremely unlikely.
19. On the question, whether there existed military prisons in Ukraine, the source noted that there
existed so-called disciplinary battalions (Disbat). These facilities are for those military personnel who
has committed disciplinary offenses. They will serve time in these disciplinary battalions, which de
facto would be the equivalent to a military prison. The source stressed that Disbat is only for
sentenced military personnel, and thus does not include draft evaders, conscientious objectors or
evaders of mobilisation.
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20. Approximately 1,400 prisoners are housed in 14 corrective centres in Ukraine. The numbers of
corrective centres used to be higher, but the authorities have closed some centres. The corrective
centres are housing people, who have been sentenced to restraint of liberty441, which is a lighter
sentence than general imprisonment. These corrective centres used to be called open prisons442,
where people live in the colony and would work outside the colony. There would typically not be any
medical unit in these colonies.
21. The sources advised that the state standards for prisons is public available for every Ukrainian citizen.
22. There exists a special commission on the distribution of incarcerated persons who decides where a
particular prisoner should serve their time. This commission would look at a colony that is in
accordance with the crime committed. Thereafter, the commission would look at where the family
to the prisoner is living. This is something they began to look at after the ruling of the ECHR, which
stipulated that prisoners should be incarcerated at a place where the family had the chance to come
visit. The source opined that unfortunately, the latter was not a big priority for the commission.
Prison conditions for draft evaders, conscientious objectors etc.
23. In regards to draft evaders and conscientious objectors, the source noted that such persons would
not sit in the facilities of the SBU, but in regular civilian prisons. The source added that such prisoners
did not face any problems in prisons specifically related to their crime. It was the opinion of this
source, that such prisoners were very few.
24. The laws regulating this area are very old; many are from the soviet times. Furthermore, Ukraine has
not declared martial law at any time during the conflict in East Ukraine. The source advised that as
long as there are not declared martial law, the rules of conscription is actually very liberal. For
example, if the military commission wants to call up a person who is on the list for conscription, the
commission has to deliver the call-up personally. The call-up should o tai the pe so s pe so al ID
and signature, before it is valid. This means that if the person is not home or he is hiding from the
commission representatives, then he is not obliged to stand before the commission. The commission
cannot do anything about this, according to the current legislation. So dodging in this way is not
perceived as a crime, according to the law, as there is no proof that the person in question was called
up, because he had not signed the call-up.
25. There are call-ups two times a year and when nobody comes to the military commissions, they have
to make a plan on how to get people enrolled in the army. The source stated that the commission
together with the police would approach people at a so-called collection point, which could be on a
street, at a cinema, universities or at exams. It is campaigns like this that KhPG is fighting, because
they are not allowed, according to the law. The source knew of cases where they had called up
persons who lived in another city, and was only in that particular city to visit friends. It is something
that the military commission do, only to get a check mark in their book, so they can show their
superiors that they have fulfilled the plan.
441

In accordance with Part 1 of Article 61 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine, The punishment of restraint of liberty consists in holding
a person in an open penitentiary institution without isolation from the society but under supervision and with compulsory
engagement of the convicted person in work.
442 I Russia
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Conditions during interrogations and trials
26. According to the source, it was widespread for the authorities to use torture and ill-treatment to get
a confession of the accused. However, the use of such methods has been more prevalent in the past
and the country has been fighting this practice in the past 25 years with some success. There has
been introduced legislation to reduce the use of torture. However, it still used because the Ukrainian
police believe that this is needed to solve crimes.
27. The source opined that torture and ill-treatment is used to get the accused to say, what the police
want them to say, disregard whether this has anything to do with the truth. Furthermore, the police
are doing this with impunity. The police would never be charged for using violence during
interrogations.
28. When asked how prevalent the use of metal cages is in Ukraine, the source answered that such cages
were in use and were widespread, although, there had been a court ruling from ECHR443 stipulating
that such cages should not be used. However, the use would depend on the crime committed. For
example if a person is accused of theft, the attorney could ask the judge to let the accused sit outside
of the cage. The judge can then choose to accept this. Such cases are typically the exemption to the
rule.
29. According to the source, an attorney is allowed to sit together with the accused during interrogations.
Although, the police are trying to avoid this. In many cases, the police would only allow the attorney
to enter the interrogation room, after they have obtained all the information out of the accused they
needed.
30. The source also knew of cases where the attorney who was appointed to the accused worked for the
police. If the accused was not satisfied with the appointed attorney, the police would typically say,
that they do not have access to any other attorney. This practice is not in accordance with the law,
but the police will conduct their interrogations in this way, if they are convinced that they have
caught the right person.

443

European Court of Human Rights
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Minutes of online-meeting between the Danish Immigration Service with the
Ministry of Justice of Ukraine444
Zoom meeting, 25 June 2021
Mechanisms of independent monitoring in penitentiary institutions and pre-trial detention facilities of the
State Criminal Executive Service of Ukraine

1. In order to ensure control over penitentiary facilities and pre-trial detention facilities of the State

Criminal Executive Service of Ukraine (hereinafter – the PFs and PTDFs of the SCESU), they, together
with key stakeholders from the executive branch of power, ombudsman institution and prosecutor's
office, developed the draft Law of Ukraine "On establishing a dual system of regular penitentiary
inspections." The subject of the dual system of regular penitentiary inspections is the
implementation of internal and external control on the compliance of the places of detention with
the requirements of the Constitution of Ukraine, international and national laws, providing for two
types of inspection mechanisms: external and internal.

2. The draft law envisages implementation of internal (administrative) penitentiary inspections by the
bodies and units of the Security Service of Ukraine; military management bodies (military units,
divisions) of the Armed Forces of Ukraine and management bodies (divisions) of the Military Law
Enforcement Service in the Armed Forces of Ukraine; military management bodies, military units and
divisions of the National Guard of Ukraine; central executive body ensuring the formation and
implementing the state policy on protection of the state border, and its territorial bodies; the central
executive body implementing state policy on migration (immigration and emigration), including the
combating illegal migration, citizenship, registration of individuals, refugees and other categories of
migrants defined by law; the central executive body implementing the state policy in the health
sector.

3. In order to organize and carry out inspections in places of detention (the list of which is defined by
the draft Law) and temporary accommodation facilities for refugees, the subjects of internal
(administrative) penitentiary inspections shall form authorized units (designate authorized persons).
The draft law was approved at the government session on September 1, 2021, and submitted by the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine to the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine for consideration. On September
2, 2021, the draft law was filed with in the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine (reg. No. 5884). As of today,
the said draft law has been submitted to the leadership of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine for
consideration.

4. The list of persons and the procedure for visiting PFs and PTDFs of the SCES of Ukraine stipulated by
Article 24 of the Criminal Executive Code of Ukraine, the Internal Regulations of Penitentiary
Institutions, approved by the Order of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine dated August 28, 2018 No.
2823/5 and the Internal Regulations of Pre-Trial Detention Facilities of the State Criminal Executive
Service of Ukraine, approved by the Order of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine dated June 14, 2019
No. 1769/5.

5. In particular, Article 24 of the Criminal Executive Code of Ukraine (hereinafter – the CEC of Ukraine)
defines the list of persons authorized to freely visit penal institutions for monitoring and inspections
444

This note was originally se t i Uk ai ia a d t a slated to E glish
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at any time without a special permission (accreditation) (if desired – accompanied by up to three
medical professionals for medical examination of prisoners and two representatives of the media).

6. Such persons include:















The President of Ukraine or his designated representatives (not more than five persons in each
region, the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, the cities of Kyiv and Sevastopol)
Prime Minister of Ukraine or his designated representatives (not more than two persons in each
region, the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, the cities of Kyiv and Sevastopol)
Ombudsman of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine or his designated representatives;
chairman, deputy chairmen and members of the Commission under the President of Ukraine for
Pardons;
the Minister of Justice of Ukraine or designated representatives (not more than two persons in
each region, the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, the cities of Kyiv and Sevastopol)
the Minister of Internal Affairs of Ukraine, Chairman of the National Police or their designated
representatives (not more than two persons in each oblast, the Autonomous Republic of Crimea,
the cities of Kyiv and Sevastopol)
members of the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment;
chairman of the Council of Ministers of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, chairmen of local
state administrations on the territory of which they are located, or their designated
representatives (not more than five persons per relevant territory)
people's deputies of Ukraine, their assistants-consultants, deputies of the Verkhovna Rada of the
Autonomous Republic of Crimea and deputies of local councils;
Prosecutor General, as well as prosecutors authorized by him and prosecutors supervising the
observance of laws during the execution of court decisions in criminal cases, as well as the
application of the other coercive measures related to the restriction of personal freedom of
citizens in a relevant territory;
chairman, deputy chairman and members of the supervisory commission, who organize public
control over the observance of the rights and legitimate interests of the convicts during the
execution of criminal sanctions;
village, settlement, city major or his designated representatives (not more than five persons) –
in the territory of a relevant local council;
members of public councils under the central body of executive power implementing the state
policy on execution of criminal sanctions, and its territorial units – in the relevant territory.

7. The other persons, as well as close relatives of the convicts may visit penal institutions based on a
special permission granted by the administration of these institutions or the management bodies of
these institutions.

8. In order to implement the convict's right to protection, to legal assistance and confidential legal
advice (visits), the administration of the penal institution shall allow access of the persons listed in
the first paragraph of part two of Article 8 of this Code to the convict on business days, weekends,
holidays, and days off at any time from 8:00 am to 8:00 pm without a special permission
(accreditation) without delay at the request of the convict or person(s) authorized to visit him (her)
as aforesaid.

9. Persons referred to in Article 24 of the CEC of Ukraine may visit any PFs and PTDFs of the SCES of
Ukraine, have the right to visit the convicts detained in pre-trial detention facilities for maintenance
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works, persons sentenced to restriction of freedom, persons sentenced to detention, deprivation of
liberty or life imprisonment, whose sentences have become final and binding, and persons sentenced
under Article 87 of the CEC of Ukraine, who are to be sent to penal institutions. The said convicts
may be visited without a special permission (accreditation) at any time of the day for the purpose of
monitoring and inspections. The Law of Ukraine "On pre-trial detention" does not contain such
provisions.

10. In addition to the above-mentioned list, the Public Council shall be established under the Ministry of
Justice of Ukraine as a temporary consultative and advisory body promoting the public participation
in the formation and implementation of the state policy on execution of criminal sanctions. The
Members of this Council, jointly with independent representatives of the public, may also carry out
public control over the PFs and PTDFs of the SCES of Ukraine. They are not subject to any restrictions
and may visit penitentiary institutions at any time of the day.

11. The only restriction imposed on this category is that PFs and PTDFs of the SCES of Ukraine may not
receive more than 10 visitors at a time. Also, visitors should not disrupt the usual regime of the
penitentiary institution operation.

12. The Ministry of Justice reported that the PFs and PTDFs of the SCES of Ukraine are capable of
accommodating about 79,000 persons, while the actual number of convicts and prisoners is 49,555.
This means that the occupancy rate is about 60 percent of the maximum capacity. In 2017, there
were 60,000 persons in the PFs and PTDFs of the SCES of Ukraine, in 2018 – 57,000, in 2019 – 55,000,
and in 2020 – 49,555 persons. There is a tendency for the total number of convicts and prisoners to
decrease by about 3,000 persons annually.

13. As of today, approximately 49,500 persons are kept in the PFs and PTDFs of the SCES of Ukraine. In
total, the SCES of Ukraine consists of 103 penitentiary facilities and 17 pre-trial detention facilities.
There are also 14 institutions, which are the so-called functional institutions, i.e. where prisoners and
convicts are accommodated.
There are also institutions of the Security Service of Ukraine (SBU), to which the European

14. Committee for the Prevention of Torture failed to get access. They are not within the competence of
the Ministry of Justice. All of the institutions within the competence of the Ministry of Justice are
accessible to the above-mentioned monitors.

15. The Ministry of Defence administers the so-called disciplinary battalions where convicted conscripts,
military personnel carrying out military service under contract, officers who are on military service,
officers who are on military service by conscription, military personnel called up for military service
during mobilization, persons on military service under call-up during a special period (except for
female military personnel) are detained. For more information on the conditions of detention in
these disciplinary battalions, contact the Ministry of Defence.

16. Some former combatants and military personnel convicted of criminal offences and crimes are also
kept in the penitentiary institutions of the Ministry of Justice. During the conflict in eastern Ukraine,
a number of volunteers joined volunteer battalions or military service. Some of them have
committed crimes and are now in penitentiary institutions. However, these are not separate
institutions.
Types of prisons
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17. The types of prisons in Ukraine are differentiated by security levels:






houses of detention (enforcing detention sentences);
correctional centres (enforcing restriction of liberty);
penitentiary facilities (enforcing punishments in the form of imprisonment for a fixed term, life
imprisonment). Pre-trial detention facilities and sectors with the other security levels may be
established in penitentiary facilities;
special educational establishments (for the detention of convicted juveniles);
pre-trial detention facilities.

Correctional facilities

18. Correctional facilities are subdivided into minimum, medium and maximum security prisons.
19. The medium level is also subdivided into two sublevels: the first one is intended for persons

sentenced to imprisonment for the first time, and the second one – for convicts who have served a
detention sentence. The prisoners are allocated to the institutions in view of the crime committed –
a crime of minor gravity, a serious crime and a particularly serious crime.

20. The prisoners are usually allocated to pre-trial detention facilities by a special commission, which is
established in the interregional departments for the enforcement of criminal sanctions of the
Ministry of Justice. If an interregional department does not have a proper institution with the
required level of security, the documents are sent to the central commission, which is formed in the
Department Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions. Here, the level of security is determined, after which
the person concerned will be sent to a region where there is an institution with the required level of
security.

21. The convicts serving their sentences in correctional facilities are provided with a space of at least 4
square meter per person. In medical facilities at correctional facilities, and at correctional facilities
intended for the custody and treatment of patients with tuberculosis, in the inpatient unit – the
standard of living space is not less than 5 square meters. The convicts are provided with clothes, bed
linen, and access to showers once a week, and women at least twice a week. As for the inmates in
the pre-trial detention facility, they often wear their own clothes while in prison; if not, the
administration will provide them with clothes. The administration will also provide them with bed
linen. As for the space for inmates in the pre-trial detention facility, they should be provided with at
least 2.5 square meters per person.

22. In pre-trial detention facilities, the inmates are kept in cells for two to four persons, in rare cases
eight persons or more. Some pre-trial detention facilities have cells for 50 persons. However, the
Ministry of Justice is trying to move away from this practice to a system of small cells. Therefore, the
cells are equipped for a small number of persons, which means that most of our facilities are
equipped with cells for 2-4 persons.

23. As for detention conditions for former military personnel, they live under the same general rules in
the pre-trial detention facilities or correctional facilities as other prisoners. They have access to
sports, Internet and communication with their relatives. Prisoners are allowed to have short visits
for no more than three hours. If the prison administration considers that the prisoner poses a threat,
the visits may take place behind a safety glass. Long visits of up to three days are also possible. The
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prisoner will be given a separate cell to spend time with his wife or family and children. There are
also general and vocational schools, which provide the required basic education for the prisoners.
Health and wellness services

24. Now the system of penitentiary medical and health services is undergoing various reforms. The
consequences include, but not limited to, the demilitarization of health workers, which means their
withdrawal from the subordination to the heads of PFs and PTDFs of the SCES of Ukraine. The health
care facilities of the SCES of Ukraine are subordinate to the Head of the State Institution "Healthcare
Centre of the State Criminal Executive Service of Ukraine" (hereinafter – the HC of the SCES of
Ukraine), which falls under the authority of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine and is coordinated by
the Deputy Minister of Justice of Ukraine. Medical and healthcare services are provided by 86
medical units and 15 hospital institutions. Seven of the 15 hospital units are specialized in the
treatment of somatic diseases and seven treat tuberculosis. There is also one hospital for people with
mental illnesses.

25. Medical units provide convicts and detainees with primary medical care and support. Here, convicts
and detainees undergo an initial medical examination, i.e. an examination upon entering the PFs and
PTDFs of the SCES of Ukraine. Here inmates are checked for bodily injuries. If bodily injuries are
detected, doctors document this fact and report the same to the prosecutor's office.

26. The medical institutions of the HC of the SCES of Ukraine provide secondary medical care, i.e. inpatient, specialized treatment, and medical rehabilitation. Patients with signs of disability are
examined here and receive appropriate treatment; they are referred for examination to the
territorial medical and social expert commission, which shall determine the percentage of disability
and assign a disability group. Also, these institutions provide medical documentation to the persons
who are released.

27. There are medical workers in any PF and PTDF of the SCES of Ukraine, although these workers are
not part of the institution staff. They are not responsible and do not report to the head of the
penitentiary institution. This reform was introduced directly for the purpose of monitoring eventual
ill-treatment of convicts and prisoners, as such measures are documented exactly by medical
workers.

28. As regards medical devices and medicines, the MoJ considers the current situation to be less than
ideal, although it has improved over the past ten years.
Filing of complaints

29. There are several procedures for filing complaints: Correspondence received and sent by inmates
and convicts is subject to review, except in cases provided for by the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial
Detention, the Criminal Executive Code of Ukraine, and the regulations of the Ministry of Justice of
Ukraine.

30. The correspondence sent by inmates and convicts shall be reviewed with the written permission of
the head of the institution on the basis of a report of the operational unit officer given the individual
risks of specific inmates or convicts with a mandatory deadline for revision.
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31. In this case, the correspondence which the inmates and convicts address to the Commissioner for
Human Rights of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, the European Court of Human Rights, as well as
other relevant bodies of international organizations of which Ukraine is a member or participant, to
the authorized officers of such international organizations, to the court and to the prosecutor shall
not be subject to review and shall be sent to the designated address within 24 hours of its submission.
Correspondence that the inmates and convicts receive from these bodies and persons shall not be
subject to revision.

32. The correspondence which the inmates and convicts send to a defence counsel in a criminal
proceeding who exercises his/her powers according to the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine is not
subject to revision and shall be sent to the designated address within twenty-four hours of its
submission. Correspondence that the inmates and convicts receive from such defence counsel shall
not be subject to revision.

33. The inmates and convicts shall be entitled to pass on correspondence concerning a criminal
proceeding to their defence counsel in the criminal proceeding directly during his/her visit.

34. An inmate can file a complaint using the Internet. Today, all the correctional facilities have access to
the Internet, and each institution has Wi-Fi networks, computers and special rooms for this purpose.

35. When an inmate or a convict is penalised, the administration of the institution shall allow him/her to
notify his/her family members, defence counsel or other legal professionals who are entitled by law
to provide legal assistance personally or on behalf of a legal entity about the same in accordance
with the established procedure.
Interaction with public organizations

36. In terms of interaction with public organizations, each penitentiary institution interacts with at least
five public organizations, which also include religious organizations. Such interaction can be
subdivided into two main trends: group activities and individual activities.

37. Group interventions include concert programs, recreational facilities, sports competitions, legal
assistance or lectures. Individual actions mean the assistance and support by family members. They
also include assistance with finding documents required for employment.
Work

38. The convicts have the right to work in places of deprivation of liberty. The institutions shall create an
opportunity for the implementation of this right, as they act as the principal employer.

39. Inmates may be employed with their consent and with the permission of the investigator or the court
conducting the criminal proceeding. This means that this category of people also has the right to
work in compliance with the laws of Ukraine.

40. Certain categories of convicts are obliged to work, which is part of their sentence. Some convicts
have financial obligations that they have to pay, and therefore the PF creates conditions for convicts
to earn money to pay their debt under the writs of execution or alimony.
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41. Workshops for convicts serving life sentences are set up at the PFs. Convicts have the right to exercise
their right to work. The work used to be compulsory for the convicts, but today it is perceived as their
right. The Ministry of Justice helps to create an environment for the convicts to exercise this right,
but it does not force them to work.
Education

42. Participation in social outreach work will be taken into account when deciding on the condemned
person's parole.

43. The PFs and PTDFs of the SCES of Ukraine enter into contracts with educational institutions in order
to provide certain educational services to the convicts. According to the Law of Ukraine "On
Education", additional conditions for juveniles and juveniles are created in correctional facilities.

44. Regarding vocational and technical training, some correctional facilities have their own training
centres. They provide an opportunity to learn vocational skills and competencies that can be used
when a person returns to society.

45. According to religious practice, Ukrainian legislation provides for freedom of conscience for all
convicts, as well as observance of their religious traditions. In accordance with Ukrainian legislation,
while in the PFs and PTDFs of the SCES of Ukraine, convicts and inmates have an opportunity to
communicate with representatives of different religions. The institution never interferes with the
secrecy of confession
Dietary regimen

46. According to the Ministry of Justice, all inmates kept in pre-trial detention facilities are fed free of
charge. There are certain categories of prohibited foods that relatives or visitors cannot pass on to
reduce the risk of food poisoning. The list of such foods is not long. It includes, but not limited to,
homemade foods.

47. Convicts and inmates are provided with hot meals three times a day. Food is prepared in accordance
with the stipulated standards, and these norms depend on the status of a particular person. There
are different nutrition standards for persons in the PFs and PTDFs of the SCES of Ukraine, persons in
medical wards of the HC of the SCES of Ukraine, for juveniles and for tuberculosis patients, etc.
Early release and probation

48. Convicts have the possibility of being released early if they fall under the terms of the Ukrainian
legislation on early release. Also, the court may decide to grant amnesty or early release to a person.
Besides, an inmate may have his/her sentence commuted or may be released early for health
reasons.

49. Since Ukraine now applies more alternative types of punishment, probation is applied more often,
and the Ministry of Justice is continuously developing the mechanism of probation, consequently,
there has been a decrease in the number of convicts exactly in places of deprivation of liberty.
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Reporting of ill-treatment

50. Medical staff of the HC of the SCES of Ukraine in the PFs and PTDFs of the SCES of Ukraine conducts
initial and daily examinations of convicts and inmates, and if bruises or signs of any other illtreatment are found on their bodies, a memo on the incident shall be prepared and communicated
to the p ose uto s offi e a d ad i ist atio of a espe ti e pe ite tia i stitutio o dete tio
facility.

51. Since 2017, the MoJ has conducted 124 internal inspections. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the
implementation of quarantine restrictions, the number of inspections was limited in 2020.

52. When asked whether the Ministry of Justice had any data on the ill-treatment of inmates or convicts
by the administration of the PFs and PTDFs of the SCES of Ukraine and further sanctions against those
responsible, the MoJ replied that in the case of reported facts of ill-treatment, the internal security
services start an internal investigation.

53. First, the Ministry of Justice considers whether these facts were officially registered by the PF or PTDF
of the SCES of Ukraine. According to the law, each injury must be reported to a specific executive
service. If an incident is reported, an internal investigation shall be conducted. If the MoJ believes
that the signs are genuine, they forward the information to the prosecutor's office or the state
bureau of investigation, for them to take appropriate action in response.

54. If the MoJ establishes the guilt of its employees, they respond accordingly. However, the main
business of such investigations and inspections is not to punish the employees of the institution; the
purpose of these inspections is to determine whether the institution is effective in all its activities.

55. Therefore, when the MoJ discovers cases of misconduct, they provide this information and
communicate the same to the relevant authorities so that they can investigate the facts further.

56. As for international organizations, following the recent visit of the European Commission against
Torture two years ago, the MoJ received reports on the commission's findings. According to the MoJ,
the facts of torture mentioned in these reports were not found.

57. The Ministry of Justice is aware of the cases of violence between inmates and convicts. The Ministry
of Justice attributed this to certain disputes among prison subcultures. However, there were no
reports about employees of the PFs and PTDFs of the SCES of Ukraine who ill-treated convicts or
inmates.
Separation of convicts

58. When asked whether inmates in pre-trial detention facilities will be kept together with those already
convicted, the Ministry of Justice replied that in accordance with the Criminal Executive Code of
Ukraine and the Law of Ukraine "On Pre-trial Detention", the PFs and PTDFs of the SCES of Ukraine
observe the isolation and keep:
 men separately from women;
 juveniles separately from adults;
 convicted persons separately from persons in custody;
 officers of the intelligence agencies of Ukraine, employees of the State Bureau of Investigation
and employees of the National Anti-Corruption Bureau of Ukraine in custody separately from the
other persons in custody;
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persons who have been prosecuted for the first time separately from those who have been
prosecuted previously;
persons who have previously served their sentences in places of deprivation of liberty separately
from those who have not been in places of deprivation of liberty;
people first convicted to imprisonment for crimes committed through negligence;
persons accused or suspected of committing grave and especially grave crimes separately from
other persons in custody;
persons accused or suspected of committing crimes against the foundations of Ukraine's national
security are usually kept separately from the other persons in custody;
persons who used to work in internal affairs bodies, National Police, Military Law Enforcement
Service of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, Security Service, Prosecutor's Office, Justice, State
Bureau of Investigation, National Anti-Corruption Bureau of Ukraine, State Criminal Execution
Service of Ukraine and in courts – separately from the other convicts and inmates;
foreign nationals and stateless persons are usually kept separately from the other persons in
detention;
persons suspected or accused of committing criminal offences under Articles 173-177, 200-235,
part five of Article 255, Articles 255-1, 255-2 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine separately from the
other persons in custody;
convicted of committing a crime under part five of Article 255, Articles 255-1, 255-2 of the
Criminal Code of Ukraine.

59. Those sentenced to life imprisonment are kept in isolation from all other persons in custody.
60. Persons accused or suspected of committing the same criminal proceedings shall, if the person or
body conducting the criminal proceedings so decides, be kept apart.

61. As for women, the Ministry of Justice noted that Ukrainian legislation provides for separate detention
of men and women in the PFs and PTDFs of the SCES of Ukraine. In Ukraine, women are kept in
separate institutions, cells and separate blocks of buildings. Even underage women and women over
the age of 18 are kept separately. In Ukrainian prisons, convicted men are not allowed to access
convicted women.

62. In Ukraine, there are no common facilities for women and men; only in pre-trial detention facilities
can they be kept in the same building. However, they may not be kept in cells located close to each
other; the units are isolated from each other.

63. As for the separation of juveniles from adult convicts, the MoJ said that convicted adults are kept in
penitentiary facilities, while juveniles are kept in educational facilities. Only one educational facility
now exists in Ukraine. A few years ago, there were 11 of them. According to the recently amended
legislation, the Ministry of Justice is trying to introduce the other types of alternative measures for
juveniles. Currently, 68 persons under 18 years old are kept in the Kremenchuk Educational Facility.

64. In order to consolidate the results of correction and completion of the general education or
vocational training, convicts who have reached the age of eighteen may be kept in an educational
facility until the expiry of their sentence, but not after they become twenty-two.

65. The convicts who have become 18 years old shall be kept further in the educational facility on the
basis of a decision of the education board and an order issued by the head of the facility in
consultation with the children's affairs office.
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Transportation conditions

66. The Ministry of Justice reported that the police and the National Guard of Ukraine handle the
transportation of inmates. As for transportation from pre-trial detention facilities to court hearings,
the Ministry of Justice tries to hold such hearings remotely in order to reduce the number of
transportations, as it has a bad effect on all inmates.

67. Regarding the transportation conditions, all pre-trial detention facilities have a "transit point", i.e. a
room where the person is placed before being transported to the court hearing. In this room, the
person undergoes the first security check for the presence of prohibited items. The person is left in
this room for no more than two hours.

68. There are no beds or TV sets in such premises; sometimes the premises do not have the required
sanitary facilities. However, the Ministry of Justice tries not to use unequipped premises or tries to
equip them in accordance with applicable legislation.

69. From the hearing room, the person is handed over to representatives of the National Police or
National Guard, who are responsible for his/her transportation.

70. Upon the person's return to the pre-trial detention facility, medical personnel and security service
officers examine him/her. S/he is then transferred back to the permanent detention cell.
Conscription evaders and conscientious objectors

71. Regarding conscription evaders and conscientious objectors, the MoJ reported that it does not have
statistical data on how many persons of these categories are serving their sentences in the SCES
system of Ukraine. However, the Ministry of Justice has a separate facility for law enforcement
officers serving their sentences. There are also separate units in pre-trial detention facilities where
prisoners who used to work in law enforcement bodies are kept.

72. The MoJ has no statistics od individuals who took part in military actions, such as in a volunteer
battalion, or if a person previously served in the Ukrainian Armed Forces. The MoJ believes that the
number of persons serving a sentence for evading military service will be extremely small.

73. As regards mobilization, the MoJ reported that this category of people was beyond their sphere of
competence; hence, they did not have any statistics about it. The MoJ said that such issues should
be discussed with the Ministry of Defense of Ukraine.
Attitudes towards vulnerable groups

74. Groups vulnerable for medical or health reasons are people with disabilities. The Ministry of Justice
has a penal colony for serving the sentences by convicts in this category. This is one of the vulnerable
groups, in addition to juveniles and women with children.

75. People with disabilities serve their sentences in a separate institution, where certain
accommodations are created for them. The institution has special medical personnel and special food
according to separate standards.
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76. Women with children are also included in the category of vulnerable groups. This category includes
women who gave birth during imprisonment, in pre-trial detention facilities or while serving their
sentence. They are kept in the PFs and PTDFs together with the child.

77. In pre-trial detention facilities, children are kept in one cell with their mother. Thus, this category of
prisoners is provided with more space in the cells than other categories of prisoners. They are also
provided with special food, and there is always access to hot running water and required equipment.

78. As regards penitentiary facilities, the MoJ has the so-called children's homes, where children under
the age of three are kept while their mothers are serving their sentences. The mother may live with
her child, provided that the mother behaves properly and does not pose a threat to the child.

79. P e iousl , Uk ai ia legislatio p o ided fo the othe s isits to he hild du i g a e tai pe iod
only, while at night the children were looked after by nurses or specialized workers. Today, the
Ministry of Justice has provided for a permanent stay for a mother with her child in this children's
home.

80. When asked whether the Ministry of Justice promotes the separation of prisoners belonging to
vulnerable groups because of their beliefs, race, sexual orientation, or the type of crime they have
committed, the source reported that prisoners are allocated to cells in pre-trial detention facilities
according to certain rules. For example, the "placement" of a person who raped a minor in a cell
might create some tension on the part of the other inmates. If there is a threat to their life or health,
they will be isolated from others to ensure their safety. The MoJ has increased staff security and
provided a psychologist for people in this category.

81. With regard to ethnic Russians, the MoJ stated, inter alia, that the Ukrainian nation has always been
benevolent and positive towards any nation, so despite various political and other aspects, there are
no problems with Russian-speaking inmates or any other minorities in the Ukrainian PFs and PTDFs
of the SCES of Ukraine. The Ministry of Justice has not registered any serious conflicts based on
international misunderstandings or disagreements.
Predominant use of metal cages during hearings

82. The Ministry of Justice noted that they are not a law enforcement body that deals with court cases.
The MoJ only enforces court sentences or decisions, e.g. imprisonment. Therefore, the trial process
is closer in its scope to investigative departments and judicial authorities, and the MoJ is not one of
them.

83. As for metal cages, the PFs and PTDFs of the SCES of Ukraine subordinate to the Ministry of Justice
do not use them in their activities. For meetings between inmates and an investigator or a defense
counsel, the MoJ uses properly equipped and furnished premises. In such cases, the defense counsel
and the convict can meet face to face. The Ministry of Justice does not use metal cages in the PFs
and PTDFs of the SCES of Ukraine.

84. Also, the Ministry of Justice reported that the practice of using metal cages during hearings and trials
is a thing of the past. Now most of the premises are equipped with a glass fence to ensure the safety
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and protection of the trial participants. However, this is not within the competence of the Ministry
of Justice.
Period for pre-trial detention

85. According to the Article 3 of the Law of Ukraine "On Pre-trial Detention", the grounds for pre-trial
detention are as follows: a reasoned decision of the court to choose detention as a precautionary
measure or to apply temporary or extradition arrest, issued in accordance with the Criminal and
Criminal Procedure Codes of Ukraine and / or a decision of a competent authority of a foreign state
in cases foreseen by law.
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Interview with Human Rights Protection Group SICH
Skype meeting, 22 June 2021
About the organisation
1. Human Rights Protection Group SICH is a Ukrainian non-governmental human rights organisation
that was established in 2014. Their activities are aimed at protecting and respecting the rights of
victims of the armed conflict in eastern Ukraine, as well as covering the most vulnerable categories
of citizens. Furthermore, SICH provides legal assistance to citizens in custody and places of
imprisonment and monitoring the effectiveness of local government programmes and monitoring of
penitentiary institutions. They work together with other national and international NGOs and
international state donor organisations.
Access to Ukrainian prisons for independent monitoring
1a Actors given access (such as independent state institutions and civil society organisation)
2. Nowadays, there are two mechanisms of monitoring Ukrainian prisons: according to article 24 of the
Ukrainian criminal procedure code, NGOs and human rights organisations can obtain access to
Ukrainian prison facilities through the help of MPs or their assistants of the Ukrainian Parliament
(Verkhovna Rada) and MPs of regional and local legislative bodies in their respective constituencies.
It is also possible to get access with the help of two journalists or medical staff. If the human rights
defenders also have status as journalists, they can also get access to prisons in this way. This is only
possible for penitentiary institutions such as colonies, not pre-trial detention facilities
3. Secondly, it is also possible to make visits through the national preventive mechanism system
through a request at the Ombudsman. The Human rights organisations then have to draft reports
from these visits together with the Office of the Ombudsman.
1b. Mandate, independence, powers of actors
4. Formally, independent inspections can monitor without advance notice, and there are no limitations
to where and when they can inspect in Ukrainian prisons. The prisons have to allow inspections to
all premises of the prisons at all time of the day. In theory, monitors could access every day. However,
there are not enough MPs who have the will, nor have the human rights NGOs not enough resources
to conduct visits that often. However, the NGOs are trying to follow up on any complaints of which
they become aware.
5. According to the source, there are also a few penitentiary institutions who do not live up to the law,
for example Colony no. 75, who do not let monitor groups into the premises, unless they are
accompanied by a prosecutor or the Ombudsman. SICH have tried to write requests to the police,
but the requests are not even looked at, even though the police are obliged to look at them,
according to the law. However, lack of access to prisons is not a general problem; it regards only a
few institutions who are under the mandate of the law enforcement.
6. On the question whether the inspections have access to confidential conversations with the inmates,
the interlocutor replied that they actually could take the inmates to an isolated room for confidential
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conversations. There will be guards close by, though, in order to secure the
they will as a minimum listen to parts of the conversation.

o ito s se u it , a d

7. The source stated that state standards on prison conditions exist and they are publicly available on
the website of the penitentiary inspections department.
1c. Types of prisons and facilities to which access is not granted
8. On the questions on which types of prisons that are not accessible for independent monitoring, the
interlocutor replied that they have access to all prisons. In the last 18 months SICH have conducted
more than 25 visits to prisons and they were without hinder allowed into all prisons, even in the
maximum-security institutions and the detention centres (for sentenced prisoners). The only
limitation is that the inmates have to have received their sentence.
Different types of prisons
9. Firstly, there are open penitentiary institutions, which are also called correctional centres where
people with minor sentences, such as traffic incidents, minor financial crimes or similar, are sent to.
In those institutions, the inmates can go out during the day or they can work. Secondly, there are
colonies with minimal level of security; thirdly, colonies with medium level of security and then
fourthly, colonies with maximum level of security.
10. The interlocutor explained that when a person has received his sentence, he/she could chose to stay
in the same premises as the pre-trial detention centre. In the premises, there are cellblocks that are
dedicated remand prisoners and cellblocks for sentenced prisoners. In such premises, the person
would have status as a хо
т е
от к .
11. Otherwise, the person could choose to serve his sentence in a colony.
Military prisons
12. According to this source, there are no specific military prisons in Ukraine.
13. When the conflict in Eastern Ukraine began in 2014-2015, special pre-trial detentions centres
belonging to the Ukrainian Security Service were used to contain some military prisoners (mostly
prisoners of war). This ended when formal contacts on exchange of prisoners between the parties of
the conflict were agreed upon. Presently, prisoners of war such as Ukrainians fighting for the
opposite separatist site and foreigners serve their sentence in normal type of prison.
14. People evading military service etc. would serve their sentence at ordinary civilian prisons together
with other convicts.
2a. Which prisoners/crimes are allocated in the different types of prisons (high, medium, low security and
military)
15. The source explained that people who committed minor crimes are usually serving in minimum
security prisons. People who committed crimes that are more serious are serving in medium or high
security prisons. It also depends on whether the person has committed several or repeatable crimes.
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16. Juveniles are always separated from adult prisoners. There are separate colonies for juveniles as well
as for women. There are also colonies for disabled people.
Mix of remand and sentenced prisoners
17. As a rule, sentenced and remand prisoners are not mixed. The only situations would be either when
a sentenced prisoner return to the pre-trial detention centres for example if the person prepares a
constitutional complaint or during transport. However, those examples happen rarely.
Prevalence of ill-treatment or torture
18. On the question how prevalent the use of physical or psychological pressure to obtain a confession
from the detainees, the source replied that these incidents would be when the detained are situated
in the interrogation of the premises of the Ministry of Interior and not in the pre-trial detention
centres. Under these circumstances it happens not rarely that the detainee will be put under
pressure for example to obtain a certain evidence or similar. All pre-trial detention centres are
different and by that have different approaches. The source mentioned that there are some colonies,
the so- alled red colonies, he e the p iso ad i ist atio use the p iso e s the sel es, the soalled voluntary helpers to put p essu e o pu ish othe p iso e s. The e a e also olo ies ho
deliberately have refused these practices.
Prevalence of metal cages in courts
19. The interlocutor stated that it is rather prevalent to use metal cages in courts. However, for five to
six years ago the authorities started to change some cages in the major cities to plastic constructions
where the prisoner is located behind a plastic window. However, the prisoners then started to
complain that the ventilation is poor in those constructions and that it was not possible to
communicate and socialise with their relatives. The plastic construction have only been changed in
some courts only in the major cities, while in the provinces only the metal cages are used, which is
due to lack of resources.
20. It can also happen that a judge allows the prisoner to sit next to his lawyer.
Access of lawyer during interrogation
21. According to the source, a lawyer of the detainee has access during interrogation because if the
lawyer was not present it would be a violation of the rights of the detainee. However, it is not all
detainees, who can afford a lawyer in whom they trust. The competencies of the lawyers free of
charge appointed by the state are different and many complain about the appointed lawyer.
However, the system of a lawyer appointed free of charge by the state is new and need time to
develop.
General problems of the Ukrainian prison system
22. The source highlighted the concern of the prevalence of torture in some colonies and as an NGO SICH
tries to find and prevent these methods and to protect the victims. Unfortunately, Ukraine has not
yet ratified the Istanbul Protocol445.

445

The Istanbul Protocol as a UN Manual on the Effective Investigation and Documentation of Torture and Other Cruel,
Inhuma or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.
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23. Furthermore, the source pointed to the biggest and urgent problem of the prison system, which is
the health services. There is a large amount of people, who suffer from chronic diseases and, who
cannot obtain the proper medicine, they need. The reason for this is mainly lack of resources. The
health care services in the prisons are under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Justice and there have
been a long dialogue about transferring it to the Ministry of Health. So far, it has not happened and
the health care centres of the Ministry of Justice are not effective; there are neither medicine, nor
qualified specialists and it is not possible to receive qualified medical examinations.
24. There are no real agreement between prison hospitals and state hospitals outside prisons. State
hospitals often reject patients from prisons due to security reasons, and the prisoners only have the
choice to approach the prison hospitals, who as stated above, do not function effectively. Therefore,
it is practically not possible to pay for health services by neither the prisoner themselves nor by their
relatives.
Paid cells
25. In the pre-trial detention centres there are so- alled paid ells he e the p iso e a pa fo a
better room. The money should go to the repair of the other cells in order to bring them up to better
standards. The problem is, however, that there are not enough paid cells so it is not possible to pay
for them.
26. There are some plans to introduce paid cells to the colonies too, according to the sources.
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Interview with the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner of Human Rights
(Ombudsman)446
Zoom meeting, 4 August 2021
Access to Ukrainian prisons for independent monitoring
1. The article 2 of UN Convention against torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment establishes that each State party takes effective legislative, administrative, justice and
other measures in order to prevent the acts of torture within any territory under its jurisdiction. No
exceptional circumstances, whatever they might be, state of war or the threat of war, internal
political instability or any other state of emergency could justify the tortures.
2. Accordingly to the Optional proto ol s p o isio s to the Co e tio agai st to tu e, atified
Ukrainian Parliament on July 21, 2006, and the article 191 of the Law of Ukraine «On the Ukrainian
Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights» within the framework of carrying out the functions of
NPM there had been conducted the systematic visits (monitoring) of liberty deprivation places in
order to prevent the cases of tortures, and, if necessary, to strengthen the protection for detained
persons from cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. Total number of places in
Ukraine where the persons are forcibly kept by a court decision or by decision of administrative
authority accordingly to the law, and which Commissioner visits without prior notice about the time
and purpose of visit, as of now, on January 1, 2020 is 4 720.The list of organisations that can conduct
o ito i g isits has ee e te ded, hi h o also i ludes hild e s o pha ages. Fu the o e,
the representatives of the commissioner are monitoring private institutions and the police
departments.
3. The persons, who can monitor the penitentiary institutions through the National Preventive
Mechanism, can visit all types of penitentiary institutions without any prior warnings or notifications
about their arrival, according to the protocol.
4. The pre-trial/remand detention centres can be monitored without any prior warning or notification
the P ose uto s Offi e a d the ep ese tati es of the O uds a , the p e e tio se i e, the
Ministry of Justice, the President of Uk ai e, the MP s of Ve kho a Rada a d thei o espo di g
services, however, for this category it depends on what the requirements for monitoring might be.
5. The civil society representatives, NGOs and other members of the supervisory commission can also
monitor penitentiary institutions, which are under the authority of the Ministry of Justice.
6. Furthermore, international institutions also have the mandate to monitor penitentiary institutions.
Those international institutions comprise the European Committee on Preventing Torture (CPT). The
CPT can monitory both prisons and remand detention centres.
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7. In regards to the National Preventive Mechanism, and the work of the Commissioner, there are no
limitations or restrictions on what can be monitored at a penitentiary institution. The prison
administration should give them access to every room, according to Ukrainian legislation.
8. The source stated that they are trying to monitor as much as possible, however, there was also a
limitation to the extent of penitentiary institutions, which could be monitored. The Ombudsman is
trying to monitor one third of all penitentiary institutions in Ukraine per year.
9. According to the source, monitors including international organisations can have confidential
conversations with prisoners. They added that they conduct general interviews as well as confidential
interviews. In regards to NGOs, they can interview prisoners.
10. This office can go to any kind of penitentiary institution including maximum security institutions and
can interview any prisoner including persons who has been given lifetime sentences. Furthermore,
the representatives of the Commissioner have access to SBU447 s fa ilities as ell.
11. According to the Ukrainian legislation, there is a certain list of stakeholders that can monitor remand
p iso s. This list o p ises the O uds a , the P ose uto Ge e al s Offi e, the P eside t, the
Prime Minister, the Ministry of Internal Affairs including the national police, the Ministry of Justice,
the MP s and the European Committee Against Torture.
Public state standards for prisons
12. The source advised that the state standards for prisons are available for the public and the civil
society as they are written in the laws, rights, conditions and requirements, which are published and
accessible for every Ukrainian citizen.
13. Currently the Verkhovna Rada448 is working on a draft law on conditions of imprisonment, which
should now be synchronised with international standards. It is the hope of this source, that the law
would be approved by the parliament in the autumn.
Different types of prisons
14. In Ukraine, the different types of penitentiary institutions are depending on the type of prisoners in
question:




447
448

Pre-trial/remand detention centres – for persons awaiting their trial.
Disciplinary battalions – for the military personnel.
Penitentiary institutions – for the criminal persecuted persons, which again are divided into four
levels of security:
o Minimum level of security with facilitated conditions
o Minimum level with general conditions
o Middle level of security
o Maximum security

Security Service of Ukraine (SBU)
The Parliament of Ukraine
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15. The level of security depends on the required conditions that has been identified for each prisoner.
There are certain requirements for each security level. In regards to the minimum level of security,
this category is divided into two sectors: one with facilitated conditions, and one with general
conditions. Facilitated conditions could e.g. be the possibility for a longer time for a walk or extended
access to leisure.
16. The term pe ite tia i stitutio s is the official title for a prison in Ukraine. The difference between
remand detention and the Penitentiary institutions is that the penitentiary institutions are the
residence of sentenced prisoner and the remand centres for persons awaiting trial.
17. When asked if there is a certain penitentiary institutions for a certain type of crime, the source replied
that there is a division of penitentiary institutions. Penitentiary institutions with minimum level of
security are for prisoners who have been sentenced for the first time. Persons who have been
sentenced more than once or committed a serious crime, are kept at penitentiary institutions with a
higher level of security.
18. According to the interlocutor, juveniles would always be separated from adult prisoners. The
juveniles would be located at an education penitentiary institutions for underage prisoners.
Furthermore, there is special penitentiary institutions designated for women, which are separate
from penitentiary institutions for men. This applies for both the penitentiary institutions and the pretrial detention centres.
19. No remand prisoners would be situated in the Penitentiary institutions. If a person still awaits trial,
the person will be located in a pre-t ial dete tio e t e alled SIZO449 i Uk ai e.
20. However, there could still be persons in the remand detention centres that could also be held in the
penitentiary institutions for minimum level of security for any kind of administrative work. They have
slightly extended rights than for the persons who are under persecution. For example, they have the
possibility to use mobile phones and have access to the internet.
21. Those persons who can stay at such a remand detention, also to have opportunity to do some
administrative and housing work, which is equal to the penitentiary institutions of minimum level of
security.
22. The remand detention centres have their own capacities, which means, that in some detention
centres, they have more space than in others. Therefore, some pre-trial detention centres cannot
provide for separation of women and men in different buildings. However, the source emphasised
that they will never be held in the same cell.
Prison conditions for draft evaders, conscientious objectors etc.

449 SIZO Uk ai ia : л дч
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23. The source explained that if draft evaders eventually ended up in prison, they would serving their
sentence in normal prisons and not disciplinary battalions, as such persons are not working in the
military and hence cannot by sentenced by military law.
Conditions during interrogations and trials
24. According to the source, there are cases of ill-treatment and bodily harm of prisoners in pre-trial
detention centres and Penitentiary institutions and persons who have been detained by the police.
The ill-treatment could be a result of law-enforcement personnel wanting the person in question to
say certain things during interrogation. In the penitentiary institutions, however, there could be
slightly different reasons for using ill-treatment against the prisoners, because such persons already
have a sentence. Disregard the reasons for ill-treatment; the Commissioner is still monitoring those
cases in the Penitentiary institutions.
25. The source has noted cases of ill-treatment and misuse of detention without providing the needed
documents and protocol of arrest. It happens that the required documents only are forwarded 9, 15
or 22 hours after the person has been detained. Such cases of violations from the police officers are
seen as well.
26. Metal cages are not used during trials anymore in Ukraine. There are only few cases of such use in
Ukraine. Now the Ukrainian trials are using a special kind of glass fence.
27. When asked if a lawyer is allowed to be present during interrogations, the source replied that,
according to the law, this is the case. However, unfortunately the Commissioner was aware of a
negative practice, when the lawyers are not informed straight away, when a person is being detained
by the police. The lack of access to lawyers is a systematic violation by the law-enforcement, when a
person is detained.
28. The source has seen cases when the representatives of the police did not inform the lawyer or the
lawyer did not come in time. There are cases where the lawyer came 7-8 hours after a person had
been detained. However, in the law, it is stated that a detainee has to be informed immediately after
their arrest and the lawyer has to be present within two hours.
29. However, if a prisoner knows their rights and demands to get access to a lawyer, this will be granted.
Conditions during transfer
30. The Commissioner is monitoring specialised vehicles – the so- alled Avtozak450 . A o di g to the
legislatio , it is ithi the po e of the О uds a to o ito su h ehi les.
31. There exist special requirements for the avtozak vehicles. The cars are special equipped and have a
spe ial e tifi ate i o de to t a sfe p iso e s. The ep ese tati es of the o
issio e a e
monitoring these vehicles, and have noted down some of the violations made during transfers. The
most systematic violation is the law-enforcements lack of following the norms for the designated
space provided for one person during transfer. Typically, there are more prisoners in the vehicle than
the norms stipulate.
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32. Secondly, there is lack of access to light. Sometimes the avtozak cars are caged and the windows are
barred in a way, which makes it difficult for the light to enter. Thirdly, there are violations regarding
ventilation. According to the interlocutor, the ventilation in such cars is not good.
33. The avtozak vehicles typically comprise of six cells: three solitary cells for one persons, two cells for
two persons and one cell for three persons. In most of the cases the systematic violations comprises
that the prisoner personnel for transfer would not follow the norms on the amount of persons to be
located in each cell. There are also violations regarding the fire security and the medical support.
Sometimes the avtozak vehicles do not have the needed pharmacy kits, according to the source.
34. In regards to transfer of women and juveniles, the source advised that they are being transported
separately. This means that they will sit in separate cells inside the vehicle. When talking about the
railway carriages that are used to transfer prisoners, women and juveniles can be transferred in
groups not exceeding 30 persons. Concerning pregnant women who are less than 24 weeks into their
pregnancy, and women with children, they can be transferred in avtozak cars if the distance is less
than 200 km between the destinations.
Accountability
35. After every monitoring visit, the representatives of the Commissioner will write a report providing
the prison administration with recommendations on how they can prevent violations that have been
identified in the future. If the representatives have reported serious violations of human rights that
have caused grave consequences or even caused a lethal case, then they would forward their findings
to the p ose uto ge e al s offi e ho the ill ope a i i al p ose utio .451
36. Furthermore, the source added that their representatives can be addressed during their visits. During
a monitoring visit they receive complaints from prisoners. Sometimes their lawyers are providing
such complaints on behalf of the prisoner. According to the Ukrainian legislation, such complaints
are confidential and are not supposed to be reviewed by the prison administration. The response to
the representatives to those complaints are also confidential.
37. According to the interlocutor, the majority of complaints in 2020 was about systematic violations on
unsuitable conditions, the provisions of the medical services, the violent treatment of inmates, or
violating the rights of communications with the relatives. The last-mentioned complaint was very
prevalent in 2020 during the COVID-19 lockdown, because the visits were stopped in order to prevent
the spread of COVID-19. Then there is also the complaints about the regime of the parcels being
provided, the rights to protection and restrictions of meeting with lawyers.
38. Concerning complaints on conditions, the prison administration will usually answer that the poor
conditions are due to insufficient budgets and that they lack finances to comply with the norms.
However, the source noted that insufficient budgets cannot be an argument for not complying with
the norms.
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39. The interlocutor advised that their recommendations were generally followed by the prison
administration. However, some of the recommendations were not followed as strictly as they would
like to see.
40. As an example, the source mentioned that during last year, the Commissioner had identified certain
recommendations to the police for them to be sticking to the legislation on informing the lawyers,
so they would actually do this in time. Therefore, the situation on this matter has slightly improved.
41. The Co
issio e s ep ese tati es had o ito ed
pe ite tia i stitutio s i
.I
,
they have conducted almost 800 monitoring visits so far. Some of the penitentiary institutions are
only being monitored once every year, some not. However, this does not prevent others from
se di g a o plai t to the Co
issio e s Offi e.
42. The amount of complaints have grown two fold within the recent years. The source believed that this
new tendency is due to the higher awareness of the representative office and the activity of the
National Preventive Mechanism.
43. Most of the cases concerning the prison administration staff is about either their actions or their lack
of action. For example in 2020, in one of the remand detention centres, the Commissioner has
monitored due to different complaints, which outlined that an detainee has died in the remand
detention centre, the Commissioner has been informed that the death was due to natural causes.
Ho e e , the Co
issio e s ep esentatives asked for additional expertise on the matter, which
has proven that the detainee died due to internal bodily harm.
44. Whe the Co
issio e e ei ed the e i fo atio , the fo a ded this to the p ose uto s
office. The new information stated that one of the inmates had caused deadly injury to another
inmate. Furthermore, it was advised that the prison administration had located the now deceased
person who violated the law for the first time, together in the same cell with a person who has been
sentenced before. They had a conflict and the latter injured the former. However, the medical staff
had not taken enough actions to sa e the life of the i ate, o i fo the p ose uto s offi e i due
time. The criminal case has now been open both against the inmate who harmed the other inmate,
and to the prison administrative personnel due to their lack of action, which caused this lethal
outcome.
45. When asked about the classification of the prison system, the representatives of the Commissioner
replied that they were well aware of the classification within the Ukrainian prison system (red & black
prisons) and added that they provide recommendations to improve the situation, according to the
legislation of Ukraine.
46. The Commissioner had a couple of complaints in 2020, due to the lockdown and transport
restrictions because there were no possibilities to transfer prisoners. However, although there was
no opportunity to transfer prisoners the Commissioner managed to transfer a sick prisoner to
hospital.
47. When asked about the scale of cases regarding ill-treatment and torture, the source answered that
the Commissioner does not provide investigations and is not responsible for the investigation. We
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are identifying the information, and then we pass over this information to the law-enforcement
bodies.
48. The law-enforcement bodies conduct the investigative activity, according to the Ukrainian legislation.
It is up to them to open a case of prosecution.
The following part below is a written answer form the Commissioner of Human Rights, which was sent to
the DIS after the Zoom meeting.
Conditions of stay of inmates.
Living conditions
What is the situation regarding overcrowding of cells (number of prisoners and trends)?
49. A Draft Law of Ukraine on Amnesty on the Occasion of the 30th Anniversary of Independence of
Ukraine is currently under consideration in the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. The purpose of the bill is
to reduce the number of persons kept in places of detention and, consequently, to save budgetary
funds spent on the maintenance of inmates, and to ensure proper conditions for serving the sentence
for persons who will continue to stay there.
In which types of prisons is overcrowding most prevalent?
50. As of July 30, 2020, 32,006 persons were serving their sentences in correctional facilities, including
9,597 persons in medium security level prison camps for the first-time offenders, 988 persons in
minimum security level prison camps with general conditions for men, 473 persons in minimum
security level prison camps with milder conditions for men, 1,404 persons in minimum security level
prison camps with general conditions for women, 1,062 persons in specialised medical institutions,
476 persons in treatment facilities established in pre-trial detention centres and prison camps and
1,302 persons in correction centres.
51. In addition, as of 30 July 2020, 19,169 persons were held in pre-trial detention facilities and
correctional facilities performing the function of pre-trial detention facilities at the stage of pre-trial
investigation and trial.
How are the cells measured, e.g. how many square meters are provided per prisoner in the cell?
52. In accordance with Article 115 of the Correctional Code of Ukraine (hereinafter the CC of Ukraine),
persons serving their sentences in correctional and educational prison camps are provided with the
required living conditions in accordance with the sanitation and hygiene rules. As a rule, the inmates
are kept in block-type quarters. The standard amount of living space per inmate may not be less than
four square meters, and in medical institutions at correctional camps, in correctional camps designed
to contain and treat patients with tuberculosis, and in the hospital – five square meters.
53. Under Article 11 of the Law of Ukraine on Pretrial Detention, the persons taken into custody are
provided with living conditions consistent with the sanitation and hygiene rules.
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54. The minimum size of the cell must be 2.5 square meters for a detainee and 4.5 square meters for a
pregnant woman or a woman carrying a child.
Do the prisoners stay in separate cells/shared cells?
55. The inmates and detainees are held in cell-type premises or shared-type accommodations for
simultaneous stay of several persons. Detention in a separate cell is used as an exception to the
general rule.
56. Pursuant to Article 8 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention, persons taken into custody shall
be kept in small or shared cells. In exceptional cases, in order to preserve the secrecy of the pre-trial
investigation, to protect prisoners from possible attacks on their lives or to prevent them from
committing a new criminal offence, or for medical reasons, they may be kept in solitary confinement
according to a relevant decision of the person or body conducting the criminal proceedings or the
head of the pre-trial detention facility, authorised by the prosecutor. This measure shall not be
applied to minors, and if their lives are in danger, they shall be transferred to another small or shared
cell.
57. Besides, the prisoner may be placed in a disciplinary cell or punishment cell for the purpose of
punishment. The prisoners shall be kept in the punishment cell alone.
58. Under Article 132 of the CC of Ukraine, persons serving custodial sentences may be subjected to
penalties for failure to comply with their obligations and for violations of the established prohibitions,
namely transfer of inmates kept in correctional camps, except for those kept in minimum security
level correctional camps with milder conditions, to cell-type accommodation (solitary confinement)
for up to three months.
59. Under Article 151 of the CC of Ukraine, inmates serving a sentence of life imprisonment are usually
housed in cell-type accommodations, two persons per cell, and wear special clothes. On the inmate's
application and in other required cases, in order to protect the inmate from possible attacks on
his/her life by other inmates or to prevent him from committing a crime, or for medical reasons, s/he
may be kept in solitary confinement based on the decision of the head of the prison camp.
How many persons can stay in one cell?
60. The cell can accommodate as many inmates as the living space standards per inmate allow.
Does the number of persons in the cell depend on the severity of the sentence the inmate is serving?
61. No, it does not, except for the persons sentenced to life imprisonment, who are placed in cell-type
premises, usually two persons per cell (Article 151 of the CC of Ukraine)
To what extent do Ukrainian prisons meet the living space standards?
62. Since its first visit to Ukraine in 1998, the Committee recommended increasing the living space
standard per prisoner to 4 m2 (1998, 112). This recommendation was later repeated several times in
2000, 2005, 2009, 2013, and 2017.
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63. For the prison camps, this recommendation was implemented in 2010, when the statutory standard
of living space for prisoners was increased from 2.5 to 4 m2. This standard is often not respected in
the prison camps. At the same time, the standard of 2.5 m2 in pre-trial detention facilities (Article 11
of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention) is still applicable. In other words, Ukraine has not
fulfilled this recommendation for over 20 years. A Bill has been developed in order to implement the
recommendation of the Committee on the Preventive Detention Facility. This Bill was registered in
the Parliament in 2015 and passed in the first reading, but it never became law.
Are dormitories used in some prisons?
64. Pursuant to Article 59 of the CC of Ukraine, persons sentenced to restriction of liberty are generally
obliged to reside in specially designated dormitories.
65. With regard to inmates sentenced to imprisonment, in accordance with Articles 94 and 96 of the CC
of Ukraine, the following sections are established in juvenile correctional facilities: quarantine,
diagnosis and allocation; resocialisation; and social adaptation. Inmates in the resocialisation section
are allocated to social and psychological service units and are housed in accommodations with local
cohabitation of the unit members. In fact, the living conditions in the resocialisation section and the
living conditions in the social adaptation section are similar to those of the dormitory.
To what extent do prisoners' cells have sufficient lighting?
66. The internal regulations of penitentiary establishments provide the required living conditions for
inmates. These conditions include the provision of sufficient lighting in places where inmates are
kept. The level of lighting (both natural and artificial) is set by the standards of the State Construction
Supervision to be min 100 Lux.
67. According to the internal regulations of pre-trial detention facilities of the State Criminal Executive
Service of Ukraine, each cell in the pre-trial detention facility shall be equipped with working (day)
and regular (night) lighting, as well as electrical outlets for connecting electrical appliances. The
lighting and outlets shall be controlled from the room of the junior inspector of the duty shift (head
of the corps) and switches installed in the corridors near the entrance door to the cells.
68. Daytime lighting shall be switched on and off by the personnel of the pre-trial detention facility at
the time specified in the daily schedule. At night (from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.), the staff on duty turn on
the regular (night) lighting during cell inspections to prevent prisoners or inmates from committing
suicide, committing self-harm, or preparing to escape from custody. The level of lighting must not
interfere with the rest and sleep of prisoners and inmates.
69. According to the special report of the Parliamentary Commissioner for Human Rights "Status of
implementation of the national preventive mechanism in 2020", 90% of the visited institutions where
persons sentenced to imprisonment or those subject to preventive measures in the form of
detention are kept, violated the right of detainees to adequate detention conditions.
To what extent are inmates' cells ventilated?
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70. The internal regulations of penitentiary establishments provide for creation of required living
conditions for inmates. These conditions include ensuring a sufficient level of ventilation in the
premises where inmates are kept.
71. Pursuant to Article 11 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention, persons taken into custody shall
be provided with living conditions consistent with the sanitation and hygiene rules. These conditions
include ensuring a sufficient level of ventilation in the premises.
72. However, as noted above, based on the special report of the Parliamentary Commissioner for Human
Rights "Status of implementation of the national preventive mechanism in 2020", 90% of the visited
institutions where persons sentenced to imprisonment or those subject to preventive measures in
the form of detention are kept, violated the right of detainees to adequate detention conditions.
What is the status of renovation of the prison facilities?
Is there a call bell system?
73. No, such a system is not provided for in applicable laws.
How adequate is the nutritional value of the food served to prisoners?
74. On December 27, 2018, the Cabinet of Ministers adopted a decree on new nutritional standards,
which apply to persons kept in penitentiary institutions. The specified standards have several positive
aspects. They diversify the menu and slightly increase the nutritional standards. The ration shall
include milk and eggs, which has not been the case before. However, the standards also contain
provisions that reinforced existing issues:


there is still discrimination in terms of portions depending on where the person is kept and what
his/her status is. For example, in the prison camp the portion of bread is 500 grams per day, and
in the pre-trial detention facility – 450 grams per day. Two eggs per week are allowed in the
prison camp, and one in the pre-trial detention facility. The prison camp serves 500 grams of
potatoes, when the pre-trial detention facility – 400 grams;



the regulation on punishment by reducing the portion of food still applies. Inmates who are
placed in the pre-trial detention and cell-type accommodations are provided with less bread and
meat than other inmates. No milk or eggs are provided for them at all. The same applies to
inmates serving life sentences and those sentenced to arrest.



lack of fruit. They will be given only to minors, while prison camps for adults will serve dried fruit
only. Another issue inherent in standards is the possibility of substituting the food. For example,
meat may be substituted with by-products, eggs or fish. Fish may be substituted with milk, for
example, and milk with fish. An egg may be substituted with 10 grams of butter. 100 grams of
fruit may be substituted with 20 grams of jam. Dried fruit may be substituted with tea. In general,
there are a lot of possibilities for such substitutions in the regulations. Thus, the provision of
food, even at the official level, is inadequate and contains discriminatory standards.
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To what extent do the prisoners live in proper hygienic conditions in prison (sanitary conditions in or
outside their cells, showers, cleaning of cells, laundry (indoor climate))?
75. In accordance with the requirements of Article 11 of the Law on Pre-Trial Detention and Article 115
of the CC of Ukraine, prisoners and inmates shall be provided with living conditions consistent with
the sanitation and hygiene rules.
76. Sanitary, hygienic and anti-epidemic rules are enforced in pre-trial detention facilities. Persons
arriving in the pre-trial detention facility shall be sanitised, including the washing of prisoners and
inmates in the bath subject to mandatory change of underwear, disinfection, and disinfestation of
personal clothing in the disinfection chamber. For men, if required, hair on the head is cut, while
chin, beard and mustache are shaved.
77. Inmates serving their sentences in juvenile correctional facilities are provided with food, clothing,
footwear, underwear and utilities free of charge.
Do prisoners have regular access to toilets without undue delay?
78. Yes, there are toilets installed in every place of detention of inmates and prisoners.
Are the toilets fenced off from the other prisoners (separate room)?
79. Yes, toilets are fenced off from public view, but in some facilities there is a problem of inadequate
size of the said partitions, which are unable to provide sufficient level of privacy.
Do prisoners have access to running water (cold/warm)?
80. All prisoners and inmates at least have access to running cold water; access to warm water in some
facilities is limited. In such facilities, the water heating is organised to meet sanitary and hygienic
needs of detainees.
How often do prisoners have access to a shower cubicle?
81. The Torture Prevention Committee has recommended that the frequency of prisoner showering
should be increased in some prison camps and across the prison system, taking into account Rule
19.4 of the European Prison Rules. Rule 19.4 provides that "The number of bathrooms and showers
shall be sufficient to enable each prisoner to use them, at a temperature appropriate to the climate,
if possible daily, but at least twice a week or more frequently if required to maintain hygiene".
82. In most institutions access to showers for prisoners and inmates is not restricted; where there is no
such possibility, the detainees are created conditions for washing at least once a week.
To what extent are prisoners exposed to second-hand smoke?
83. Smoking is only allowed in the designated areas, preventing second-hand smoking by others.
Healthcare
To what extent do prisoners have access to healthcare services comparable to those offered in community?
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84. In accordance with Article 8 of the CC of Ukraine, inmates have the right to healthcare to the extent
prescribed by the Fundamentals of Healthcare Laws of Ukraine, with the exception of restrictions
provided for by law. Healthcare is ensured by a system of medical and preventive measures and by
a combination of free and paid forms of medical assistance. Inmates are guaranteed the right to
freely choose and admit a physician to receive medical care, including at their own expense. Inmates
with mental and behavioural disorders due to the use of alcohol, narcotic drugs, psychotropic
substances or their analogues or other intoxicating substances may, subject to their written consent,
undergo treatment for these diseases.
Do vulnerable prisoners, including those with disabilities and mental health problems, receive appropriate
treatment?
85. These categories of persons have the same right of access to healthcare services as other categories
of detainees.
Are medical examinations and treatment procedures recorded in the medical logbook? (Recording of
injuries (a) report of alleged victims, (b) complete record of medical reports based on medical examination
findings, and (c) assessment of consistency between allegations and objective medical reports; reporting
of injuries to independent prosecuting authorities.)
86. The results of all medical examinations of inmates are recorded in a logbook and entered in the
medical card of the outpatient in accordance with the "Procedure for organising medical care for
inmates of the penitentiary system".
Are prisoners regularly checked for infectious diseases?
87. In accordance with the "Procedure for organising medical care for inmates of the penitentiary
system", preventive medical examinations shall be conducted in detention facilities once a year in
accordance with the procedure for organising medical care for inmates of the penitentiary system in
order to detect and prevent the spread of infectious and parasitic diseases, as well as to detect
systemic and psychiatric diseases among inmates.
88. Juvenile inmates and inmates in cell-type detention facilities undergo preventive medical
examinations twice a year.
Do the prisoners undergo medical examination within 24 hours of imprisonment?
89. In accordance with the "Procedure for organising medical care for inmates of the penitentiary
system", upon arrival at the detention facility, all inmates undergo an initial medical examination
within 24 hours in order to identify those who have been injured, those posing an epidemic risk to
others and requiring emergency or other medical assistance, as well as those with lice.
Does medical staff receive adequate training?
90. All medical staff are required to improve their qualifications continuously.
Are the consultations with medical staff confidential?
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91. Medical examinations of inmates shall be carried out outside the hearing area and (unless the
medical worker wishes otherwise in each particular case) outside the sight of non-medical workers.
92. Only medical personnel may be present during a medical examination, unless the doctor requests
the presence of the detention facility staff for security reasons or the inmate requests it.
93. Medical examinations shall be carried out in the presence of staff of the same sex as the inmates.
94. Female inmates are guaranteed the right not to provide information and not to be examined in
relation to their reproductive health history.
95. Whenever possible, a woman should be provided with a possibility to undergo medical examination
by a female physician, except for the situations requiring the provision of medical care in an
emergency.
Can an inmate be examined by a doctor of his/her own choice?
96. In accordance with Article 8 of the CC of Ukraine, inmates are guaranteed the right to choose and
admit a doctor to receive medical care at their sole discretion, including at their own expense.
Is access to correct medical treatment granted?
Is access to prescribed medicines granted, where appropriate?
97. In accordance with the "Procedure for organising medical care for inmates of the penitentiary
system", inmates are provided with medicines, medical devices, technical and other means of
rehabilitation in accordance with legal requirements.
98. Medicines or their analogues (hereinafter – the medicines), medical devices, technical and other
means of rehabilitation may be obtained on the recommendation of the attending physician from
close relatives of inmates or other persons, provided that they are prescribed by a doctor and agreed
with the head of a relevant healthcare institution of the State Correctional Service of Ukraine.
99. Medicines, medical devices, technical and other means of rehabilitation provided to inmates, in
accordance with the medical report, shall be transferred to healthcare facilities of the State
Correctional Service of Ukraine for their treatment.
Is access to restorative treatment granted to the inmates who used to take drugs?
Is access to appropriate equipment (e.g. wheelchair, crutches) granted?
100.
Detention facilities must be equipped with required equipment, i.e. crutches and wheelchairs
for persons unable to move on their own.
What is the prevalence of suicide and self-harm?
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Are the measures in place to prevent suicide and self-harm?
101.
In accordance with the "Procedure for organising medical care for inmates of the penitentiary
system", inmates shall be handcuffed by order of the head of the correctional facility, his/her
deputies, the assistant to the head of the correctional institution on duty and his/her deputies in the
event of suicide attempts, self-mutilation or attacks on inmates or other persons.
102.
Preventive measures are also carried out to identify individuals prone to suicide or selfmutilation.
What is the risk of death caused by a disease?
Is there access to meaningful activities (provision of education, work, sport, outdoor exercise) in prison?
103.
According to Article 107 of the CC of Ukraine, inmates serving a sentence of imprisonment
have the right, in accordance with the procedure established by this Code and regulations of the
Ministry of Justice of Ukraine, to:
 participate in work activities;
 dispose of money, purchase, possess and dispose of objects, things, products;
 exchange mail with persons outside prison camps, have telephone calls with them, including
through the mobile communication networks, and to use the Internet;
 participate in the work of amateur organisations and clubs of socially useful orientation, engage
in physical education and sports;
 purchase, use and store basic necessities, periodicals, literature, and food;
 use the free time allocated in the daily schedule without violating the rules of conduct;
 obtain education in accordance with laws on education;
Duration and regularity of the above activities
104.
Within the framework of the daily schedule set by the administration of the place of detention.
To what extent are there different regimes for different categories of prisoners, including high, medium
and low security level prisoners?
105.
In accordance with Article 102 of the CC of Ukraine, the regime in correctional and educational
prison camps is the procedure established by law and other regulations for the enforcement and
service of sentences, which ensures the isolation of inmates; constant supervision of them;
performance of the duties assigned to them; exercising of their rights and protection of their
legitimate interests; safety of prisoners and staff; segregation of different categories of prisoners;
different conditions of inmates detention depending on the type of the prison camp; and change of
the inmates detention conditions.
106.
The regime in the prison camps has to minimise the difference between living conditions in
the prison camp and at large, which should contribute to increasing the responsibility of prisoners
for their behaviour and awareness of human dignity.
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107.
The regime creates conditions for socially useful work of inmates, general education and
vocational training, social and educational work, as well as public impact.
108.
According to Article 11 of the CC of Ukraine, correctional institutions are subdivided into opentype correctional institutions (hereinafter referred to as correctional centres) and closed-type
correctional institutions (hereinafter referred to as correctional prison camps).
109.
Correctional facilities are subdivided into minimum-, medium- and maximum-security prison
camps.
110.
Minimum-security prison camps are subdivided into minimum-security prison camps with mild
conditions and minimum-security prison camps with general conditions.
111.
Maximum-security sectors may be established in medium-security prison camps for male
prisoners sentenced to life imprisonment.
112.
In minimum-security prison camps with general detention conditions, medium-security
sectors may be set up for female prisoners sentenced to life imprisonment.
To what extent are the inmates allowed contact with the outside world?
113.
In accordance with Article 107 of the CC of Ukraine, inmates have the right to:
 exchange mail with persons outside prison camps, have telephone calls with them, including
through mobile communication networks, and use the Internet;
 receive and send parcels, packages, money orders, and receive transfers;
 meet with relatives and other persons;
 submit proposals, reports and complaints orally or in writing on their own behalf;
To what extent are they allowed to meet with their family and lawyer privately?
114.
Inmates are allowed short and extended visits according to the rules established in Articles 51,
59, 110 and 151 of the Correctional Code of Ukraine.
115.
Short-term visits are allowed to relatives and other persons in the presence of a representative
of the correctional institution administration.
116.
Taking into account the behaviour of the inmate while serving the sentence, violations of the
rules of behaviour during previous visits, as well as recommendations of the psychologist, short-term
visits can be provided both in open conditions (without a solid demarcation glass and an intercom)
and in closed conditions (through a solid demarcation glass and an intercom).
117.
Short-term visits in closed conditions shall take place in cases of a high risk of the inmate
violating the established visiting procedures, as well as in the case provided for in paragraph 1 of
section XV of these Rules.
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118.
Short-term and extended visits to inmates in medical institutions shall be provided in
accordance with the procedure established in this section, provided that inmates have no medical
contraindications.
119.

Inmates in healthcare facilities shall not be allowed extended visits.

120.
In accordance with Articles 59, 110 and 151 of the Correctional Code of Ukraine, extended
visits are allowed to close relatives only (spouses, parents, children, adoptive parents, siblings,
grandparents and grandchildren).
121.
Extended visits may be granted to spouses who live together as a family, but were not married.
In correctional prison camps, such visits may be granted to spouses, provided that they have common
minor children.
122.
In the case of an inmate who is seriously ill and is in a life-threatening condition, the inmate's
close relatives or spouse shall be allowed to visit him (or her). Such visitations shall not be counted
as visits.
123.

Extended visits at the time of the marriage registration shall be granted out of turn.

124.
The inmates are allowed to substitute short-term visits for extended visits at their sole
discretion.
125.
The duration of visits shall be determined by the administration of the correctional facility,
depending on the capacity of the premises in which they are kept, as well as taking into account the
behaviour of the inmate, his/her attitude to work and study. In all cases, short visits may not last less
than two hours, and extended visits – less than a day, unless the persons arriving for a visit insist on
shorter terms.
126.
In accordance with Article 110 of the Correctional Code of Ukraine, in order to obtain legal
assistance, at the written request of inmates, their close relatives or public organisations, inmates
shall be allowed to see a lawyer or another legal specialist, who is legally entitled to provide legal
assistance personally or on behalf of a legal entity, as well as a defence counsel in the criminal
proceeding, who exercises his/her authority in accordance with Article 45 of the Correctional Code
of Ukraine.
127.
At the request of an inmate or a lawyer or another legal specialist, who is legally entitled to
provide legal assistance personally or on behalf of a legal entity, or a defence counsel in the criminal
proceeding, who exercises his/her authority in accordance with Article 45 of the Correctional Code
of Ukraine, visits shall be arranged in private in a room for short-term visits without a solid protective
glass partition (with their consent), with their safety ensured. Inmates sentenced to life
imprisonment, who are kept in cell-type accommodations, shall be allowed to have visits in shortterm visitation rooms located, as a rule, in the cell-type accommodation building of the maximumsecurity correctional prison camp (sector).
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128.
A visit shall be granted by the administration of the correctional facility upon presentation of
a warrant or an agreement on the provision of legal assistance by the lawyer, and another
appropriate document, as well as documents certifying their identity by the other legal professionals
who are legally entitled to provide legal assistance personally or on behalf of a legal entity.
129.
Such visits shall not count towards the number of visits set out in Articles 110 and 151 of the
Correctional Code of Ukraine. Their number and duration are not limited, but they shall be carried
out during the day outside the time provided for the inmates to eat and sleep uninterruptedly. No
fee for the use of short-term visitation rooms shall be charged.
To what extent are the inmates allowed to have telephone calls with family and legal counsel?
130.
The administration of the correctional facility ensures that inmates are allowed to have
telephone conversations without limitation of their number at a specified time. In order to exercise
the right of all inmates serving their sentence in the facility to telephone conversations, the duration
of conversation per inmate must not exceed 15 minutes.
131.
The inmate shall be allowed to have the first telephone call immediately upon arrival at the
correctional facility.
132.
For having telephone conversations in a place determined by the administration of the
correctional facility, payphones are installed and the availability of mobile communication facilities
registered at the facility is ensured.
133.
Telephone conversations shall be conducted at the expense of the inmate under the
supervision of a representative of the correctional facility administration during the day at the time
free from work and outside the time provided for eating and uninterrupted sleep. If required, and in
agreement with the correctional facility administration, a telephone call may be allowed at any time.
Are these rights limited, including the limitations on such rights depending on the category of inmates?
134.
Pursuant to Article 110 of the CC of Ukraine,
 inmates who are placed in the reinforced supervision section shall be allowed to have one short
visit per month and one extended visit per three months;
 inmates kept in the re-socialisation section shall be allowed to have one short visit per month
and one long visit per two months;
 inmates kept in the social adaptation and social rehabilitation section shall be allowed to have
an unrestricted number of short-term visits and an extended visit on a monthly basis.
Do the inmates serve their sentences close to the region of their origin?
135.
The referrals of inmates sentenced to imprisonment for a fixed term, life imprisonment,
detention, restriction of freedom and their transfer to serve the sentence shall be issued in
accordance with the procedure for determining the type of the correctional facility.
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136.
Persons sentenced to restriction of freedom shall serve their sentences in correctional
facilities of open type (hereinafter – the correctional centres), as a rule, within the administrativeterritorial unit where they used to reside before conviction.
137.
Inmates shall serve their sentences in the same correctional or educational prison camp, as a
rule, within the administrative-territorial unit where they used to reside before conviction or near
the pla e of eside e of i ates elati es.
Solitary confinement and other means of restraint
To what extent is solitary confinement used illegally or disproportionately for prisoners?
To what extent is it used as a last resort?
138.
Under article 132 of the CC of Ukraine, persons serving custodial sentences may be subjected
to penalties for failure to comply with their obligations and for violations of the established
prohibitions, namely the transfer of inmates kept in correctional prison camps, except for those kept
in minimum-security correctional prison camps with milder conditions, to cell-type accommodation
(solitary confinement) for up to three months.
What are the reasons for using solitary confinement (disciplinary ones)?
What is the maximum duration of stay in solitary confinement in days by law and in practice?
139.
Pu sua t to A ti le
of the CC of Uk ai e, the a i u te of the i ate s sta i solita
confinement may not exceed 3 months.
What guarantees are in place (access to a lawyer and reports/appeals)?
140.
Inmates disciplined in the form of placement in a cell-type accommodation (solitary
confinement) are provided with the same guarantees to appeal, including with the assistance of a
counsel, as other categories of inmates.
What are the conditions of detention, including the contact with the outside world?
141.
Pursuant to Article 12 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention, and Articles 8, 51, 59, 110,
116, 138, 139, 140 and 151 of the CC of Ukraine, the administration of a pre-trial detention facility
may allow detainees and inmates to have short-term and extended visits.
142.
short-term visits of relatives or other persons shall be allowed by the head of the pre-trial
detention facility or his/her deputy (persons acting in their capacity):


inmates shall be allowed to have visits subject to the written permission of the investigator
or the court conducting the criminal proceeding;



inmates whose sentences have become final and binding and who, pursuant to Article 90 of
the CC of Ukraine, are temporarily kept in a pre-trial detention facility or transferred to a pretrial detention facility from an arrest facility, correctional centre, disciplinary battalion or
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correctional prison camp, in the event that they are remanded in custody in connection with
another criminal proceeding, shall be allowed to have visits upon written permission of the
investigator or court conducting the criminal proceeding;


foreign nationals kept in custody may meet with representatives of the embassies and
consulates of the relevant States by agreement with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine
and with the written permission of the investigator or court conducting the criminal
proceeding;



persons subjected to a provisional or extradition arrest shall be allowed to have visits on the
basis of a written permission of the body conducting the extradition check.

143.
Extended visits shall be allowed by the administration of the pre-trial detention facility to
inmates left in the pre-trial detention facility for maintenance works, as well as to inmates whose
sentences have become final and binding, who are temporarily left in the pre-trial detention facility
or transferred to the pre-trial detention facility from the detention centre, correctional centre,
disciplinary battalion or correctional prison camp under Article 90 of the CC of Ukraine, except for
those against whom a preventive measure of detention in connection with another criminal
proceeding has been selected.
144.
Prisoners and inmates shall be entitled to have visits with clergymen (chaplains) authorised by
religious organisations, the Articles of Associations (regulations) of which are registered in
accordance with the law, to meet their religious needs without limiting the number of visits, in their
time free from the conduct of investigative activities. The authority of clergymen (chaplains) shall be
evidenced by an official application of the religious organisation to the administration of the pre-trial
detention facility. The administration of the pre-trial detention facility shall facilitate the
confidentiality of such visits.
145.
Under paragraph 3 of Article 42 of the CC of Ukraine, an inmate shall be entitled, upon first
request, to have a defence counsel and to communicate with him or her before the first interrogation
in the environment ensuring confidentiality; to have a defence counsel attend the interrogation and
other procedural actions; to waive a defence counsel at any time during the criminal proceeding; to
receive legal assistance from the defence counsel at the expense of the State in cases specified in the
CC of Ukraine and/or the law governing free legal assistance, including due to the lack of funds to
pay for it.
Apart from solitary confinement, what other forms of force and means of restraint are used and to what
extent?
146.
Pursuant to Article 15 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention, the administration of a
pre-trial detention facility may impose the following penalties on the persons taken into custody who
violate the regime requirements:
- a warning or a reprimand;
- an unscheduled involvement in the cleaning of the premises.
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147.
Inmates maliciously violating the rules may, on the basis of a reasoned decision of the head of
the pre-trial detention facility, be placed in a punishment cell for up to ten days, and minors for up
to five days. Placement in a punishment cell must not be combined with deterioration of the
established nutritional standards.
148.

Pregnant women and women with children may not be placed in a disciplinary cell.

149.
The penalties imposed on persons taken into custody must be proportionate to the gravity
and nature of the offence. Measures that deliberately inflict physical or mental suffering or
undermine human dignity of detainees are not permitted.
150.
A penalty may be imposed for a period not exceeding ten days from the date of discovery of
the misconduct or, if an inspection was carried out in connection with the misconduct, from the date
of its completion, but not later than six months from the date of the misconduct.
151.

A penalty shall be enforced immediately or within one month from the date of its imposition.

How much abuse and torture occurs in prison?
What are the prevalence, patterns and types of physical and psychological abuse and torture?
152.
The Commissioner for Human Rights registered 165 cases of torture in monitoring institutions
in 2020.
Who are the typical victims, perpetrators, and what is the context of the abuse?
Is torture used as a means of obtaining confessions?
153.
This practice is sporadic; in respect of each such case identified by the competent authorities,
a criminal proceeding is instituted.
Are there policies and measures in place to prevent and detect abuse?
154.
In accordance with the Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture, ratified by the
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on July 21, 2006, and Article 19-1 of the Law of Ukraine on the Ukrainian
Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights, the Commissioner shall conduct regular visits to
(monitoring of) the places of detention in order to prevent the cases of torture and, where required,
to strengthen the protection of persons kept in such places against cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment.
Are there any cases of death due to abuse?
155.
No such cases have been recorded.
What is the prevalence of impunity among prison staff?
Will the prosecutor's office open an abuse case?
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If so, how often did it happen?
156.
Under Article 216 of the Correctional Code of Ukraine, the pre-trial investigation into this
category of cases is the responsibility of the State Bureau of Investigation. Criminal proceedings are
instituted in respect of each reported case of abuse.
To what extent does inter-prisoner violence (IPV) occur in the pre-trial detention facility?
What are the prevalence, patterns and types of IPV?
Who are the typical victims and perpetrators, and what is the context of IPV?
Are there policies and measures in place to identify and prevent IPV?
What are the inmate protection options (supervision)?
How is the treatment differentiated in terms of:
ethnicity (Russians, Armenians, Roma)?
political groups (former members of the Party of Regions) and
vulnerable groups (women, minors, physically and mentally handicapped persons)
Any cross category of the above?
157.
Differentiated treatment shall apply only to vulnerable groups (women, minors, physically and
mentally handicapped persons). All other groups receive the same treatment.
Special treatment of women in prisons
Are the women housed separately from imprisoned men?
158.
Yes, there is an established procedure for the separate detention of imprisoned men and
women.
Do women have adequate access to sanitary and hygienic products (at all times), washing facilities and
hygiene products?
159.
Yes, to the same extent as men.
Are women allowed to maintain relationships with their spouses and children?
160.
Yes, within the framework of the rights granted by Article 107 of the CC of Ukraine.
Is special attention given to women in terms of gynecology, breast cancer treatment, cervical cancer
treatment, prenatal, postnatal and childcare?
161.
Yes, they are given such attention as part of preventive medical examinations.
Is special attention given to women in terms of mental health care, including for the trauma related to
domestic violence?
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Are women afforded medical confidentiality during medical examinations and treatment?
162.
Yes, to the same extent as men.
Are women given the opportunity to be examined and treated by female staff according to individual
preferences?
163.
Thus, treatment is provided by persons of the same sex, except in life-saving emergencies.
Do disciplinary sanctions against women include prohibition of family contact, especially with minor
children?
164.
There is no such penalty.
Special treatment of minors in places of detention
What is the definition of a "minor"?
165.
Minor is a person under 18 years old.
Are the minors kept in institutions only deprived of their liberty as a last resort?
166.
Under Article 97 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine, a minor who has committed a criminal
offence for the first time, or an imprudent minor offence, may be exempted from criminal liability, if
his or her correction is possible without the use of punishment. In these cases, the court shall apply
forced measures of educational nature provided for by part two of Article 105 of the pre said Code
to the minor.
167.
The court may impose the following penalties on minors found guilty of a criminal offence:
1) penalty;
2) community service;
3) correctional work;
4) arrest;
5) imprisonment for a certain period of time.
168.
Additional penalties in the form of fines and deprivation of the right to occupy certain positions
or engage in certain activities may be imposed on minors.
169.
Pursuant to Article 102 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine, punishment in the form of
imprisonment of the persons under eighteen at the time of committing a crime can be appointed for
a term from six months up to ten years, except for the cases provided for by paragraph 5 of part
three of the said article. Minors condemned to punishment in the form of imprisonment shall serve
it in special educational facilities.
170.
A custodial sentence shall be imposed on a minor:
2) for a non-serious offences – for a term not exceeding four years
3) for a serious crime – for a term not exceeding seven years
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4) for a particularly grave crime – for a term not exceeding ten years
5) for a particularly grave crime connected with deliberate deprivation of human life – for a term up
to fifteen years.
Are they separated from adult prisoners?
171.
Pursuant to Article 92 of the CC of Ukraine, separate custody of men and women, minors and
adults is arranged in correctional prison camps.
Are the minors accommodated in facilities designated for this group?
172.
Yes, the law provides for the accommodation of minors exclusively in the facilities provided
for the accommodation of such a group.
Are the minors offered a full program of activities and education beyond prison?
173.
Yes, minors are given an opportunity to receive the same training as outside the correctional
institution.
174.
Minors who are improving their educational level as part of a general education program on
their own are given an opportunity to use textbooks from the library and to purchase or receive
stationery in parcels (packages) without limitation at their own expense. They are educated about
legal and hygienic issues.
Are the minors imprisoned under criminal law kept together with minors deprived of liberty for the other
reasons?
175.
Involuntary detention for a minor shall be allowed only in cases where s/he has been held
criminally liable, or in the case of release from criminal liability subject to the application of
compulsory measures of educational nature.
Are they segregated by gender and age?
176.
Article 92 of the CC of Ukraine provides for separate detention for imprisoned men and
women. There is no segregation by age.
Are they given access to the outside world?
177.
Under Article 107 of the CC of Ukraine, minor offenders shall have the same right as other
inmates to:
 exchange mail with persons outside prison camps, have telephone calls with them, including
through mobile communication networks, and use the Internet;
 receive and send parcels, packages, money orders, and receive transfers;
 meet with relatives and other persons;
 submit proposals, reports and complaints orally or in writing on their own behalf;
Are flexible measures, such as probation, community service, financial penalties, etc., used to avoid the
possible institutionalisation of minors?
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178.
Yes, the use of measures such as probation supervision, non-custodial sentences such as
community service and fines is of paramount importance in the case of minors. Application of
punishment in the form of imprisonment is used in exceptional cases.
Are the parents notified after detention and allowed to attend the court proceedings, if it is in the best
interest of minors?
179.
Parents, guardians, custodians and persons in loco parentis shall be immediately informed
after the minor is detained and shall be granted access to the court proceedings, where this is in the
minor's best interest.
Are the minors subjected to corporal punishment or ill-treated otherwise?
180.
Corporal punishment or any other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment is
prohibited.
Special treatment of the other vulnerable groups in prisons
Which groups of prisoners would you describe as vulnerable?
How are they treated compared to the other groups?

Conditions during transfer
Please, describe the general conditions for inmates during their transfer?
181.
The transfer of an inmate for further serving of a sentence from one correctional or
educational prison camp to another shall be allowed in exceptional circumstances preventing the
inmate from further serving of his/her sentence in that correctional or educational prison camp. The
procedure for transfer of inmates shall be determined by regulations of the Ministry of Justice of
Ukraine.
182.
When prisoners or inmates are transferred to another facility, they shall be provided with
conditions excluding the cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment of the person.
Does the abused inmate have access to food and water, sanitary facilities, ventilation, smoking/tobacco?
183.
They have, at the same level as other detainees.
Conditions for those who refuse military duty, evade conscription, evade mobilisation, or desert the color.
184.
The current military personnel is punished by detention in a disciplinary military unit. Article
71 of the CC of Ukraine provides that the punishment in the form of detention in a disciplinary
military unit shall be enforced by a disciplinary military unit. The organisational structure and size of
the disciplinary military unit shall be determined by the Ministry of Defense of Ukraine.
185.
The overall management of the disciplinary military unit shall be exercised by the Minister of
Defence of Ukraine.
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186.
The assignment and admission of imprisoned military personnel to the disciplinary military
unit shall be carried out as determined by the Ministry of Defense of Ukraine.
187.
The term of serving the punishment in the form of detention in the disciplinary military unit
shall be calculated from the date determined by the court sentence, taking into account the time of
the imprisoned person's detention in places of preliminary detention in accordance with Article 72
of the Criminal Code of Ukraine.
188.
Imprisoned military personnel kept in a disciplinary military unit shall be subject to the
provisions of this Code concerning socially useful work, social-education work, general education and
vocational training, and social influence. Military exercises shall also be carried out with the inmates.
189.
Persons serving their sentence in a disciplinary military unit shall perform the duties and enjoy
the rights established by law for fixed-term military personnel of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, with
the limitations stipulated by this Code.
190.

No leave shall be granted to imprisoned military personnel.

191.
Proposals, reports and complaints by imprisoned military personnel shall be considered as
provided for by law.
192.
According to Article 72 of the CC of Ukraine, imprisoned military personnel shall comply with
the regime established by this Code and regulations of the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine.
193.
While serving their sentence in a disciplinary military unit, all sentenced military personnel,
regardless of their military rank and the nature of their previous service, are kept as soldiers and
wear the same uniform and insignia of the disciplinary military unit in question.
Are the aforementioned individuals treated differently from the other inmates/inmates in civilian prisons?
194.
Yes, imprisoned military personnel kept in a disciplinary military unit have a different status
from those imprisoned in civilian prisons due to the fact that they are on military service.
Pre-trial detention facility – accommodation conditions of detainees
What is the average length of time a prisoner is kept in custody?
In relation to different types of crime?
What about the physical conditions of detention?
195.
Pursuant to Article 11 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention, persons taken into custody
shall be provided with living conditions in accordance with the rules of sanitation and hygiene.
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196.
The minimum size of the cell shall be 2.5 square meters for a detainee and 4.5 square meters
for a pregnant woman or a woman carrying a child.
197.
Detainees shall be provided with food, an individual bed, bed linen and other amenities free
of charge in accordance with the unified norms established by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine. If
required, they shall be provided with standard clothes and footwear.
Do the authorities use the temporary detention facilities in police as pre-trial detention facilities?
198.
Temporary detention facilities (hereinafter – the TDFs) of the National Police of Ukraine are
not used as pre-trial detention facilities. The temporary detention facilities may be used as pre-trial
detention facilities only in the case of detention of persons in respect of whom a preventive measure
of detention is applied for up to 3 days (if it is impossible to transport the detainees to a pre-trial
detention facility (hereinafter – the PTDF) during this period due to a long distance or lack of
adequate means of communication, they may be kept in the TDF for no more than 10 days), and in
case of detention of inmates who arrived from PTDFs and correctional facilities in connection with
court proceedings or conducting investigations (searches) with their involvement.
Are the inmates segregated from persons in custody?
199.
Pursuant to Article 8 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention, inmates shall be kept
separately from persons in custody;
What are the material conditions?
200.
Pursuant to Article 11 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention, persons taken into
custody shall be provided with living conditions consistent with the sanitation and hygiene rules.
201.
The minimum size of the cell shall be 2.5 square meters for a detainee and 4.5 square meters
for a pregnant woman or a woman carrying a child.
What is the situation regarding cell overcrowding (prisoner levels and trends)?
202.
As of 30 July 2020, 19,169 persons were kept in pre-trial detention facilities and correctional
institutions with a pre-trial detention function.
To what extent do Ukrainian prisons meet the living space standards?
203.
Since its first visit to Ukraine in 1998, the Committee recommended increasing the living space
standard per prisoner to 4 m2 (1998, 112). This recommendation was later repeated several times in
2000, 2005, 2009, 2013, and 2017.
204.
For the prison camps, this recommendation was implemented in 2010, when the statutory
standard of living space for prisoners was increased from 2.5 to 4 m 2. This standard is often not
respected in the prison camps. At the same time, the standard of 2.5 m 2 in pre-trial detention
facilities (Article 11 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention) is still applicable. In other words,
Ukraine has not fulfilled this recommendation for over 20 years. A Bill has been developed in order
to implement the recommendation of the Committee on the Preventive Detention Facility. This Bill
was registered in the Parliament in 2015 and passed in the first reading, but it never became law.
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Do the inmates live in separate cells/multiple cells?
205.
The inmates are kept in cell-type accommodations or in shared-type accommodations with
simultaneous accommodation of several persons. Detention in a separate cell is used as an exception
to the general rule.
206.
Pursuant to Article 8 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-trial Detention, persons taken into custody
shall be kept in small or shared cells. In exceptional cases, in order to preserve the secrecy of the pretrial investigation, to protect prisoners from possible attacks on their lives or to prevent them from
committing a new criminal offence, or for medical reasons, they may be kept in solitary confinement
according to a relevant decision of the person or body conducting the criminal proceedings or the
head of the pre-trial detention facility, authorised by the prosecutor. This measure shall not be
applied to minors, and if their lives are in danger, they shall be transferred to another small or shared
cell.
207.
Besides, the prisoner may be placed in a disciplinary cell or punishment cell for the purpose of
punishment. The prisoners shall be kept in the punishment cell alone.
Are dormitories used in some prisons?
208.
Pursuant to Article 59 of the CC of Ukraine, persons sentenced to restriction of liberty are
generally obliged to reside in specially designated dormitories.
Are the cells of prisoners properly lit?
209.
According to the internal regulations of pre-trial detention facilities of the State Criminal
Executive Service of Ukraine, each cell in the pre-trial detention facility shall be equipped with
working (day) and regular (night) lighting, as well as electrical outlets for connecting electrical
appliances. The lighting and outlets shall be controlled from the room of the junior inspector of the
duty shift (head of the corps) and switches installed in the corridors near the entrance door to the
cells.
210.
Daytime lighting shall be switched on and off by the personnel of the pre-trial detention facility
at the time specified in the daily schedule. At night (from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.), the staff on duty turn
on the regular (night) lighting during cell inspections to prevent prisoners or inmates from
committing suicide, committing self-harm, or preparing to escape from custody. The level of lighting
must not interfere with the rest and sleep of prisoners and inmates.
211.
According to the special report of the Parliamentary Commissioner for Human Rights "Status
of implementation of the national preventive mechanism in 2020", 90% of the visited institutions
where persons sentenced to imprisonment or those subject to preventive measures in the form of
detention are kept, violated the right of detainees to adequate detention conditions.
To what extent are the cells of prisoners ventilated?
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212.
Pursuant to Article 11 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention, persons taken into custody
shall be provided with living conditions consistent with the sanitation and hygiene rules. These
conditions include ensuring a sufficient level of ventilation in the premises.
213.
However, as noted above, based on the special report of the Parliamentary Commissioner for
Human Rights "Status of implementation of the national preventive mechanism in 2020", 90% of the
visited institutions where persons sentenced to imprisonment or those subject to preventive
measures in the form of detention are kept, violated the right of detainees to adequate detention
conditions.
What is the status of renovation of the prison facilities?
Is there a call bell system?
214.
No, such a system is not provided for in applicable laws.
How adequate is the nutritional value of the food served to prisoners?
215.
On December 27, 2018, the Cabinet of Ministers adopted a decree on new nutritional
standards, which apply to persons kept in penitentiary institutions. The specified standards have
several positive aspects. They diversify the menu and slightly increase the nutritional standards. The
ration shall include milk and eggs, which has not been the case before. However, the standards also
contain provisions that reinforced existing issues:






there is still discrimination in terms of portions depending on where the person is kept and what
his/her status is. For example, in the prison camp the portion of bread is 500 grams per day, and
in the pre-trial detention facility – 450 grams per day. Two eggs per week are allowed in the
prison camp, and one in the pre-trial detention facility. The prison camp serves 500 grams of
potatoes, when the pre-trial detention facility – 400 grams;
the regulation on punishment by reducing the portion of food still applies. Inmates who are
placed in the pre-trial detention and cell-type accommodations are provided with less bread and
meat than other inmates. No milk or eggs are provided for them at all. The same applies to
inmates serving life sentences and those sentenced to arrest.
lack of fruit. They will be given only to minors, while prison camps for adults will serve dried fruit
only. Another issue inherent in standards is the possibility of substituting the food. For example,
meat may be substituted with by-products, eggs or fish. Fish may be substituted with milk, for
example, and milk with fish. An egg may be substituted with 10 grams of butter. 100 grams of
fruit may be substituted with 20 grams of jam. Dried fruit may be substituted with tea. In general,
there are a lot of possibilities for such substitutions in the regulations. Thus, the provision of
food, even at the official level, is inadequate and contains discriminatory standards.

216.
Prisoners and inmates are provided with food according to the standards and in accordance
with the procedure established by resolutions of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/336-92-%D0%BF
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217.
dated Ju e ,
O ut itio al sta da ds fo pe so s kept i o e tio al i stitutio s a d
pre-trial detention facilities of the State Correctional Service, temporary detention facilities,
reception and distribution centres, as well as other reception centre of the Natio al Poli e as
amended), No. 1752 dated De e e
,
O ut itio al sta da ds i tu e ulosis i stitutio s
for pe so s ith tu e ulosis, i o s a d u de age i fe ted ith M o a te iu tu e ulosis as
amended), as well as the Regulation on the organisation of food supply in the State Correctional
Service of Ukraine in peacetime, approved by Order of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine No. 850/5
dated June 8, 2012, filed with the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine on June 15, 2012, No. 982/21294.
218.
Prisoners and inmates take their meals in cells, at the times specified in the daily schedule. In
order to ensure timely delivery of food from the canteen of the pre-trial detention facility to the cells,
inmates left in the pre-trial detention facility to work on household chores are involved.
219.
Inmates who are left in a pre-trial detention facility to work on household chores take their
meals in the eating area of the social and psychological service department or in the canteen.
Prisoners who work in workshops or work cells take their meals at the place of work in designated
places with observance of sanitary and hygiene requirements or in cells.
220.
In order to maintain proper order, the food is dispensed to cells and consumed in the canteen
under continuous monitoring of the pre-trial detention facility staff.
To what extent do prisoners live in hygienic conditions in prison (sanitary conditions in or outside their
cells, showers, cleaning of cells, laundry (indoor climate))?
221.
In accordance with Article 11 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention, prisoners are
provided with living conditions that meet the rules of sanitation and hygiene.
222.
Sanitary, hygienic and anti-epidemic rules are enforced in the pre-trial detention facilities.
Persons arriving in the pre-trial detention facility shall be sanitised, including washing of prisoners
and inmates in the bath with mandatory replacement of underwear, disinfection, and disinfestation
of personal clothing in the disinfection chamber. For men, if necessary, hair on the head is cut, and
chin, beard and moustache are shaved.
Do prisoners have regular access to toilets without unnecessary delay?
223.
Thus, there are toilets installed in every place of detention.
Are the toilets fenced off from the other prisoners (separate room)?
224.
Yes, toilets are fenced off from public view, but in some facilities there is a problem of
inadequate size of the said partitions, which are unable to provide sufficient level of privacy.
Do prisoners have access to running water (cold/warm)?
225.
All prisoners and inmates at least have access to running cold water; access to warm water in
some facilities is limited. In such facilities, the water heating is organised to meet sanitary and
hygienic needs of detainees.
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How often do prisoners have access to a shower cubicle?
226.
The Torture Prevention Committee has recommended that the frequency of prisoner
showering should be increased in some prison camps and across the prison system, taking into
account Rule 19.4 of the European Prison Rules. Rule 19.4 provides that "The number of bathrooms
and showers shall be sufficient to enable each prisoner to use them, at a temperature appropriate
to the climate, if possible daily, but at least twice a week or more frequently if required to maintain
hygiene".
227.
In most institutions, access to showers for prisoners and inmates is not restricted; where there
is no such possibility, the detainees are created conditions for washing at least once a week.
To what extent are prisoners exposed to second-hand smoke?
228.
Smoking is only allowed in designated areas, preventing second-hand smoking by others.
Healthcare
To what extent do prisoners have access to healthcare services comparable to those offered in community?
229.
Pursuant to Article 11 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention, medical care, as well as
preventive and anti-epidemic work in pre-trial detention facilities are organised and conducted in
accordance with the healthcare laws.
230.
The procedure for the provision of medical care to prisoners, the use of state and municipal
health care facilities not subordinate to the bodies performing pre-trial detention for this purpose,
the involvement of their medical staff and the conduct of medical examinations shall be determined
by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine.
Do vulnerable prisoners, including those with disabilities and mental health problems, receive appropriate
treatment?
231.
These categories of persons have the same right of access to healthcare services as other
categories of detainees.
Are medical examinations and treatment procedures recorded in the medical logbook? (Recording of
injuries (a) report of alleged victims, (b) complete record of medical reports based on medical examination
findings, and (c) assessment of consistency between allegations and objective medical reports; reporting
of injuries to independent prosecuting authorities.)
232.
According to the internal regulations of remand facilities of the State Correctional Service of
Ukraine, all prisoners and inmates arriving in pre-trial detention facilities are subject to mandatory
initial medical examination in order to identify persons with injuries that constitute an epidemic
threat to others or require urgent medical care. Initial medical examination is also mandatory for
children who have arrived in the pre-trial detention facility with female prisoners.
233.
The initial medical examination of prisoners and inmates shall be conducted by a medical
officer (in accordance with his/her official duties) in the medical room of the collection unit out of
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hearing and (unless the medical officer wishes otherwise in each particular case) out of sight of nonmedical personnel.
234.
If prisoners or inmates have injuries, the medical officer shall draw up a certificate in triplicate,
in which s/he shall record in detail:
- information (written statement, oral or written explanation) of the prisoner or inmate
concerning the medical examination (including allegations of ill-treatment);
- the medical officer's assumption given the prisoner's or inmate's statement and objective
medical indicators, as well as the rationale for their correlation;
- comprehensive description of objective medical findings, the nature of lesions, their size and
location.
235.
The first copy of the certificate, after review by the head of the pre-trial detention facility or
his/her substitute, shall be attached to the personal file, the second copy shall be filed with the
medical card of the prisoner or inmate, and the third copy shall be given to the prisoner or inmate.
The medical officer shall enclose pictures of the prisoner's or inmate's bodily injuries to the
certificate.
236.
The medical officer shall, within 24 hours, inform in writing the prosecutor and the head of a
relevant healthcare branch of the Central Correctional Service of Ukraine, while the head of the pretrial detention facility or his/her substitute shall inform the interregional department of any bodily
injury found on prisoners or inmates.
237.
Medical monitoring of inmates' and prisoners' health is conducted in pre-trial detention
facilities through medical examinations and tests, identification of persons in need of treatment and
continuous medical observation, as well as conduct of medical and sanitary measures to maintain
their health and fitness for work, and ensure their outpatient and inpatient treatment in accordance
with a system of health standards and clinical protocols for medical care in accordance with the
procedure prescribed by law.
238.
The results of examinations of newly arrived minors for bodily injuries and tattoos shall be
recorded in their medical cards and in the log of newly arrived minors.
Are prisoners regularly checked for disease transmission?
239.
In Ukraine, all prisoners and inmates arriving in a pre-trial detention facility are subject to a
mandatory initial medical examination, and further medical examinations are carried out as
necessary.
Do the prisoners undergo medical examination within 24 hours of imprisonment?
240.
Yes, they do immediately upon admission to institutions.
Are the consultations with medical staff confidential?
241.
Yes, the initial medical examination of prisoners and inmates shall be conducted by a medical
officer (in accordance with his/her official duties) in the medical room of the collection unit out of
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hearing and (unless the medical officer wishes otherwise in each particular case) out of sight of nonmedical personnel.
Treatment of HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, other chronic diseases that require regular treatment?
242.
In accordance with Article 11 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-trial Detention, medical care, as
well as preventive and anti-epidemic work in pre-trial detention facilities are organised and
conducted in accordance with healthcare laws. For this purpose, a medical unit operates on the
territory of the pre-trial detention facility.
243.
The medical unit provides primary treatment and preventive care for inmates and prisoners,
which includes consultation with a medical officer, diagnostics and treatment of diseases, injuries
and poisonings, preventive measures, and referral of sick inmates or inmates for specialised and
highly specialised care.
244.






The main tasks of the medical unit are:
provision of emergency medical care, primary health care and organisation of the provision of
secondary health care;
organisation and conduct of medical examinations, surveys, and implementation of dispensary
supervision;
organisation of proper sanitary, hygienic and anti-epidemic surveillance;
organisation and implementation of activities to introduce preventive medicine;
hygiene education and promotion of a healthy lifestyle.

245.
The medical unit consists of an outpatient clinic, an inpatient clinic, isolation rooms for
tuberculosis patients and patients with intestinal infections, a separate isolation room for persons
with mental disorders, a tuberculosis room, and rooms for storing medicines. All rooms of the
medical unit shall be equipped with technical means of supervision and control.
What is the prevalence of suicide and self-harm?
Are measures in place to prevent suicide and self-harm?
246.
The inmates shall be handcuffed by order of the head of the correctional facility, his/her
deputies, the assistant to the head of the correctional institution on duty and his/her deputies in the
event of suicide attempts, self-mutilation or attacks on inmates or other persons.
What is the risk of death from the disease?
What access to meaningful activities (education, work, sports, outdoor exercise, etc.) is provided in the
remand centre?
247.
Pursuant to Article 9 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention, persons taken into custody
shall be entitled to:
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248.

a daily walk for 1 hour. Pregnant women and women with children, minors as well as those who
are sick are allowed to walk for up to two hours daily with the permission and consent of a doctor;
receive transfers or parcels and money orders and deliveries;
buy food and basic necessities for up to one minimum wage per month by non-cash payment, as
well as stationery, newspapers, and books through the trade network to order without
limitation;
use their own clothes and footwear and keep the documents and records related to criminal
proceedings;
use television sets received from relatives or other persons, board games, newspapers and books
from the library of the remand centre and purchased from the sales network;
pastoral care provided by ministers (chaplains);
individually perform religious rites and use religious literature and religious objects made of lowvalue materials inherent in their beliefs, provided that this does not violate the order of the pretrial detention facilities or restrict the rights of others;
an eight-hour night's sleep, during which no involvement in procedural or other actions is
allowed, except in urgent cases;
file complaints, reports and letters to the European Court of Human Rights, as well as to the
other relevant bodies of international organisations, of which Ukraine is a member or participant,
to authorised persons of such international organisations, state bodies and officials as prescribed
by Article 13 of this Law.
Women taken into custody shall be entitled to have children under the age of 3 with them.

249.
Young persons (aged 14-35) in detention shall be entitled to psychoeducational assistance
from specialists at the social centres for families, children and young persons.
250.
Persons serving their sentences in places of deprivation of liberty, if a measure of restraint in
the form of detention in connection with other criminal proceedings has been taken against them or
if a decision has been taken to extradite them temporarily to another State, shall be kept in
accordance with the rules established by this Law. Receipt of parcels and deliveries, as well as the
purchase of food and basic necessities by these persons shall be governed by the Correctional Code
of Ukraine to ensure the security level of the correctional camp assigned to it by the central executive
authority implementing the state policy in the field of the criminal punishment enforcement.
To what extent are prisoners allowed to have contact with the outside world?
251.
In accordance with Article 12 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention, detainees may be
visited by relatives or other persons only with the written permission of the investigator or the court
conducting the criminal proceedings, at least three times a month. The duration of the visit shall be
from one to four hours.
To what extent are they allowed to meet with their family and lawyer in private meetings?
252.
A person taken into custody is guaranteed the right to legal assistance and confidential legal
advice from his or her defence counsel(s) or defence lawyer(s) in criminal proceedings, the legal
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representative(s) representing the person in administrative, civil or economic court cases, as well as
lawyer(s) or legal specialist(s) representing the person before the European Court of Human Rights,
and when the inmate is a minor, s/he shall be allowed to meet with his/her legal representative(s).
To what extent are they allowed to have calls with family and legal counsel?
253.
Prisoners are not allowed to make telephone calls.
Solitary confinement and other means of detention in pre-trial detention
To what extent is solitary confinement used illegally or disproportionately for prisoners?
254.
Pursuant to Article 8 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention, persons taken into custody
shall be kept in small or shared cells. In exceptional cases, in order to preserve the secrecy of the pretrial investigation, to protect prisoners from possible attacks on their lives, or to prevent them from
committing a new criminal offence, or for medical reasons, they may be kept in solitary confinement
according to a relevant decision of the person or body conducting the criminal proceedings or the
head of the pre-trial detention facility, authorised by the prosecutor. This measure shall not be
applied to minors, and if their lives are in danger, they shall be transferred to another small or shared
cell.
To what extent is it used as a last resort?
255.
The imposition of penalties in the form of transfer to cell-type accommodation (solitary
confinement) is subject to a court decision. If the disciplinary commission decides at a meeting to
transfer the prisoner to a cell-type room (solitary confinement), the administration of the pre-trial
detention facility shall, within twenty-four hours, send a relevant petition (submission) to the court
along with the commission's decision.
What is the maximum duration of stay in solitary confinement in days by law and in practice?
What guarantees are in place (access to a lawyer and filing of reports/appeals)?
256.
Prisoners who have been disciplined by placement in cell-type accommodation (solitary
confinement) have the same guarantees of appeal, including with the assistance of a legal counsel,
as other categories of prisoners.
What are the conditions of detention, including contact with the outside world?
257.
Pursuant to Article 12 of the Law on Pre-Trial Detention and Articles 8, 51, 59, 110, 116, 138,
139, 140 and 151 of the CC of Ukraine, the administration of a pre-trial detention facility may allow
detainees and prisoners to have short and extended visits.
258.
short-term visits of relatives or other persons shall be allowed by the head of the pre-trial
detention facility or his/her deputy (persons acting in their capacity):
259.
inmates shall be allowed to have visits subject to the written permission of the investigator or
the court conducting the criminal proceeding;
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260.
inmates whose sentences have become final and binding and who, pursuant to Article 90 of
the CC of Ukraine, are temporarily kept in a pre-trial detention facility or transferred to a pre-trial
detention facility from an arrest facility, correctional centre, disciplinary battalion or correctional
prison camp, in the event that they are remanded in custody in connection with another criminal
proceeding, shall be allowed to have visits upon written permission of the investigator or court
conducting the criminal proceeding;
261.
foreign nationals kept in custody may meet with representatives of the embassies and
consulates of the relevant States by agreement with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine and
with the written permission of the investigator or court conducting the criminal proceeding;
262.
persons subjected to a provisional or extradition arrest shall be allowed to have visits on the
basis of a written permission of the body conducting the extradition check.
263.
Extended visits shall be allowed by the administration of the pre-trial detention facility to
inmates left in the pre-trial detention facility for maintenance works, as well as to inmates whose
sentences have become final and binding, who are temporarily left in the pre-trial detention facility
or transferred to the pre-trial detention facility from the detention centre, correctional centre,
disciplinary battalion or correctional prison camp under Article 90 of the CC of Ukraine, except for
those against whom a preventive measure of detention in connection with another criminal
proceeding has been selected.
264.
Prisoners and inmates shall be entitled to have visits with clergymen (chaplains) authorised by
religious organisations, the Articles of Associations (regulations) of which are registered in
accordance with the law, to meet their religious needs without limiting the number of visits, in their
time free from the conduct of investigative activities. The authority of clergymen (chaplains) shall be
evidenced by an official application of the religious organisation to the administration of the pre-trial
detention facility. The administration of the pre-trial detention facility shall facilitate the
confidentiality of such visits.
265.
Under paragraph 3 of Article 42 of the CC of Ukraine, an inmate shall be entitled, upon first
request, to have a defence counsel and to communicate with him or her before the first interrogation
in the environment ensuring confidentiality; to have a defence counsel attend the interrogation and
other procedural actions; to waive a defence counsel at any time during the criminal proceeding; to
receive legal assistance from the defence counsel at the expense of the State in cases specified in the
CC of Ukraine and/or the law governing free legal assistance, including due to the lack of funds to
pay for it.
Apart from solitary confinement, what other forms of force and means of restraint are used and to what
extent?
266.
Pursuant to Article 15 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention, the administration of a
pre-trial detention facility may impose the following penalties on the persons taken into custody who
violate the regime requirements:
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- a warning or a reprimand;
- an unscheduled involvement in the cleaning of the premises.
267.
Inmates maliciously violating the rules may, on the basis of a reasoned decision of the head of
the pre-trial detention facility, be placed in a punishment cell for up to ten days, and minors for up
to five days. Placement in a punishment cell must not be combined with deterioration of the
established nutritional standards.
268.
Pregnant women and women with children may not be placed in a disciplinary cell.
The penalties imposed on persons taken into custody must be proportionate to the gravity and
nature of the offence. Measures that deliberately inflict physical or mental suffering or undermine human
dignity of detainees are not permitted.
269.
A penalty may be imposed for a period not exceeding ten days from the date of discovery of
the misconduct or, if an inspection was carried out in connection with the misconduct, from the date
of its completion, but not later than six months from the date of the misconduct.
270.

A penalty shall be enforced immediately or within one month from the date of its imposition.

Are there cases of abuse and torture in the pre-trial detention facility?
What are the prevalence, patterns and types of physical and psychological abuse and torture?
271.
The Commissioner for Human Rights registered 165 cases of torture in monitoring institutions.
Who are the typical victims, perpetrators, and what is the context of abuse?
Are there policies and measures in place to prevent and detect abuse?
272.
In accordance with the Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture, ratified by the
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on July 21, 2006, and Article 19-1 of the Law of Ukraine on the Ukrainian
Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights, the Commissioner shall conduct regular visits to
(monitoring of) the places of detention in order to prevent the cases of torture and, where required,
to strengthen the protection of persons kept in such places against cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment.
Are there any cases of death due to abuse?
273.
No such cases have been recorded.
To what extent does inter-prisoner violence (IPV) occur in the pre-trial detention centre?
What are the prevalence, patterns, and types of IPV?
Who are the typical victims and perpetrators, and what is the context of IPV?
Are there policies and measures in place to identify and prevent IPV?
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What are the options for protecting prisoners?
How is the treatment differentiated in terms of:
ethnicity (Russians, Armenians, Roma)?
political groups (former members of the Party of Regions) and
vulnerable groups (women, minors, physically and mentally handicapped persons)
Any cross category of the above?
274.
Differentiated treatment shall apply only to vulnerable groups (women, minors, physically and
mentally handicapped persons). All other groups receive the same treatment.
Special treatment of women in prisons
Are the women housed separately from imprisoned men?
275.
Yes, there is an established procedure for the separate detention of imprisoned men and
women.
Do women have adequate access to sanitary and hygienic products (at all times), washing facilities and
hygiene products?
276.
Yes, to the same extent as men.
Is a comprehensive program of meaningful activities (work, training, education and sports) provided to
women?
277.
Yes, within the framework of the rights granted by Article 9 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial
Detention.
Are women allowed to maintain relationships with their spouses and children?
278.
Yes, as part of the visiting rights.
Is special attention given to women in terms of gynaecology, breast cancer treatment, cervical cancer
treatment, prenatal, postnatal and childcare?
279.
Yes, they are given such attention as part of preventive medical examinations.
Is special attention given to women in terms of mental health care, including for the trauma related to
domestic violence?
Are women afforded medical confidentiality during medical examinations and treatment?
280.
Yes, to the same extent as men.
Are women given the opportunity to be examined and treated by female staff according to individual
preferences?
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281.

Thus, treatment is provided by persons of the same sex, except in life-saving emergencies.

Do disciplinary sanctions against women include prohibition of family contact, especially with minor
children?
282.
There is no such penalty.
Special treatment of minors in places of detention
What is the definition of a "minor"?
283.
Minor is a person under 18 years old.
Are the minors kept in institutions only deprived of their liberty as a last resort?
284.
Under Article 492 of the CC of Ukraine, one of the measures envisaged by the Code may be
applied to minors on the basis of their age, psychological characteristics, and occupation.
285.
Detention and custody may be applied to a minor only if s/he is suspected or accused of
committing a grave or especially grave crime, provided that application of the other preventive
measure will not ensure prevention of risks listed in Article 177 of the said Code.
286.
The minor's parents or persons in loco parentis shall be immediately informed of his/her
detention and imprisonment.
Are they separated from adult prisoners?
287.
Pursuant to Article 8 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention, separate detention of men
and women, minors and adults is arranged in the pre-trial detention facilities.
Are the minors accommodated in facilities designated for this group?
288.
Yes, the law provides for the accommodation of minors exclusively in the facilities provided
for the accommodation of such a group.
Are the minors offered a full program of activities and education beyond prison?
Are the minors imprisoned under criminal law kept together with minors deprived of liberty for the other
reasons?
289.
Involuntary detention for a minor shall be allowed only in cases where s/he has been held
criminally liable, or in the case of release from criminal liability subject to the application of
compulsory measures of educational nature.
Are they segregated by gender and age?
290.
Article 8 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention provides for separate detention for
imprisoned men and women. There is no segregation by age.
Are they given access to the outside world?
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291.
Pursuant to Article 12 of the Law of Ukraine on Pre-Trial Detention, and Articles 8, 51, 59, 110,
116, 138, 139, 140 and 151 of the CC of Ukraine, the administration of a pre-trial detention facility
may allow detainees and inmates to have short-term and extended visits.

292.
short-term visits of relatives or other persons shall be allowed by the head of the pre-trial
detention facility or his/her deputy (persons acting in their capacity):



inmates shall be allowed to have visits subject to the written permission of the investigator
or the court conducting the criminal proceeding;
inmates whose sentences have become final and binding and who, pursuant to Article 90 of
the CC of Ukraine, are temporarily kept in a pre-trial detention facility or transferred to a pretrial detention facility from an arrest facility, correctional centre, disciplinary battalion or
correctional prison camp, in the event that they are remanded in custody in connection with
another criminal proceeding, shall be allowed to have visits upon written permission of the
investigator or court conducting the criminal proceeding;

Are flexible measures, such as probation, community service, financial penalties, etc., used to avoid the
possible institutionalisation of minors?
293.
Yes, the use of measures such as probation supervision, non-custodial sentences such as
community service and fines is of paramount importance in the case of minors. Application of
punishment in the form of imprisonment is used in exceptional cases.
Are the parents notified after detention and allowed to attend the court proceedings, if it is in the best
interest of minors?
294.
Parents, guardians, custodians and persons in loco parentis shall be immediately informed
after the minor is detained and shall be granted access to the court proceedings, where this is in the
minor's best interest.
Are the minors subjected to corporal punishment or ill-treated otherwise?
295.
Corporal punishment or any other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment is
prohibited.
Special treatment of the other vulnerable groups in prisons
Which groups of prisoners would you describe as vulnerable?
How are they treated compared to the other groups?
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Annex 2: Terms of Reference (ToR)
1. Access to Ukrainian prisons for independent monitoring
a. Actors given access (such as independent state institutions and civil society organisation)
b. Mandate, independence, powers of actors
c. Types of prisons and facilities to which access is not granted
2. Different types of prisons
a. Which prisoners/crimes are allocated in the different types of prisons (high, medium, low security and military)
3. Living conditions for detainees in remand detention
a. Material conditions (state of repair, space (prison population rate and trends), light,
ventilation, nutrition )
b. Sanitary arrangements and access to personal hygiene
c. Health care
d. Access to meaningful activities
e. Contact to the outside world (family, lawyer)
f. Use of solitary confinement, force and means of restraint
g. Prevalence and patterns of ill-treatment and torture
h. Prevalence and patterns of inter-prisoner violence (IPV)
i. Authorities use of police custody as remand prison
j. Separation of remand prisoners from sentenced prisoners
k. Differentiated treatment in terms of ethnicity, political groups and vulnerable groups
l. Special treatment for vulnerable groups (women, juveniles and other groups)
m. Conditions during transfer
4. Living conditions for sentenced prisoners
a. Material conditions (state of repair, space (prison population rate and trends), light,
ventilation, nutrition)
b. Sanitary arrangements and access to personal hygiene
c. Health care
d. Access to meaningful activities
e. Contact to the outside world (family, lawyer)
f. Use of solitary confinement, force and means of restraint
g. Prevalence and patterns of ill-treatment and torture
h. Prevalence and patterns of inter-prisoner violence (IPV)
i. Prevalence of turmoil/unrest in prisons
j. Differentiated treatment in terms of ethnicity, political groups and vulnerable groups
k. Special treatment for vulnerable groups (women, juveniles and other groups)
5. Living conditions for military prisoners
a. Material conditions (state of repair, space (prison population rate and trends), light,
ventilation, nutrition )
b. Sanitary arrangements and access to personal hygiene
c. Health care
d. Access to meaningful activities
e. Contact to the outside world (family, lawyer)
f. Use of solitary confinement, force and means of restraint
g. Prevalence and patterns of ill-treatment and torture
h. Prevalence and patterns of inter-prisoner violence (IPV)
i. Authorities use of police custody as remand prison
j. Separation of remand prisoners from sentenced prisoners
k. Differentiated treatment in terms of ethnicity, political groups and vulnerable groups
l. Special treatment for vulnerable groups
6. Accountability
a. Independent authorities to investigate complaints of torture/ill-treatment
b. Independent complaint mechanisms
c. Impunity for perpetrators of ill-treatment and torture
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Annex 3: Map of Ukraine

Ukraine, Map No. 3773 Rev. 6, March 2014, UNITED NATIONS, url
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